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PREFACE 
When tasks are executed in parallel, precedence constraints are placed between 
mutually interfering tasks in order to ensure the consistency of the results. Sometimes 
these precedence constraints may be over-specified, in which case the number of tasks 
executed in parallel may not be maximal. Maximum parallelism can be obtained by 
removing such unnecessary precedence constraints. The purpose of this thesis was to 
design and develop a software tool to help study the maximal parallelism extraction 
algorithm. The tool takes a randomly generated task system as input, checks the task 
system for determinacy, and generates the corresponding maximally parallel task system 
for randomly generated domains and ranges. The tool was developed on the Computer 
Science Department's Sequent Symmetry SIS 1 computer system running the DYNIX/ptx 
operating system. 
The tool was coded in the C++ programming language using Motif toolki t. The 
user interface of the tool is based on MotifApp framework. The tool has 37 classes and 
three major class hierarchies. The results obtained were extensively studied and graphs 
showing the perfonnance of the maximal parallelism extraction algorithm were drawn for 
the average, best, and worst cases. It was found that the number of tasks did not playa 
significant part in the increase in parallelism. The increase in parallelism was found to be 
generally dependent on the ratio of the number of total memory cells to the number of 
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domain/range cells. As the ratio increases, the there is more in parallelism in the 
maximally parallel task system in comparison to the original determinate task system. 
And, as the ratio decreases, there is a less increase in the degree of parallelism, the worst 
case being when there is no increase in parallelism. Significant increase in parallelism in 
the maximally parallel task system was found when the ratio of the number of memory 
cells to the number of domain/range cells was greater than ten. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Due to technological advances and the development of new problem solving 
methods, significant changes have occurred in the field of computing. There is a need for 
significant rise in the computing power in almost all fields of science and technology [Fet 
95]. Outstanding gains in processing speeds can be achieved through the use of parallel 
processing [Desrochers 87]. 
A program in execution is called a process. A process can be represented as a task 
system. Task systems are generally broken down into subtasks, and these smaller tasks 
can be further subdivided into threads and executed in parallel on multiple processors or 
multiplexed on one processor. While executing in parallel, one needs to ensure that the 
results are consistent, i.e., that each task system is determinate. 
In order to make a task system determinate, proper precedence constraints are 
placed between any two mutually interfering tasks. Sometimes these dependencies may 
be unnecessary, i.e., precedence constraints may be placed between mutually non-
interfering tasks, thus making the task system over-specified. Due to these unnecessary 
precedence constraints, the maximum possible paraJIelism may not be utilized. 
Maximal parallelism for a task system can be obtained by removing dependencies 
between mutually non-interfering tasks and adding dependencies between pairs of 
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mutually interfering tasks. Such a task system, in which the precedence constraint are 
based only on determinacy requirements, is called a maximally parallel task system and 
the corresponding precedence graph is the maximally parallel graph. 
The main objective of this thesis was to develop a graphical tool which helps in the 
study of the algorithm for maximal parallelism extraction. Random task systems with 
random domains and ranges for each task, were used as input to the program. Maximally 
parallel task systems corresponding to the input task systems were obtained by using 
Bernstein's conditions [Bernstein 66]. 
An extensive study of the results was carried out and graphs comparing the degree 
of parallelism in the original and the maximally parallel task systems were drawn. The 
tool was implemented using the Motif toolkit and the c++ programming language on the 
Sequent Symmetry SIB 1 computer system running the DYNIXlptx operating system. 
Chapter II of the thesis gives a literature review of task systems, determinacy, and 
maximal parallelism. In Chapter ill, the implementation platform and environment are 
described. In Chapter IV, the design and implementation details of the tool are described. 
Chapter V gives a summary of the experiments conducted and the results obtained. 
Finally, Chapter VI summarizes the thesis work and provides suggestions for future work. 
CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Definitions 
A task is defined as a unit of computation. When assigned to a processor, a task is 
executed sequentially [Samadzadeh 92]. A task can be a program, an instruction, or a sub-
instruction. A group of tasks can be called a process [Desrochers 87] or sometimes a 
single task can be a process. A task can be obtained by decomposing or partitioning a 
given problem into sequential units of computation. The external behavior of a task is 
defined, but its internal behavior is generally not specified [Coffman and Denning 73]. 
Depending on the degree of granularity, a task can be a statement (fine-grained 
partitioning) or it can be a whole program (coarse-grained paltitioning) [Samadzadeh 92]. 
The degree of granularity varies from machine to machine. Generally, a loosely coupJed 
machine is coarsely-grained and a tightly coupled machine is fine grained. Tasks can run 
in parallel on multiple processors or they can run in a time-shared mode on a \.mi-
processor machine. 
A task system can be obtained by partitioning a program. The partitioning can be 
done either by passing the program through a parallelizing compiler or by using explicit 
parallel constructs. The code generated by a parallelizing compiler has the advantage of 
3 
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being portable but it may not be efficient. The programmer typically needs to check such 
code repeatedly in order for the compiler to recognize the parallelism [Samadzadeh 92]. 
Using parallel programming constructs requires identification of the independent parts of 
the program and thus requires a lot of programming experience. 
In independent task systems, there are no dependencies between any two tasks, 
and therefore the tasks can be executed in any order. In a mUltiprocessor environment the 
goal is to execute the tasks in such a way as to balance the load on the various processors 
[ Wilson 95]. In a dependent task system the tasks need to be executed in such an order as 
to ensure the consistency of the results. Any two tasks having dependency between them 
cannot be executed in parallel. 
A task system is a collection of tasks with precedence among them. I/O 
dependencies associated with the tasks determine the order of execution. A task cannot be 
executed until all of the tasks on which it depends have been executed. A task system can 
be represented by the ordered tuple ('t, <.), where 't = {T 1• T2 ..... Tn} represents the set of 
tasks and <. represents a partial order among them '[Coffman and Denning 73]. The 
notation T I <. T 2 indicates that T I is a predecessor of T 2 or T 2 is a successor of T I. and 
that T 2 cannot start execution until T I has finished execution. A terminal task has no 
-
successors and an initial task has no predecessors. For a task Tj, T j indicates task 
initiation and Ii indicates task termination. 
The memory associated with a task system consists of a set of cells or locations . 
Associated with each task T is a set of cells called the domain of T, denoted by Dh and 
another set of cells called the range of T, denoted by R I . At initiation a task reads from the 
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memory cells in its domain and at termination it writes into the memory locations in it 
range. 
The execution of a task system results in the initiation and termination of the 
various tasks of the task system. For a task system C = (t, <.) , an execution sequence is 
defined as a = e I, e2, ... , e20, where ei, 1 ~ i ~ 2n, indicates the initiation or termination 
of a task in the task system satisfying the following conditions, a. if ej = T and ej = I, 
- -
then i <j, and b. ifei = Tl and ej = T2, where TJ <. T2, then i <j. A complete execution 
sequence starts with the initiation of the first task and ends with the tennination of the 
final task. If a is an execution sequence, then V(M j , a) indicates the sequence of values 
written into the memory location M i , 1 ~ i ~ m, for a memory of size m, during the 
execution sequence. 
2.2 Modeling of Task Systems 
Graph models can be used to represent task systems. They represent the data 
dependency and structure of the computation for a gi ven problem. Directed acyclic graphs 
(DAG), data flow graphs, and Petri nets are examples of some of the widely used graph 
models. 
When studying and detecting parallel ism in a program, a data flow graph of the 
program is first drawn, and converted into a DAG using loop removal algorithms. These 
DAGs are then converted to precedence graphs by removing the redundant paths 
[Samadzadeh 92]. Precedence graphs, as the name suggests, depict precedence constraints 
and help determine the order of execution of the tasks. They represent the cooperation 
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and communication among the tasks in a task system, and hence aid in representing and 
detecting the parallelism inherent in a task system. 
A precedence graph consists of a set of nodes and a set of edges connecting the 
nodes. The nodes represent the tasks and the edges represent precedence among the tasks. 
An edge from task T I to task T 2 indicates that T I is an immediate predecessor of T 2, and 
that T I should terminate before T 2 is initiated. Tasks T I and T 2 can be executed in parallel 
if T I is not a successor nor a predecessor of T 2. An independent task system does not have 
any dependencies among tasks, so there are no edges in the graph representation of the 
task system. 
An important use of precedence graphs is to extract the parallelism inherent in a 
task system and to ensure the consistency of the results by selectively imposing 
appropriate precedence constraints between pairs of tasks in under-specified task systems. 
The width of a precedence graph is an indication of the maximum amount of parallelism 
possible in that task system. Scheduling algorithms take into account the precedence 
imposed by precedence graphs, and schedule the tasks in such a way as to obtain the 
shortest schedule length and to ensure the determinacy of the system. 
An adjacency matrix can be used to represent the connectivity of the nodes in a 
task system. The row and column headers of an adjacency matrix represent the nodes, and 
the entries of the matrix represent the connectivity among the nodes. 
2.3 Determinacy of Task Systems 
When a program is broken down into tasks that can be executed in parallel, an 
important issue of concern is the consistency of the results obtained. In a multiprocessor 
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environment the speeds of different processors may vary. A task system is said to be 
determinate if the results produced by it for a specific input are unique regardless of the 
execution sequence or the speed of execution [Coffman and Denning 73]. A nOIl-
determinate task system may execute in different ways, for various given inputs and give 
different results [Wilson 95]. Most serial computations are necessarily determinate 
whereas parallel computations may fail to be determinate due to the timing effects and the 
allocation of data to various processors. 
Formally, a task system is said to be determinate if, for a given initial state SO, and 
any pair of execution sequences a and a' of the task system, V(M j , a) = V(Mj, a\ lsi s 
n, where n is the number of memory cells [Nutt 92] [Coffman and Denning 73]. V(M j , a) 
and V(M j , a') represent the value sequences stored in memory cell M j for execution 
sequences a and a', respectively. Bernstein [Bernstein 66] derived a set of conditions that 
determine whether two parts of a program can be executed in parallel. He basically stated 
that tasks with overlapping domains and ranges cannot be executed in parallel. 
A task system consisting only of mutually non-interfering tasks is determinate. 
Two tasks T and T' are said to be mutually non-interfering if a. T is a successor or 
predecessor of T ', or b. if T and T' satisfy Bernstein's conditions, i.e., i. DT n Rl = ¢, 
ii. RT n DT' = <1>, and iii. RT n RT' = $. Independent task systems are determinate since 
they do not exhibit data dependencies. Dependent task systems share memory cells and 
hence are not generaUy determinate. In order to ensure determinacy, proper precedence 
constraints should be introduced between pairs of dependent tasks where necessary. 
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2.4 Maximal Paralleli m 
Precedence plays an important role in task systems since, among other things, it 
helps solve the Readers-Writers problem [Nutt 92]. A task reading from a memory 
location can be run in parallel with other tasks reading from the same location but not 
with a task writing into the same memory location. A task writing into a memory location 
cannot be run in parallel with any other task accessing the same location. 
A task system may be over-specified in which case there may be too many 
precedence constraints, or it may be under-specified in which case there may not be 
enough precedence constraints. An under-specified task system may not be determinate; 
and, in the case of over-specified task systems, the number of tasks that can be executed 
in parallel may not be maximal. A maximally parallel task system is obtained from a 
determinate over-specified task system by removing unnecessary precedence constraints 
while preserving determinacy. 
In a task system, precedences may be introduced due to some external reasons 
thus making it over-specified [Nutt 92]. This reduces the amount of potential parallelism 
in the task system. Maximal parallelism can be obtained by removing such unnecessary 
precedences. A task system is said to be maximally parallel if the removal of precedence 
between any two tasks makes them interfering, i.e., if G is the graph representing the 
maximally parallel task system, then the removal of an arc between any two nodes will 
make tbe corresponding tasks interfering [Coffman and Denning 73]. 
In a maximally parallel task system, precedence constraints are based only on 
shared memory references, i.e., they are based only on determinacy constraints. When 
obtaining the maximum possible parallelism, first all tasks are considered to execute in 
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parallel and then precedence constraints are imposed on any pair of tasks violating 
Bernstein's conditions (see Section 2.3) [Bernstein 66]. 
CHAPTER III 
IMPLEMENTATION PLATFORM AND ENVIRONMENT 
3.1 Sequent Symmetry SIS 1 
The Sequent Symmetry S/S1 machine, developed by Sequent Computer Systems, 
Inc., is a tightly coupled multiprocessor that uses shared memory. It has a parallel 
architecture with multiple processors, with DYNIXIptx or DYNIX Y3.0 operating system 
and standard interfaces such as Ethernet, MULTIBUS, SCSI, and YMEbus [Sequent 90]. 
UNIX compatible software can be run on Symmetry S/81 with little or no modifications. 
DYNIXIptx is compatible with AT&T SystemY3.2 only, where as DYNIX V3.0 
supports both Berkeley UNIX and UNIX System Y command sets [Sequent 90]. 
DYNIXIptx is a flavor of UNIX that dynamically distributes the various responsibilities 
such as handling interrupts to all processors in the system. 
3.2 X Window System 
The X Window system and its library provide the basic functions needed to 
implement graphical user interfaces. It provides a wide range of capabilities such as 
window creation and drawing, event handling, inter-client communication, and 
input/output buffering. 
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The architecture of the X Window System is based on the client-server model. 
The client is the application program and the server is the X tenninal. The server 
packages the user's action into an event and sends it to the client which in turn sends 
commands to the server [Brain 92]. The terminal then interprets these commands and 
updates its display. The keyboard, screen, and the mouse together form the X terminal's 
display. The server hides the differences in the underlying hardware from the client 
application [Nye 90]. The X protocol (see Section 3.3) helps in the communication 
between the client and the server. 
The server's primary responsibility is to manipulate and display windows as 
requested by the client. Windows in X fonn a hierarchical structure. Initially, when the X 
server starts, it creates the root window. All other windows are descendants of the root 
window [Young 92]. When a window is created, it is not visible until it is mapped. 
Windows can be displayed or removed from the screen by mapping or unmapping them, 
respectively. Windows are created at the request of the client and are no longer visible 
after the client disconnects. 
Figure 1 shows the Motif/XtlXlUNIX library hierarchy [Brain 92]. At the bottom 
there is UNIX, and on top of it is X and its libraries. The X toolkit sits on top of X, and 
above it is Motif and its library. 
The X toolkit consists of two parts: the Xt Intrinsics and a set of user interface 
components called widgets [Johnson 90]. Xt Intrinsics supports many widget sets such as 
the Athena widget set, the HP widget set, the Open Look widget set, and the Motif widget 
set. These widget sets can be used interchangeably. The Motif widget set was used in the 
development of the tool for the thesis work. 
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Application program 
Motif widget set 
X toolkit 
Xlib 
UNIX 
Figure 1. MotiflXtJXfUNIX Hierarchy (Source: [Brain 92]) 
3.3 X Protocol 
The X protocol is a true definition of the X window system and is responsible for 
communication between the client and the server [Nye 90]. It operates asynchronously by 
using a single bi-directional network connection . It multiplexes all the windows on the 
same screen thus preserving the order of the events. 
Below the X protocol any lower network layer can be used. The clients implement 
the X protocol that interfaces with the underlying network protocol [Nye 90]. Servers can 
understand more than one network protocol, thus allowing them to communicate with 
clients in more than one network at once. The connection between a chent and a server on 
the same machine is based on local interprocess communication (fPC) channels, UNIX 
domain sockets, or shared memory. 
X can talk to any language provided that a programming interface exists between 
the language and the X protocol [Brain 92]. Xlib is the library that implements the X 
protocol for the C programming language. 
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3.4 OSFlMotif Toolkit 
The OSFIMOTIF IS a standard user interface toolkit that was developed by the 
Open Software Foundation and is based on Xt Intrinsics [Young 92]. Motif was 
developed to provide the functionality needed to implement graphical user interfaces that 
work alike on a wide variety of platforms [8erlage 91]. 
Motif provides a set of user interface components called widgets, which enable 
programmers to include the most frequently used graphical interface elements in their 
programs. Motif consists of the Motif Widget Set, the Motif Style Guide, the User 
Interface Language and the Motif Window Manager [Heller 94]. Figure 2 illustrates the 
architecture of Motif. 
Motif 
X 
Window 
System 
Legend: 
Motif 
Window 
Manager 
Library 
Application 
X Display 
Motif 
Toolkit 
Library 
UIL: User Interface Language 
UIL 
UIL 
Compiler 
Figure 2. The architecture of OSFlMotif (Source: [Berlage91]) 
-
-
-
J 
,.., 
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In the layered architecture of OSF/MOTIF, the X Window System acts as the 
lower layer, making the system machine independent. X provides the basic event driven 
programming environment. The X library (Xlib) provides the programming interface to 
the X Window System. X imposes no restrictions on the appearance of the user interface 
components, but the user needs to take care of all the low level event handling, thus 
making the programs long and complex. 
The Motif window manager, mwm, manages the basic functions of a window 
such as resizing, moving, and iconizing, thus reducing the amount of code to be written 
by the programmer. The mwm follows a specific protocol specified in the Inter-Client 
Communications Conventions Manual (lCCCM). Any ICCCM complaint window 
manager can be used with X and Motif applications [Young 92]. 
The Motif toolkit is based on Xt Intrinsics and provides a set of widgets, which 
take care of all the low level event handling for the programmer. Motif provides basic 
widgets such as text widgets, scrollbar widgets, and push button widgets. Motif also 
provides manager widgets such as form widgets, which control the layout of other 
widgets. Unlike X, Motif enforces a particular look and feel for the user interface 
components, thus maintaining consistency of the user interface and at the same time 
restricting the freedom availabJe in X. 
In Motif programming, each widget has a set of resources that control its 
appearance and behavior. The resources of a widget can be read or set to new values. For 
example, to change the height and width of a push button widget, its height and width 
resources need to be set. The widget can also send out messages called callbacks to 
communicate with your code. 
IS 
The user interface language CUlL) is a text based language used to describe au er 
interface consisting of Motif or other widget sets. Un. provides a simple syntax for 
specifying the user interface in tenns of a widget hierarchy [Heller 94]. UIL can be used 
as an alternative to the C language interface for applications based on Motif. Using UIL, 
an application's window layout can be described in a file separate from the rest of the 
program [Young 92]. 
The Motif style guide describes the preferred ways to design a Motif application 
interface, to establish consistency among Motif applications. Even though a certain 
amount of consistency is ensured by the use of the Motif toolkit, there are some 
guidelines which cannot be enforced and many which can be overridden [Berlage 91]. 
Examples of such guidelines include changing the cursor shapes to infonn the user about 
what is happening and providing some standard menu entries which should be used in the 
same place in all applications that need them [Brain 92]. 
3.5 Using Motif with C++ 
Motif, like C++, supports an object-oriented architecture, but the object-oriented 
architecture of Motif is incompatible with the class hierarchy of C++ [Young 92] 
[Bowman 95]. One cannot create a C++ class as a subclass of a motif widget. One 
approach is to wrap C++ classes around widgets [Bowman 95]. Another approach, as 
suggested by Young [Young 92L is to put together one or more widgets into a logical 
grouping. The widget creation, resource specification, and assigning callbacks can all be 
put in a C++ class. 
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Callbacks provide a means to notify the program of a change or a user action. 
Callbacks present a problem for C++ classes. C++ member functions require a hidden 
first argument, which is the this pointer. If a C++ member function is called from a C 
function as a callback, the this argument will not be supplied, resulting in an incorrect 
argument sequence [Young 92] [Bowman 95]. This problem can be solved by having an 
external function as the callback routine and having it call the appropriate member 
function. A more simple and direct approach is to use static member functions. A static 
member function does not accept a this argument and C-based Motif functions can call 
these functions directly [Young 92] [Bowman 95]. 
CHAPTER IV 
DESIGN AND IMPLEMENT A TION 
This chapter describes the design and implementation issues of the program (i.e., 
the software tool created as part of this thesis). The class hierarchies, application 
framework used, and other related issues are described in this chapter. The program has 
been implemented using C++ and OSFlMotif. There are 39 classes, the class headers are 
declared in the file class.h, and the implementations are declared in the file class.C, where 
class stands for each class name. 
4.1 Overview of the Tool 
The program was developed as a tool that aids in the study of the maximum 
paralJelism extraction process. The program takes random task systems together with 
random domains and ranges for the tasks using the random number generator provided by 
Park and Miller [Park and Miller 88]. The task systems are made determinate by placing 
dependencies between mutually interfering tasks and removing redundant dependencies. 
The maximally parallel task system is obtained from the determinate task system by 
placing dependencies between mutually interfering tasks and removing all other 
dependencies. 
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The inputs to the program are random task systems obtained by using t.he random 
task system generator developed by Samadzadeh [Samadzadeh 92]. There are two 
fonnats for input: one is the fixed format in which a task system and its domains and 
ranges are provided, and the other is the random format in which only the task system is 
provided. For fixed fonnat input files, the results of t.he program can be predicted since 
ranges and domains are provided by the user. In the case of random format data files, the 
results cannot be predicted since the program generates random domains and ranges, and 
obtains the maximally parallel task system based on them. 
Figure 3 illustrates a random format input file, where N indicates the number of 
tasks . Task systems are represented by means of upper triangular adjacency matrices. In a 
task system generated by the random task generator [Samadzadeh 92], the higher 
numbered tasks can depend only on the lower numbered tasks, hence an upper triangular 
matrix is sufficient to represent the task system. For example, task 1 can depend on task 0 
and not vice versa. No domains or ranges are provided in the random format input file. 
Figure 4 illustrates a fixed format input file. In the fixed format input file, the 
domains and ranges are specified after the task system, as shown in the figure. In the 
figure, 25 indicates the upper limit on the number of memory cells. So memory has cells 
ranging from 1 to 25. The number of lines of domains and ranges must be equal to the 
number of tasks. Since there are ten tasks in the task system in Figure 4, ten domains and 
ranges are provided. Each line contains the number of domain cells followed by the 
domains cells and the number of range cells followed by the range cells, exactly in that 
order. The domains and ranges of the lower numbered tasks precede the domains and 
ranges of the higher numbered tasks. For example, line 4 (0,1,2,3) 2 (0,1) represents the 
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domains and ranges of task 0 (tasks are numbered from 0). This line specifies that task 0 
has four domain cells (0, 1,2 and 3) and two range cells (0 and 1). 
N=lO 
0110000000 
001100010 
01101101 
0001100 
011010 
01100 
0111 
001 
01 
o 
Figure 3. Example of a random format input file 
N=lO 
0110000000 
001111010 
01001011 
0100001 
010010 
01101 
0101 
001 
01 
o 
25 
4 (0,1,2,3) 2 (0,1) 
3 (0,4,5) 3 (7,8,9) 
3 (8,9,0) 3 (12,13,14) 
3 (6,13,20) 4 (0,7,10,19) 
3 (8,9,11) 2 (6,12) 
4 (13,14,15,16) 3 (9,11,20) 
2 (18,20) 1 (18) 
° 0 1 (18) 
4 (0,1,2,3) 2 (3,18) 
2 (3,5) 1 (0) 
Figure 4. Example of a fixed format input file 
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A graphical user interface is provided that enables users to view the precedence 
graphs, adjacency matrices, and comparisons between the determinate and maximally 
parallel task systems. A belp menu containing explanation about running the program and 
the input to the program is also provided. 
4.2 Class Structure 
The algorithm part of the program consists of six main classes: TaskSystem, Task, 
Memory, RandGen, Dependency, and IntArray. The TaskSystem class is the backbone of 
the program. It has pointers to Task and Dependency classes as data members and they 
represent the tasks and the dependencies between them. The TaskSystem class has 
member functions checkRedundancyO and rmRedundancyO for removing redundant 
dependencies, makeDeterminateO to make the task system determinate, 
degOfParallelismO to find the degree of parallelism of the task system, and 
getMaxParallelismO to make the task system maximally parallel. 
The Task class contains the task number and an instance of Memory class as its 
data members. The Memory class represents the memory associated with a task and has 
data members _domain and _range, representing the domain and range of the task, 
respectively. The _domain and _range are IntArray instances. The Dependency class 
contains private data members _taskld, _dependsOn, and _dependents specifying the 
tasks on which the task depends and the tasks which depend on the task. Both 
_dependsOn and _dependents are IntArray instances. 
The RandGen class is an implementation of the random number generator 
provided by Park and Miller [Park and Miller 88J and is used to generate the random 
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domains and ranges associated with a task. The RandGen class is used for generating 
domains and ranges when the input is random format file. In case of the fixed format 
files, since the user provides domains and ranges, the random number generator is not 
used. The IntArray class represents an integer array and contains the needed member 
functions to manipulate arrays. The IntArray class has overloaded addition, subtraction, 
equality, and subscription operators defined for integer arrays. 
4 .3 User Interface 
4.3.1 Application Framework 
An application framework is a collection of pre-existing, and tested reusable 
classes that captures features common to many applications [Young 92]. It provides the 
base design on which new applications can be built. This frees the programmer of the 
burden of connecting the various components of the program, since the application 
framework does this automatically. Application specific details can be added by adding 
new methods, or by providing new classes that derive from classes provided by the 
framework. 
Application frameworks are different from toolkits [Young 92]. Toolkits (like 
Motif) provide functions that a programmer can use in a program. The programmer has 
the freedom in deciding how to use them. An application framework, on the other hand, is 
more restrictive, provides more structure to the program and gives less freedom to the 
programmer. One such application framework is the MotifApp framework described in 
the next subsection. 
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4.3.2 MotifApp Framework 
The user interface for the tool was developed based on the MotifApp framework 
provided by Young [Young 92]. This framework captures features common to most Motif 
applications, such as: 
• Initializing the Xt Intrinsics 
• Opening a connection to the X server 
• Creating an application context (XtAppContext) 
• Creating a shell widget to serve as the parent for other widgets 
• Creating one or more widgets that define the user interface 
• Handling events by entering an event loop 
The framework uses C++ classes to combine groups of widgets into more 
complex user interface components and to define the overall behavior of the user 
interface components. The user interface components of MotifApp framework have the 
following features [Young 92]: 
• Components create one or more widgets in the class constructor. Normally, callbacks 
and other setup are handled here as well. Each component creates a single widget that 
forms the root of the widget tree represented by the class. All other widgets are 
children or descendants of this base widget. 
• Components take a widget and a string as arguments in the constructor. The widget 
serves as the root of the component's widget tree and the string is used as the name 
of the root widget. 
• Each component class provides an access method that can be used to retrieve the root 
widget of the component's subtree . 
--
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• Components allow the widget subtree encapsulated by the class to be managed and 
unmanaged. Components are treated as a logical group. Other widgets are managed 
in their constructors and only the root widget needs to be managed or unmanaged. 
• Components handle the destruction of widgets within the components widget tree. 
The widgets encapsulated by an object should be destroyed when the object is 
destroyed. 
4.3.3 High Level User Interface Components 
Figure 5 illustrates the high level User Interface hierarchy. The BaseWidget class 
serves as the base class for all user interface components. It consists of a data member 
_baseWidget that acts as the root of all widget trees. The derived classes create the base 
widget by calling BaseWidget class's constructor. It has two member functions manageO 
and unmanageO to manage and unman age the component's base widget. The Base Widget 
is intended specifically to serve as the base class for other classes and cannot be 
instantiated. Sections 4.4 to 4.8 contain description of the various high level user interface 
components. 
BaseWidget 
..--------Application 
I------Windows 
I------Dialogs 
I------Commands 
1------CmdB utton Interface 
L------MenuBar 
Figure 5. Higher level User Interface hierarchy 
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The Application class in Figure 5 implements the features common to mo t motif 
applications and provides a place to store data that may be needed throughout an 
application. The Application class handles XlXt initialization, handles events by entering 
the event loop, creates a main shell that serves as the parent for all other top-level 
windows, maintains global data structures such as the X display and application context, 
and provides means to manage, unmanage, and iconify all the windows registered with it. 
The Application class has the member function initializeO that initializes the 
XtIntrinsics, creates the Application object's base widget, creates an application context, 
opens a connection to the X server, and initializes all the main windows m the 
application. The Application class provides a global pointer to an instance of the 
Application class, theApplication, which must be instantiated once for each application 
and which serves as the parent widget for all top-level windows. 
4.3.4 Windows 
The tool has options to display the graphs and the adjacency matrices of the 
determinate and the maximally parallel task system, as well as the results of the execution 
in terms of the possible improvement in the degree of parallelism. Figure 6 shows the 
class inheritance hierarchies of the windows in the program. 
---[
MatrixWindow 
.------SaseWindow 
ResultsWindow 
BaseWidget ----i 
---[
canva:SC---TaSkGraPh 
L...---Main Window 
MenuWindow 
Figure 6. Class Hierarchy of the windows 
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The following paragraphs contain descriptions of the elas es representing the 
various windows used in the program: 
The BaseWindow class is an abstract class derived from the BaseWidget class and 
provides all the derived classes with a base window along with the base widget provided 
by the BaseWidget class. It has pure virtual functions createShellO and 
createBaseWidgetO which the derived classes need to override in order to form the base 
widget and the base windows, respectively. It has a virtual function initializeO that is 
called from the initializeO function in the derived classes. The initializeO function calls 
createShellO and createBaseWidgetO functions in the derived classes to create the top 
level shell and to create the base widget. 
The MatrixWindow class is derived from the BaseWindow class and displays the 
adjacency matrices of the determinate and the maximally parallel task systems. It uses a 
label widget to display the matrices and also provides an OK button, which when pressed 
unmanages the window. Figures 7 and 8 show snapshots of the Matrix Window for a 
determinate task system and the corresponding maximalJy parallel task system. 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
0: 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 
1: 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
2: 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
3: 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
4: 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
5: 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
6: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Figure 7. Adjacency Matrix of a determinate task system 
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Iii Maximally Parallel Task S; stem iElII 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
0: 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 
1: 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
2: 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
3: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I OK I ..-, 
Figure 8. Adjacency Matrix of a maximally parallel task system 
The ResultsWindow class displays the comparison of the determinate task system 
and the maximally parallel task system. Its class structure and operation are similar to the 
MatrixWindow. Figure 9 gives a snapshot of the Results window. 
Degree of Parallelism: 
of Dependencies: 
of Longest Path: 
Determinate Task S~stem UMPTS 
3 
17 
4 
4 
7 
2 
Figure 9. A snapshot of the Results window 
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The MainWindow class is an abstract class derived from the BaseWidget class 
and provides a main window widget. The MainWindow class provides the layout of the 
application's top-level window and registers with the application object by calling the 
registerWindowO function. The initializeO member function creates the top-level shell 
and the main window. The manageO and unmanageO member functions are responsible 
for mapping and unmapping the window. 
The Canvas class is derived from the MainWindow class and is the base class of 
the TaskGraph class. It has a drawing area widget, a graphics context, and pointers to line 
and node classes as protected members so that derived classes can use them. It has pure 
virtual functions setPointsO and drawO which are implemented by the TaskGraph class. It 
has a member function initializeO called from TaskGraphO which in turn calls the 
initializeO member function in the MainWindow class. The initializeO member function 
creates a drawing area widget and sets up the graphics context. 
The TaskGraph class is used to draw the precedence graphs of both the 
determinate and the maximally parallel task systems. It is derived from the Canvas class 
and draws the graphs on the drawing area widget available in the protected area of 
Canvas. It has function setPoints(), to set the points of the nodes and lines of the 
precedence graph, and function drawO, to initialize the drawing area and to register an 
expose callback for the drawing area; so that whenever the widget is exposed, the 
precedence graph is redrawn. Figures 11 and 12 show precedence graphs of a determinate 
task system and its corresponding maximally parallel task system. 
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The MenuWindow class is derived from the MainWindow class and provide a 
menubar. All of the commands used in the program are present as the protected data 
members of the MenuWindow class and are created in its constructor. The MenuWindow 
class has a member function initializeD that initializes the main window and then creates 
a menubar. The commands are then added to the menubar in the function 
createMenuPanesO called from the initializeO member function. Figure t 3 shows the 
main window and the menu bar created when the program is run. 
4.3.5 Dialogs 
Dialogs can be used to provide information to the user or to request information 
form the user. The dialogs in the program are derived from the BaseWidget, as shown in 
Figure 10. There are two types of dialog classes, one is the DialogManager class that 
provides error information and Question dialogs for presenting information and getting 
feedback from the user, and the other is the FileSelectionDialog class that provides a file 
selection box that prompts the user to enter an input filename or select a file from the list 
of filenames displayed. 
BaseWidget 
.-------DialogManager 
L...-----FileSelectionDialog 
Figure 10. Class hierarchy for the dialog 
!- Determinate Task S -----ir',..' 
-~------ -- - -~ 
OK 
Figure 11. Precedence graph of a determinate task system 
L 
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lit . 
~ 
I 
I 
---
30 
Fir 
-------~-- -- - ----
Figure 12. The precedence graph of the maximaJly parallel task system corresponding to 
the determinate task system in Figure 8 
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File View About 
Figure 13. Main Window and the Menu bar 
4.3.5.1 DialogManager 
The DialogManager class is derived from the BaseWidget class and supports 
popup dialogs. It supports information, question, and error dialogs. The constructor of the 
DialogManager class takes two arguments, the first one indicates the name of the dialog 
and the second one indicates the type of the dialog. Depending on the type of dialog 
specified, an error, a question, or an infonnation dialog is created. The error dialogs 
infonn the user of an erroneous situation. Figure 14 illustrates an error dialog box. The 
information dialog can be used to supply information to the user. Figure 15 gives a 
snapshot of a sample information dialog box. The question dialog box is used to ask a 
question from the user. For example, the question dialog in Figure 16 is used to confirm 
the exit operation. The DialogManager class supports global variables 
theinfoDialogManger, theErrorDiaJogManager, and theQuestionDialogManager that are 
instantiated once and can be used throughout the program. 
Invalid fi Ie chosen! 
Choose a Random or a Fixed data file. 
Figure 14. Error Dialog Box 
It 
• 
i I 
l .. 
To generate a random task s~stem, do the following: 
T~pe /~/samad/PAPERIKAHALA/task_graph.out 
Follow the instructions and give '1' when asked for the 
Number of graphs to be generated and placed in graphs.out. 
-A file graphs.out is copied into your current directory • 
• 
1 -Cop~ graphs.out into Random.dat to run the program using 
random domains and ranges. 
-Cop~ 9raphs.out into Fixed.dat if you want to provide your 
domains and ranges. 
-To look at sample Random and Fixed dat a files, select 
'About Data' cOl1lmand in the Help menu, 
Figure 15. Information Dialog Box 
Question 
9' Do !::lOU reall!::l want to exit? 
Figure 16. Question Dialog Box 
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4.3.5.2 FileSelectionDialog 
The FileSelectionDialog class provides a file selection dialog box. A file selection 
dialog box is created and displayed when the user selects the Open command in the File 
menu. The user is prompted to enter or select a file name. Then the file selected by the 
user is validated. If it is invalid, an error is displayed using the theErrorDialogManager. If 
the file selected is valid, the file name is passed to the readFileCallbackO function in the 
OpenCmd class. Figure 17 illustrates a Motif file selection dialog box. 
Filter 
[ Ig/akarnala/thesis/GUI/*.dat 
Directories 
arnala/thesis/GUI/ •• 
Selection 
1./9/akarnala/thesis/GU~1 
Files 
Fixedl.dat 
Fixed2.dat 
Fixed3.dat 
Fixed4.dat 
Fixed5.dat 
Fixed6.dat 
RandolYll.dat 
Randornl0.dat 
Figure 17. File Selection Dialog Box 
.1 
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4.3.6 Commands 
Commands represent user actions and each command is represented as a class. 
The Cmd class is an abstract class that acts as the base class of all the commands used in 
the program, and contains information common to all of the commands. These commands 
are added to the menubar so that they can be selected by the user. The Cmd class has 
r----OpenCmd 
r--------RunCmd 
t------ExitCmd 
Cmd ----+-----ResultsCmd 
r--------Adjacency MatrixCmd 
r--------HowToRunCmd 
"-----AboutUMPTSCmd 
Figure i8. Cmd class hierarchy 
member functions to activate and deactivate a command. The Cmd class has a flag 
_active indicating if the command is currently active. It also contains private members 
_activationlist and _deactivationList specifying the list of commands to be activated and 
deactivated, respectively, when the command is executed. This makes it easy to set up 
dependencies between the commands. The Cmd class also has a member function 
registerInterfaceO that can be used to register a push button interface to the command. 
The Cmd class has a pure virtual function doitO that must be implemented by all the 
classes derived from it. The do itO member function is executed when the user activates 
1 • 
I ., ., 
II 
'1 It 
." I I. , 
~ ", 
~, .. 
I'. 
-~i 
~I 
·,11 
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the button representing the command. Figure 18 iJIustrates the class inheritance hierarchy 
of the Cmd class. 
4.3.7 CmdButtonlnterface 
The Cmd class described in Section 4.3.6 is an abstract class and is independent 
of any user interface component. The CmdButtonInterface class is derived from the Cmd 
class and provides a push button interface to the Cmd class, i.e., it uses push button 
widgets to represent commands. The Cmd class contains an array of CmdButtonInterface 
classes. Each time a new CmdButtonInterface object is created, it registers with the 
command class by calling the registerInterfaceO function in the Cmd class. 
The CmdButtonlnterface class also registers a callback to be called whenever the 
button is pressed. This callback function in turn calls the executeO member function in 
Cmd class, which calls the doitO function in the command object, to perform the desired 
action. 
4.3.8 MenuBar 
The MenuBar class is derived from the BaseWidget class and encapsulates the 
process of constructing a menubar with multiple pulldown menu panes. The MenuBar 
class has a member function addCommandsO that can be used to add commands and to 
display them in the menu. The addCommandsO member function takes a CmdList (a 
class containing a list of commands) and forms a pUlldown menu from that. The 
MenuBar class is independent of the rest of the MotifApp framework and can be used 
whenever a menu bar is needed [Young 92]. The MenuWindow automatically provides a 
menubar. 
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4.4 Limitations 
The maximally parallel task system generating tool has the following limitations: 
• The tool does not provide any means for detecting or removing cycles. 
• Precedence graphs are shown only when the number of tasks in the task system is less 
than or equal to twenty. When the number of tasks become larger, the precedence 
graph may get cluttered. 
• The adjacency matrices of the determinate task systems and the maximally parallel 
task systems can be viewed only when the number of tasks is less than or equaJ to 
thirty. When the number of tasks is greater than thirty, the window size becomes 
greater than the screen size. Providing a scroll bar may not be of great help since it is 
difficult to keep track of the rows and columns while scrolling. 
• Arrowheads in the precedence graph were considered implicit, thus no arrowheads 
were provided to show dependencies. A top-down flow is assumed. 
• Even though the random task generator can generate more than one task system at one 
time, the program runs by taking only one task system at a time as input. 
" • • I 
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CHAPTER V 
EXPERIMENTATION 
This chapter contains a brief description of the experiment conducted using the 
tool. In the sets of runs comprising the experimentation, the input task systems were 
obtained by using the random task system generator developed by Samadzadeh 
[Samadzadeh 92]. These task systems contained any number of tasks between 1 and 100. 
The number of memory cells were assumed to be 100, i.e., the memory cells were 
'. I 
assumed to be from 1 to 100. 
.. 
The program was run several times by keeping the size of the domains and ranges '. 
'. 
at 5 and varying the number of memory cells from 5 to 100 in steps of 5. Although these 
numbers were arbitrarily chosen, the idea was to cover as much of the spectrum of 
reasonable situations as possible. The program was run five times with each increment of 
the number of memory cells. In the average case analysis, the average of the five runs was 
considered. In the best case, the run for which the increase in degree of parallelism was 
maximum was considered, and in the worst case analysis, the run for which the increase 
was the least was considered. 
Figures 19, 20, and 21 show the degree of parallelism for a determinate task 
system and the corresponding maximally parallel task system in the average case when 
the number of tasks are 10, 20, and 30, respectively. Figures 22 and 23 show the best and 
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worst case analysis respectively, when the number of tasks is 20. The graphs show that 
initially there is no increase in parallelism, but as the rat.io of the number of memory cells 
to the number of domain and range cells increases, the degree of parallelism increases. 
The number of tasks considered in describing the experiments (1 to 100) was 
arbitrary. Task Systems with more number of tasks were also tested but the results did not 
show any significant changes in the degree of parallelism. The increase in parallelism was 
generally found to be independent of the number of tasks but dependent on the ratio of 
the number of memory cells to the number of domain and range cells. As this ratio 
increased, the degree of parallelism was also found to increase, the best case being when 
all the tasks can be executed in parallel. Significant increase in parallelism was obtained 
when the ratio was greater than ten. 
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Figure 19. Average Case AnaJysis (number of tasks = 10 and the number of 
domain/range cells = 5) 
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Figure 20. Average Case Analysis (number of tasks = 20 and the number of 
domain/range cells = 5) 
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Figure 21. Average Case Analysis (number of tasks = 30 and the number of 
domain/range cells = 5) 
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Figure 22. Best Case Analysis (number of tasks = 20 and the number of 
domain/range cells = 5) 
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Figure 23. Worst Case Analysis (number of tasks = 20 and the number of 
domain/range cells = 5) 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK 
In Chapter I the main objective of the thesis was presented. Chapter II presented 
an introduction to task systems and the literature review for the topic. Chapter ill 
contained a description of the implementation platform and the environment. In Chapter 
IV, the various design and implementation issues were discussed. Chapter V described 
the various tests conducted on the program, illustrated the resu.1ts, and provided a brief 
summary of the evaluation of the tool. 
The tool was designed and developed to aid in the study of maximal parallelism 
extraction algorithm. It takes a random task system as input, generates random domains 
and ranges for the tasks, makes it determinate, and then generates the corresponding 
maximally parallel task system. It was designed and developed as an educational tool 
running on the OSU Computer Science Department's Sequent Symmetry S/81. 
Future work in this area could include the following. A thorough study on the 
trends of the graphs obtained can be carried out and a formula that predicts an 
approximate value for the degree of parallelism for specified values of the number of 
memory cells, the number of domain/ranges cells, and the number of tasks could be 
derived. Instead of considering a random task system, an actual program can be 
considered as the task system and the performance of the algorithm can be studied. A 
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criterion could be developed by which for a given task system, the tool uses an optimal 
determinate ~ask system, using which the best possible increase in parallelism could be 
achieved. Since the program has limitations in displaying graphs when the number of 
tasks is greater than 20 and displaying adjacency matrices when the number of tasks is 
greater than 30, options can be provided to select a font using which the precedence 
graphs and adjacency matrices of task systems with a large number of tasks can be 
displayed. An option to resize and zoom the precedence graphs can be provided. 
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Callback: 
Client-Server Model: 
DAG: 
Determinate Task System: 
Graphical User Interface (GUI): 
Motif Style Guide: 
Mutually Non-Interfering Tasks: 
Parallel Processing: 
APPENDIX A 
GLOSSARY 
A callback is a mechanism to trigger a specific 
action in response to a user event. 
In a client-server model a process called server 
provides services to other processes called clients. 
In an X Window system, the X terminal acts as the 
server and the clients are the application programs. 
A DAG is a directed graph in which there exists no 
path that starts and ends at the same node. 
A task system is said to be determinate if it gives 
the same value sequence irrespective of the 
execution sequence. 
A visual representation of a program's functionality 
that can be manipulated in a friendly and non-
programmatic manner. 
A set of guidelines and standards that helps develop 
consistency among Motif appJications. 
Any two tasks in a task system are said to be 
mutually non-interfering if for any two tasks T and 
T' in the task system, one is either the successor or 
predecessor of the other, or if the following 
equation holds for the domains and ranges of the 
two tasks: RTn~' = RTn R/ = R/nDT = <fl. 
Parallel processing denotes a wide range of 
techniques used to perform concurrent processing of 
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Task System: 
Task: 
Widget: 
Window Manager: 
Window: 
X Protocol: 
X Window System: 
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tasks to increase the effective computational speed 
of a computer with multiple processors. 
A ta<;k system consists of a set of tasks with 
precedence among them. 
A task is a unit of computation that is executed 
sequentially when assigned to a processor. 
A widget is a user interface component comprising 
of data structures and procedures that the user sees 
in the form of a picture such as a menu, a dialog 
box, etc. 
An X client that allows users to display and 
manipulate windows on the screen. 
Windows are rectangular regions displayed on the 
screen. 
The X protocol controls the communication 
between the client and the server in the X Window 
System. 
A hardware-independent and network transparent 
base layer that supports the development of 
Graphical User Interfaces. 
DYNIXfptx: 
NCD: 
OSFlMotif: 
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APPENDIX C 
USER'S MANUAL 
The following or the steps to be followed in using the tool: 
1. At the UNIX prompt type the command Ig/akamalalthesis/GUIlUMPTS. 
2. A window as shown in Figure 13 appears on the screen. 
3. In the File menu, select the 'Open' command to select an input file for the program to 
run on. In the file selection box that appears, select a fixed format input file (e.g., 
Fixed1.dat) or a random format input file (e.g., Random1.dat). 
4. Select the 'Run' command in the File menu to run the algorithm. 
5. In the View menu select the following commands. Select the 'Adjacency Matrix' 
command to view the adjacency matrices of the determinate task system and the 
corresponding maximaHy parallel task system, the 'Determinate Graph' command to 
view the precedence graph of the determinate task system, the 'MaximaJly Parallel 
Graph' command to view the precedence graph of the maximally parallel task system, 
and the 'Results' command to view the comparisons between the determinate task 
system and the maximally parallel task system. 
6. Refer to the Help menu for more details about the program. 
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APPENDIX 0 
PROGRAM LISTINGS 
/11//11/11/1/1/////////1//1111/1111111111111///////11111 1// 11/ 1 /1/111 111 1111111/1/11////// 
II Program Generation of Maximally Paral l e l Ta s k Sy s t ems 
1/ Author Karnalakar Ananthaneni 
// Date November 16 
// Programming Language C++ 
/ / Toolkits & Libraries Motif, Xt Intrinsics, and Xlib 
// 
1/ The user interface oE the program was based on the MotiEApp frame wo rk provided by 
// Douglas Young,Prentice Hall, 1992. 
/////1//////1//////1/1/111111111111111//11111111111/11111/1/1//11 1/ 1111111 111 1//1 11 1111111 
111111111111/111/111111/1/////1/1111111//////1////////////1/11////1//// 
// BaseWidget.h: This is an abstract class serving as the base 
// for all other widgets. The BaseWidget class supports a _baseWidge t 
/1 data member, that serves as the root of every component's widge t 
/1 tree. The c l ass also provide s a baseWidget() membe r function tha t 
/ / provides public access to th i s widge t. It also supports a _bas eNarne 
// member that stores the name of the object. 
////1/11//1/11/1////111//11111111 / ///111/11/11111//////////////111/1/1 
iifndef PARENTWIDGET_H 
#define PARENTWIDGET_ H 
llinclude <Xrn/Xm.h> 
class BaseWidget{ 
}; 
protected : 
char 
Widget 
*_baseName; 
_baseWidget; 
/1 Protected constructor to prevent ins tan t ia tion. 
BaseWidget(const char' ); 
public: 
virtual void manage(); 1/ Manage all the d e rive d widgets. 
1/ Whe n a widge t is managed, it becomes vi s i b l e . 
virtual void unmanage(); /1 This f unction destroys the wid ge t tree f or which , 
/1 _baseWidget is the parent widge t. 
II Function that handles the destruction of a widget. 
void handleDes 'truction(); 
/1 Callback function to be cal led when t he Widge t i s destrOyed. 
static void destroyedCallback( Widget , XtPointe r, XtPo inter ) ; 
virtual void widgetDestroyed(); 
virtual -BaseWidget(); 
const Widget baseWidget(); 
#endif 
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///// ///// /// //// / ///////////////////////////////////////// 
// BaseWidget.C: Init i al vers i on o f a c lass to define 
// a pro tocol fo r a ll components . 
/1/////11// / / // / ///// ////////////// / //////////////// ///1111 
#include "BaseWidget .h" 
# include <assert.h> 
#include <stdio. h > 
#include <string. h> 
#include <iostream.h> 
// Constructor for the Ba.seWidge t class. 
BaseWidget::BaseWidget (const c har *name 
I 
_baseWidget = NULL; 
assert ( name != NULL); 1/ Make sure programmer provides a name 
I I to all widge t s. 
_baseName = new char[strlen(name)+l]; 
st.rcpy (_baseNarne, name); 
// Destructor for the BaseWidget class. 
BaseWidget::-BaseWidget() 
{ 
/ / Che.ck if the Widget is not already destroyed. 
/1 If it still exists destroy it. 
if( _baseWidget I 
XtDestroyWidget ( _baseWidget ); 
delete ~baseName; 
/1 The manage() function calls XtManageChild() to manage the root of t he 
// widget tree. 
void BaseWidget::manage() 
( 
// Use the assert macro to ensure that XtManageChild() is not call e d 
// with a NULL widget and to make sure that the derived clas ses create 
// a base widget. 
assert ( _baseWidget != NULL Ii 
XtManageChild ( _baseWidget ); 
/1 The unrnanage() func tion call XtunmanageCh i ld() to unmanage the root 
/ / of t h e widget t .ree. 
void BaseWidget::unmanage( ) 
{ 
// Make sure that a NULL widget is not being unmanaged. 
assert ( _baseWidget != NULL ); 
XtDestroyWidget( _base widget); 
// This function returns an instan ce o f the base widget. It can be used 
/1 as a parent for other widgets. 
const Widget BaseWidge t : :baseWidget () 
{ 
return _baseWidget; 
) 
II This function is called from the destroyedCallback () funct ion whe n 
II the widget is destroyed . 
void BaseWidget: :widgetDestroyed() 
{ 
_baseWidget = NULL; 
} 
// Assign NULL to avoid dang l ing pointer r e f erences . 
/1 This function handles the destruction of the wi dge t by regist e ring 
/1 a callback function to be called when the widget is destroyed . 
void BaseWidget::handleDestruction{) 
{ 
assert ( _baseWidget ! = NULL); 
XtAddCallback LbaseWidget, 
XmNdestroyCallback, 
&BaseWidget::destroyedCallback, 
(XtPointerl this ); 
'1 
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1/ This is the cal l back func tion called when t he wi dget gets d estroyed. 
void BaseWidget::destroyedCal l back( Widget , Xt Po inter client Data , XtPointer) 
{ 
1/ Cast the client Data to t he expec ted object t ype . 
BaseWidget * obj = ( Bas eWidget *) cl ientData ; 
II Call the corresponding membe r f unction. 
obj->widgetDestroyed(); 
} 
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/11/11111//11/11/11111/1111111 1//1 /1/ 11//1111 1111111 111111111 1/1///11111111111111111//1111 
// Application.h: 
// The Application c l ass captures characte r i stics common to mo s t Mo t i f app l ication s . 
// It provides a place to store data that may be n e eded throug hou t a n applicat i on . 
// It contains a pointer to the X Di splay structure , the app l ication contex t required 
/1 by many Xt functions, the name of the applicat ion and t he class name o f the appl icat ion 
/1 as data members. The protected part of the class c ontains membe r func tions ini tialize () 
/1 and handleEvents(). These f unctions are called from t he main(), wh i c h i s a fr iend of 
II the application class. The private portion of the class has two me mber functions fo r 
// registering and unregistering MainWindow objects. The MainWindow class is d ec l a r ed 
/1 as a friend of the Application class. 
1 / The Application header file exports a pointer to an instance o f the 
// Application class, theApplication, which is available to any class that 
// includes the Application.h header file. Each application must create a 
// single instance of the Application class and can be accessed through 
II out the program as theApplication. 
///////////11/1/1//1/1/1111//////11/1////11///11111111//1111111111///111 /1 1/1 // 11 1 // // // / 
#ifndef APPLICATION_H 
#define APPLICATION_H 
#include "BaseWidget.h" 
class Application : public BaseWidget{ 
/1 Allow main and MainWindow to access protected and private me mber fu nct i ons of 
/1 Application class, by making them friend functi ons of Applica tion c las s. 
friend void main (unsigned int, char ** ); II main needs to call the i ni tia l i ze () and 
II handleEvents() fun ctions . 
friend c l ass MainWindow; /1 MainWindow needs to call private membe r func t ions 
1/ for regi stering wi ndows wi th the a ppl ication. 
private: 
// Functions for reg i ster ing and unre gis t ering toplevel windows . 
void registprWindow ( MainWindow * ); 
void unregisterWindow ( MainWindow * ); 
protected: 
II Support commonly needed data structures as a conveni e nce . 
Display *_display; /1 Pointer to the X Displ ay s tructure . 
XtAppContext _appContext; /1 Application Context. 
1/ Functions to handle Xt interface. 
virtual void initialize ( uns igned int * char ** ); 
1/ Handle events by enter ing an event loop. 
virtual void handleEvents(); 
char *_applicationClass; 
Mainwindow **_windows; 
int _numWindows; 
public: 
Application ( char * ); 
virtual -Application(); 
/1 Class name o f this appli cat i on. 
II The top-level window in the p rogram. 
II Number of top l evel windows i n t h e program . 
II Functions to manipulate application'S top-level windows. 
II Manage all the registered windows. 
void manage(); 
// Unmanage all the r e gistered windows. 
void unmanage(); 
// Iconi fy all the regis t ered wi ndows . 
void iconify(); 
/ / Conveni e n t access f unct ion s. 
Display ·displa y() { r etu r n _ d isp l ay; } 
XtAppContext appCon t ext() { re turn _ a ppCon text; 
const char *appl icationClas s() (re tur n _ applica t ionClass ; 
virtual const char *const classNarne () { return 'Application" ; 
1 / Pointer to single global instance . This global i nstance i s i ns t a n t i a ted and used to 
1/ provide the base widget f o r a ll top - level widgets. 
extern Application *theApplicat ion ; 
lIendif 
11/ 1 11///1////1/// / ///1111/ 11//// / 1////1111/1 / // 1 /111/ / 1/ 1111/ / / / / 
1/ Application.C: This file contains all the member function s o f 
1/ the Application class. 
///1 1 // / 1//1//// / // / // / ///1/ / ///11 / 1////// / /1/////1 / // //1/ //1 / / // / 
lIinclude "Application.h" 
lIinclude "MainWindow.h" 
lIinclude <assert . h> 
lIinclude <stdlib.h> 
lIinclude < i ostream . h> 
Application *theApplicat ion = NULL; 
1 / The Application class's constructor. 
Applicat ion: :Application ( char *appClassName ) : BaseWidge t (appClas s Name ) 
( 
/ / Set the global Application pointer, so tha t it can be u s ed as parent for all 
/1 top-level widgets. 
theApp l ication = this; 
II Initialize data members 
_display NULL; 
_appContext NULL; 
_wi ndows NULL; 
numWindows 0; 
_applicationClass = s t rdup ( appClassName ); 
/ / The initialize Eunct i on i nitializes the Xt I n trins ics and c reates 
// the Application objec t 's base widget . 
void Application::initialize ( uns igned int *a rgcp, char **argv ) 
{ 
/1 The XtAppInitialize function, initialize s t h e Xt I ntr i n s i c s , 
I I creates an application context and ope ns a connec t ion t o t he 
/ / X server. It creates the topleve l shell widge t u sed as a pare n t 
/1 for all other widget. 
_baseWidget = XtAppIni t ialize ( &_appContext, 
_applicat i onClass, NULL , 0, 
argcp, argv, 
NULL, NULL, 0 ); 
I I Ext.ract and save a pointer to the X di s p l ay str uc ture . 
_display = XtDisplay ( _baseWidget ); 
1/ Call the function in BaseWidget to handle destruction. 
handleDestruction(); 
1/ Center the shell and make sure it isn't visible. The s hell i s made 
/1 invisible so that when a wi dget is created as it's c hild , only t ha t 
II widget and not both the shell and the widget ar e disp layed . 
XtVaSetValues ( _baseWidget, 
XmNmappedWhenManaged, False, 
XmNx, DisplayWi dth ( _display, 0 ) / 2, 
XmNy , (DisplayHei ght ( _display, ° ) * 2) I 3, 
XmNwidth, 1, 
XmNheight, 23 , 
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NULL ); 
II The ins t ance name of thi s ob ject was s et i n the Bas eWidget 
1/ constructor before t he n ame of the program was a vailab le . bec ause 
II this widg et i s u sed as the ba s e widget of the a pp lic ation. 
II Free the old name and rese t i t to argv[O] . 
delete _baseName; 
_baseName = strdup ( argv[O] l; 
/1 Force the shel l window to exist s o d i a l ogs poppe d up from 
II this shell behave correc tly. 
XtRealizeWidget ( _baseWidget); 
II Initialize and manage any windows reg i s tered 
II with this application. 
for ( int i = 0; i < _numWindows; i++ ) 
( 
_windows[i]->initialize(); 
_windows[i]->manage(); 
// Destructor for the Application class. 
Application::-Application() 
( 
II Free the dynamically allocated memory. 
delete _app l icationClass; 
delete _windows; 
II This function handles events by entering the eve nt loop. 
void Application::handl eEvents() 
{ 
II Just loop forever 
XtAppMainLoop ( _appContext ); 
1/ This function is called from the MainWindow class to register 
1 / a main window with the application. 
void Application:: reg i sterWindow ( MainWindow 'window ) 
{ 
int i; 
MainWindow **newList; 
// Allocate a n e w l is t large enough to ho l d the ne w 
1/ object and copy the concents of the cur r en t list 
1/ to the new list. 
newList new MainWindow*[_numWindows + 1]; 
for (i 0; i < _numWindows ; i ++ ) 
newList[i] _windows[i]; 
II Install the new list and add the main window to be r egistered to the l ist . 
delete l]_windows; 
_windows = newList ; 
_windows [_numWindows) 
_numwindows+ +; 
window; 
/1 This function is called from t he MainWi ndow class to unre g is ter 
I I a main window . The window passed a s argument i s r e moved f rom t he array 
I I _windows. 
void Application::unregisterWindow ( MainWindow *window ) 
( 
int i, index; 
Mainwindow '*newList; 
II Allocate a new smaller list of windows, since one of t he registe r e d windows needs 
1/ to be removed from the list of registered windows. 
newList = new MainWindow*l_numWindows - 1]; 
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// copy all ob j ects , exc e p t the o n e t o be 
// removed, to t he new li s t of reg i stered wind ows . 
index 0; 
for ( i = 0; i < _ numWindows; i ++ ) 
if _windows Ii] != wi ndow) 
newListlindex++] = _windo ws l il; 
// Install the new list 
delete [I_windows; 
_windows = newList; 
_numWindows--; 
/1 This function manages all registered windows. 
void Application: :manage() 
{ 
/I Manage all application windows. This will pop up 
// iconified windows as well. 
for ( int i = 0; i < _numWindows; i++ 
_windows[i]->manage() ; 
// This function unmanages all registered windows by calling the 
II unmanage() function in the MainWindow class. 
void Application::unmanage() 
{ 
// Unmanage all application windows. 
for ( int i = 0; i < _numWindows; i++ 
_windows[il->unmanage(); 
II This function iconifies all registered windows by calling the 
// iconify() function in the MainWindow class. 
void Appl ication: : iconify () 
{ 
) 
1/ rconiEy all the applicatio n windows. 
for(int i=O; i < _numWindows; i+ + ) 
_windows[i)->iconify(); 
/1/////1/////////1111/1//////////////////1//////////////1///111//1 
// Main.C: The main() function, initializes the applica t ion 
// by calling the initialize() member func t ion in the App lication 
// class. theApplication is a globa l ins tance of the applica tion 
// class. Then it calls the handleEve n t s() function in t he 
// application class to handle events by e ntering the event loop. 
1//1///1///////1///////////////////////1///////////1/11//1///1/// 
#include "Application.h" 
#include <assert.h> 
#include <iostream.h> 
void main (unsigned int argc, char **argv ) 
{ 
// Make sure an Applicat i on ob j ect exists, since i t is used a s t h e ba se wi dget 
/1 of all top-level windows, to initialize the application, and to hand le t he 
/1 events. 
assert ( theApplication ); 
// Initialize the Xt Intrinsics, build all windOWS, a nd ent er e vent l oop. 
theApplication->initialize ( &argc, argv ); 
// Handle the events by entering an event loop. 
theApplication->handleEvents(); 
1//1/11/111//1/1/1/11///1///1//1//1111/1//11/11///1//////1//////1// 
// BaseWindow.h: This BaseWindow is used as the base class for the 
1/ MatrixWindow and the ResultsWindow classes. 
1111///////111//11///11////1//1//1/11111/1/1111/1//1//1/1//1/1///1/ 
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#ifndef BASEWINDOW_H 
#def i ne BASEWINDOW_H 
#include "BaseWidget.h' 
class BaseWindow : publ ic BaseWidget 
( 
protected: 
Widget _baseWindow; 
char· _windowName; 
public: 
BaseWindow(coTIst char*); 
virtual void manage!); 
virtual void unmanage(); 
1/ Di s p l ays the window by realiz i ng i t . 
II Destroys the window and its children . 
const Widget baseWindow(); II Returns _baseWi ndow. 
void initialize!); // Initialize the window. 
virtual void createShell()=O; 1/ Pure virtual func t ions to b e imple me nted 
virtual void createBaseWidget()=O; II by t he der i ved classes. 
virtual -BaseWindow(); 
} ; 
lIendif 
#include "BaseWindow.h" 
#include <string . h> 
#include <iostream.h> 
lIinclude <assert . h> 
1/ Constructor. 
BaseWindow: : BaseWindow(const char* name) : BaseWidget (name ) 
{ 
_baseWindow = NULL; 
if (name) 
( 
_windowName = new char[strlen(name)+l]; 
strcpy(_windowName, name); // Set the name of the window. 
} 
1/ Display the window by realizing it and popping it up. 
void BaseWindow: :manage() 
( 
asse rt(_baseWindow); 
II If the window is not realized, r ea lize the window by call i ng the XtRea li z eWidget 
/1 function. 
if(!XtIsRealized(_baseWindow») 
XtRealizeWidget(_baseWindow); 
XtPopup(_baseWindow, XtGrabNone); 1/ Popup the window. 
XMapRaised (XtDisplay (_baseWindow) ,XtWindow( _ bas e Window); 
/1 Destroy the widget. 
void BaseWindow::unmanage() 
! 
BaseWidget::unmanage(); 
assert (_baseWindow) ; II Check if t he _ baseWi ndow is no t NULL. 
xtDestroyWidget(_baseWindow); 
const Widget BaseWindow::baseWindow() 
( 
return _baseWindow; 
II Create the shell widget and the base widget by cal l ing the Crea t eShell () and 
II CreateBaseWidget() member functions in the derived c l ass. The bas e wi dget is u sed as 
II the parent widget for the derived classes. 
void BaseWindow::initialize() 
( 
createShell(); IICall the derived classes to create the shell 
II 
I 
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XtVaSet.Values (_baseWindow, 
XmNtitle, _wi ndowName, 
XmNdeleteResponse, XmUNMAP , 
NULL) ; 
/1 Call the der ived class's cre ateWidget function t o c reate the 
// base widget . 
createBaseWidget(}; 
// Manage the window and its childre n. 
if(lXtIsManaged(_baseWidget)) 
XtManageChild(_baseWidget); 
BaseWindow: ;-BaseWindow() 
( 
assert (_baseWindowl ; /1 Make s u re _baseWindow is not nu ll be f ore 
XtDestroyWidget(_baseWindow); // destroying it . 
XtFree(_windowName); 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////// / // / //// / / // // // / /// / / / 
// MatrixWindow.h: This class contains the widgets needed to di splay t he adjace ncy 
// matrix of the determinate and the maximally parallel task systems . 
// The MatrixWindow class is derived from the BaseWindow clas s and con t a i n s a 
// label widget and a push button widget. 
// The label widget displays the adjacency matrix and the push button widget 
1/ is used to pop down the widget when the user is done viewing the matr i x. 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////// /11/1///////1/11111 / //1 
#ifndef MATRIXWINDOW H 
#define MATRIXWINDOW_H 
#include "BaseWindow.h" 
lIinclude "UMPTSApp.h" 
#define MAXPLL 1 
#define DETERMINATE 0 
class MatrixWindow: public BaseWindow 
( 
private; 
/1 Priva te da t a members. 
Widget _okBu tton; 
Widget _matrixLabel; 
// Func t ion to be called when the OK but ton is act ivate d. 
static void okcallback (Widge t , XtPoint e r, XtPo inter); 
pu blic; 
MatrixWindow(char*); 
void okExecute(); 
} ; 
// Called from the BaseWindow;:init i alize() me mbe r funct ion t o cre a te 
1/ the pop up shell. 
virtual void createShell(); 
// Called from the Basewindow::initialize() function to c r e a t e the 
// base widget for the window. 
virtual void createBaseWidget(); 
void manage () ; 
// The initialize () member function calls the init i alize{ ) membe r functi.on 
// in the base window to create the shell and the base widgets . 
int initialize(); 
// This function places the adjacency matrix in the window. 
void showMatrix(int); 
-MatrixWindow(void) ; 
lIendif 
///1////////////11///////11/////1////11111///////1/1//////11/1/1/1/// 
II MatrixWindow.C 
11//1//////1//1//1//1/1///////1///// / 1///11///11///1//11111/1//////// 
lIinclude "MatrixWindow.h" 
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#include "Applicati on.h" 
#include <Xm /Fo rm.h> 
#inc lude <Xm / Pus hB .h> 
# i nc lude <Xm/Label .h> 
# i nc lude <str i n g . h> 
# i nclude <stdio.h> 
Ihnclude "UM PTSApp. h" 
#include "Dia l ogManager.h" 
II Constructor 
MatrixWindow: : MatrixWindow(char· Name) : BaseWindow (Name ) 
( 
IIEMPTY 
1/ Th is member funct ion calls the initia lize() membe.r func t i on in t he 
II the BaseWi ndow class to create t he shell widget and to cre a t e t he 
II base widget. Thi s function sets the width a nd height o f t he base 
I I window based on the number of tasks . 
int MatrixWindow::initialize() 
( 
int Width = theUMPTSApp->_determinate->_numOfTa s ks* 21 +100; 
int Height = (theUMPTSApp->_determinate->_ numOfTasks +3) *21; 
char str[100],str1[501; 
IICreate the topshell and the form widget by c al ling the b aseWidget 's 
Ilinitialize member function 
BaseWindow::initialize() ; 
II If the size of the window required to disp lay the matrix i s bigge r 
II than the size of the screen, display a message saying tha t the mat r i x 
/1 cannot be viewed. 
if ( (Width> 999) II (Height> 725)) 
( 
strcpy(str , "Cannot view adjacency matrix.\n"); 
strcpy(strl, "Window size too big to fit in screen."); 
strcat(str,strl); 
theInfoDialogManager->post (str, (void·) this) ; 
return 1; 
II Set the he i ght and width o f the window. 
XtVa Se tVa l ues(_baseWindow, 
XmNwidth , Wi d t h, 
XmNheigh t , He i ght , 
XmNminWidt h, 300, 
XmNminHeight , He ight, 
XmNmaxWidth, Width, 
XmNmaxHeight, He ight , 
NULL) ; 
II Create the label and the push but t on widgets. 
_matrixLabel XtVaCreateWidget ("Matrix" , 
_okButton 
xmLabelWi dgetCla ss , _ baseWi dget , 
NULL) ; 
XtVaCreateWidget ("OK", 
xmPushButtonWidgetClass , _ b as e Widget , 
NULL) ; 
II Add the callback function to b e i nvoke d whe n the OK but ton i s invoke d . 
XtAddCallback(_okButton, 
XmNactivateCal l back, &MatrixWindow::okCal lbac k, 
(XtPointer) this); 
I I Attach the label to the form so that, it's bo ttom wi d ge t is the 
II push button widget. 
XtVaSetValues{_matrixLabel, 
XmNtopAttachment, XmATTACH_FORM, 
XrnNleftAttachment, XmATTACH_FORM , 
XmNrightAttachme nt, XmATTACH_FORM, 
XmNbottomAttachment, XmATTACH_WI DGET, 
XmNbottomWidget, _okButton, 
NULL) ; 
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XtVaSe tValues(_okButton, 
return 0; 
XmNrightAt tachment , XmATTACH_FORM , 
XmNbo t tomAtta chment , XmATTACH_FORM , 
XmN leftAttachment, XmATTACH_FORM , 
NULL ) ; 
II This function creates a popup shell. This function i s cal led f r om 
II the initialize() function i n the BaseWindow class . 
void MatrixWindow: :createShel l{ ) 
( 
II Create a 
_baseWindow 
popop shell widge t, used as t he top l eve l wind ow. 
XtVaCreatePopupShell(_wi ndowNarne, 
topLevelShe llWi dgetClass , 
theApplication->baseWidget (), 
XmNtitle, "Adj acency Ma t r i x", 
NULL) ; 
II This function is called from the initialize() funct i on in t he BaseWindow 
II class and creates the base widget for the window. 
void MatrixWindow: :createBaseWidget() 
( 
II Create a form widget as the base widget. 
_baseWidget = XtVaCreateWidget(_baseName, 
xmFormWidgetClass, _ba s e Window, 
NULL) : 
II Manage the window and all it's children. 
void MatrixWindow: :manage() 
( 
BaseWindow::manage(); 
XtManageChild(_okButton); 
XtManageChild(_matrixLabel); 
II This function displays the adjacency matrix. The Flag indicates if 
II the matrix to b e displayed is the determinat e matr ix or t he max i mally 
II paral l e l ma trix . The ma t rix is displ a yed as a chara c t e r str ing. 
v o id Mat rixWi ndow::showMatrix(int Flag) 
( 
char temp [5001 ; 
char 'string: 
char *nameString = NULL: 
XmStringCharSet cha r se t 
XmString Str; 
XFontStruct 'font = NULL; 
XmFontList fontList = NULL; 
int strSize; II Size of the string to be displayed. 
II Calculate the number of characters nee ded to d isplay the mat rix. 
II This includes the spaces between columns and t h e rows . 
strSize = theUMPTSApp->_determinate->_numOfTasks • 
theUMPTSApp->_determinate->_numO f Tasks • 4; 
II Allocate memory for the string. 
string = new char[strSize]; 
II Select a suitable font to display the matrix. 
nameString = "-ncd'medium·l!''': 
font = XLoadQueryFont(XtDisplay(_matrixLabel),nameStr i ng ); 
fontList = XmFontListCreate(font, char_set); 
sprintf (string, "\n .. ); 
for(int i=O;i< theUMPTSApp->_determinate->_numOfTasks:i++) 
( 
sprintf (temp, "%d ", i%lO) : 
strcat(string, temp); 
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s t rcat (str i ng , " \n\n "); 
switch (Flag) 
( 
II The windows are pos i t i o ned in such a wa y t hat the wi nd ow 
II showing the adjacent matrix of the determi nate task s y stem , 
II does not completely over l ap the window s howing t h e determinate 
II task system. 
ca.se DETERMINATE: 
for(i= O;i<th eUMPTSApp->_determinate - >_numOfTas k s ;i++) 
( 
II Display t he ta s k numbe r be f o re each r ow fo r c l ar ity. 
sprintf(temp, " %2d: ",i) ; 
strcat (string, temp); 
II Add the matrix to the string to be d i s p l a y e d. 
for(int j=O ; j<theUMPTSApp->_d e termina t e ->_numOfTas k s ; j ++) 
( 
sprintf(temp, "%c ",theUMPTSApp->_ d e t e rminate->_ad jacency [iJ [jJ); 
strcat(string, temp); 
strcat(string, "\n"); 
Xt VaSetValues(_baseWindow, 
XmNx,200, 
XmNy,lOO, 
NULL) ; 
break; 
case MAXPLL: 
default: 
for(i=O;i<theUMPTSApp->_maximallyPll->_l1umOfTasks ;i++) 
{ 
II Display the task number before each row f o r clarity. 
sprintf(ternp, " %2d: " ,i) ; 
s t rcat(st r i ng, temp); 
I I Add the ad j a cency ma t rix t o the string to be d i splay ed . 
for(int j =O; j<theUM PTSApp->_maximallyPl l ->_n umOfTas ks ;j ++ ) 
( 
sprintf (te mp, " %c ", the UMPTSApp->_ ma x i mallyPll ->_ad j acency [ i 1 [ j J); 
s t rca t(s tring, temp); 
strcat (string, " \n"); 
XtVaSetValues<_baseWindow, 
XrnNx,3 50, 
XmNy,2 0 0, 
NULL) ; 
break; 
break; 
II Make an XmStri ng f r om the characte r s t ring by u sin g the fun c t i on 
II XmStringCreateLtoR. 
Str = XmStringCreateLtoR(string ,XmSTRI NG_DEFAULT_CHARSET ) ; 
XtVaSetValues(_ma t rixLabel, 
XmNlabelString, Str, 
XmNalignment, XmALIGNMENT_BEGINNING, 
XmNfontList, fontList, 
NULL) ; 
XmStringFree(Str); 
II This is the callback f unction called when the OK button is pressed. 
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void MatrixWindow:: okCal l back(Widge t . XtPointer clientData. Xt Pointer) 
( 
M.atrixWindow* obj = (Mat r i xWindow·) clientData ; 
obj->okExecu t e(); 
// Unmanage the wi ndow when t he OK button i s p r essed. 
void Ma t rixWindow::okExecute() 
( // When the window is unmanaged. it is no longer visibl e. 
BaseWindow::unmanage(); 
// Destructor for the clas s. 
MatrixWindow::-MatrixWindow() 
{ 
} 
////////////////////////1/1///////////1///// // / /// /// / // // / /J// // 
/1 ResultsWindow.h : Displays the results 
///////////////////////////////////////// / //// / /// / 11 11///1/ / 1 11/ 1 
#ifndef RESULTSWINDOW_H 
#define RESULTSWINDOW_H 
#include "BaseWindow.h" 
#include "UMPTSApp.h" 
class ResultsWindow: public BaseWindow 
( 
private: 
Widget _okButton; 
Widget _resultsLabel; // Label widget to displ a y the r esults. 
// Callback function to be called when the u s er s e lects the OK bu t ton. 
static void okCallback(Widget. XtPointer. XtPointer); 
public: 
ResultsWindow(void); 
void okExecute(); 
/1 Override t he pure v i r t ua l funct i ons cre a teSh el l() and createBaseWi dge t () 
// in the Base Wi ndow class. 
virtua l void createShe ll(); 
virtua l void createBaseWidget (}; 
vo i d mana ge (); // Mana g e the window. 
void ini tia l ize(); 1/ Ini t ial i z e the window and se t the resources . 
void setResults{); 1/ Disp l ay the resul ts . 
-Resu ltsWindow(void) ; 
) ; 
#endif 
/111////1///11/1/////////1///1///11////111/////11111111/////1//1//1111////1 
// ResultsWindow.C: Window that displays the compari sons be tween the 
1/ determinate and the maximally paral l el t a sk s ys t ems. 
1/1/1////1/1/11//1 / ////1111///////11//1///////111/1111/1///1///1//////1//1 
#include "ResultsWindow.h" 
#include "Application.h" 
#include <Xm/Form.h> 
#include <Xm/PushB.h> 
#include <Xm/Label.h> 
#include cstring.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include "UMPTSApp.h" 
1/ Constructor. 
ResultsWindow: : Resul tsWindow (void) : Basewindow (" Resu l t s") 
{ 
IIEMPTY 
) 
/1 Initialize t he window. by creating the widgets and s e tting the r esources. 
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void Resu ltsWindow: : initia l ize() 
1 
II Create the topsh e ll and the form widget by call i ng the baseWidge t ' s 
II initialize member functi on 
BaseWindow: :initiali ze(), 
II Create the labe l and the p u shButton widgets . 
_resultsLabel XtVaCre a teWidget ( "Resu lts", 
_okButton XtVaCrea t eWidget ( "OK" , 
xmLabelWid getCl as s , _b a seWidge t , 
NULL ) ; 
xmPushButtonWidgetCla s s, _ bas e Wi dge t , 
NULL) ; 
XtAddCallback(_okButton, 
XmNactivateCallback, &Resu lts Window::okCallback , 
(XtPointer) this) , 
/1 Set the resources such that the OK button comes a t the bottom o f t h e labe l. 
XtVaSetValues (_resultsLabel, 
XmNtopAttachment, XmATTACH_FORM, 
XmNleftAttachrnent, XmATTACH_ FORM, 
XmNrightAttacrument, XmATTACH_ FORM , 
XmNbottomAttachment, XmATTACH_WI DGET, 
XmNbottomWidget, _okButton, 
NULL) ; 
XtVaSetValues(_okButton, 
XmNrightAttacrument, XmATTACH_FORM, 
XmNbot t omAt t acrume nt, XmATTACH_FORM, 
XmNleftAttachment, XmATTACH_FORM, 
NULL) , 
II Overrides the pure virtual function createShell in the Bas eWind ow c l ass. 
1 / This function is cal l ed from the initialize() me mber f unc t i o n in the 
I I BaseWindow class. 
void ResultsWindow::createShell() 
( 
baseWindow x t VaCr eatepopupSh e l l( _wi ndowName , 
topLeve lShellWidgetCl ass , 
theApplication - >baseWi dge t (), 
XmNt it l e , _wi ndowName , 
XmNwi d th,400, 
XmNheigh t,2 70, 
XmNminWid th, 4 00, 
XmNminHeigh t , 27 0 . 
XmNma xWid th, 40 0 , 
XmNmaxHeight, 27 0 , 
XmNx, 4 00, 
XmNy, l OO, 
NULL) ; 
I I Overrides the pure vir tual function in t h e BaseWindow c l a ss . 
II This function is cal l ed from the Bas e Wi ndi w: :in itia li z e () func t i on to 
I I create the base widget. 
void ResultsWindow : :createBaseWid get() 
( 
_baseWidget " XtVaCreateWidget( _base Name , 
xmFormWidgetClass, _ b aseWindow, 
NULL) , 
/ 1 Manage the windo w and it's children. 
void ResultsWindow: :manage() 
( 
BaseWindow: :manage(); 
XtManageChild(_okButton) ; 
XtManageChild(_resultsLabel), 
I I Displays t he results. 
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void Resu ltsWindow::setResults() 
{ 
II Here s e t t he string t o be di splay e d 
// in t h e r esu l ts window 
char temp[lOO]; 
char string[lOOO ] ; 
XmS t ring Str; 
sprintf (temp," Determinate Ta s k Sy stem 
strcpy(string , temp); 
sprintf (temp," ------------ - - -- -------
strcat(string, temp); 
spr i ntf (temp, "Degree of Paralleli sm: %13d %20d\n\n ", 
the UMPTSApp- >_determina te->_maxDegOf Pa ralle lism, 
t heUMPTSApp->_maximallyP l l->_maxDe gOfPara lle l ism); 
strcat(string, temp); 
sprintf(temp, "Number of Dependencies: %1 2d %20d\ n\n", 
theUMPTSApp->_determi nat e ->_ numRdntDe pendenc ies , 
theUMPTSApp->_maximallyP l l->_nwmRdntDepend en c i e s); 
strcat (string , temp); 
Str = XmStringCreateLto R(string, xmSTRING_DEFAULT_CHARSET )i 
XtVaSetValues(_resultsLabel, 
XmNlabe l Striog, Str, 
xmNal igrunent , XmALIGNMENT_BEGINNING, 
NULL) ; 
XmStringFree(Str) ; 
/1 Callback called when t h e OK button is selected. 
UMPTS\n " ) ; 
---- -\0") ; 
// The window is unmanaged in response to the activation of the OK but ton . 
void ResultsWindow::okCallback(Widget , XtPointer ClientData, Xt Poin ter) 
( 
ResultsWindow* obj = (ResultsWindow*) clientData; 
obj->okExecute() ; 
void Resu ltsWindow::okExecute() 
( 
BaseWi ndow: :unmanage( ) ; 
/ / Des t r uc tor . 
ResultsWindow::-ResultsWindow() 
{ 
} 
11 1 11//11/11 / ////1/////1/// // ///// // /// // / / // / ////// / /1 / / / // / / / // 1 /1 
// MainWindow.h: Support a toplevel window 
/ / / ///1/1 111 / /1///// / /////1 1 111111/ 1 //1///11111 / ///1 1 // / 11/1 1 //// / // 
#ifndef MAINWINDOW_H 
#define MAINWINDOW_H 
#include "BaseWidget.h" 
class MainWindow : public BaseWidget ( 
} ; 
protected: 
Widget 
public: 
MainWindow ( char • ) ; 
virtual -MainWindow(); 
1/ Th e XmMa i nWi ndow wi dget . 
// Cons t ructor require s only a name 
// The App l ication c l ass automatica lly calls i n it i al ize() 
// for all registered main wi n dow o bjects. 
virtual void initialize(); 
virtual void manage(); / / Popup t he window. 
virtual void unmanage(); / 1 Pop down the window. 
virtual void iconify(); II Iconify the window. 
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ext ern MainWindow *theMa inWindow ; 
!lendif; 
/ / /// ///1 / 1 / 1 // 1 // / / //////////////////1///1/////////////////1//1/1// 
// MainWindow.C : Su pports a top leve l window. 
/////1 1 11/1/1///// / /1/ / /// // ///1 /1/ 1////1/////////1/1//11/////1///// 
lIinclude "Application.h" 
lIinclude "MainWindow.h" 
lIinclude <Xm/MainW.h> 
lIinclude <assert.h> 
#include <iostream.h> 
MainWi ndow::MainWindow ( char *name ) : BaseWidge t ( name ) 
{ 
assert ( theApplication ); // Appli ca tio n object must e xis t 
// befor e any Mai nWi ndow obj ect i s created . 
theApplication->registerWindow ( this ); 
void MainWindow::initialize( ) 
{ 
/1 All toplevel windows in the MotifApp framework are 
// implemented as a popup shell off the Application 's 
II base widget. 
_baseWidget = XtVaCreatePopupShell ( _baseName, 
applicationSh e llWi dgetClass , 
theApplica tion - >ba seWidge t (), 
XmNiconX, 30 0, 
XmNiconY, 300, 
° ); 
// Call the handl e destruction function in the Base Widget c lass 
handleDestruction(); 
_main = XtVaCreateManagedWidget 
Mai nWindow::-MainWindow( 
{ 
"mainWindow" , 
xmMainWindowWidge tClass, _baseWi dget , 
XmNs c r o llingPolicy, XmAUTOMATIC, 
XmNscrollBarDisplayPolicy, XmAS_ NEEDED, 
NULL) ; 
II Unregisters this window wi t h the Appl icat i o n obj ec t. 
theApplication->unregisterWindow ( t h i s ); 
void MainWindow: :manage ( ) 
{ 
assert ( _baseWidget ); 
XtPopup ( _baseWidget, XtGrabNone ); 
1/ Map the window, in case the window is iconifie d. 
if ( XtIsRealize d ( _baseWidget ) ) 
XMapRaised { XtDisplay ( _bas eWidget ), XtWindow ( _ baseWidge t ) ); 
void MainWi ndow::unmanage() 
{ 
assert ( _baseWidget 
BaseWidget: :unmanage () ; 
void MainWindow::iconify() 
( 
assert(_baseWidget); 
/ 1 Set the window to have an in i t i al icon i c sta t e 
// in case the base widget has not yet been realized 
XtVaSetValues (_baseWidget, XmNiconic, TRUE, NULL); 
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// If the widge t has al r eady bee n rea l ized, 
/ / iconi fy the window 
if (XtIsRealized (_bas eWi dget )) 
XIcon ifyWindow(XtDisplay( _baseWidget ) , XtWi ndow (_baseWidget) , 0 ); 
//////11/// / //////////// ///11//1/11/// // / / //////////// //// 
// MenuBar.h : A menu bar, whose panes support i t ems 
// that execu t e commands . 
///////// / // / // / / 1 /// // // / / /////////////////////////// //// 
#ifndef MENUBAR_H 
#define MENUBAR_H 
#include "BaseWidget.h" 
class Cmd; 
class CmdList; 
class MenuBar public BaseWidget( 
public: 
MenuBar Widget, char * ); 
// Create a named menu pane from a l ist of Cmd objects. 
virtual void addCommands ( CmdList * char'); 
virtual const char 'const cl assName () ( re t urn "MenuBar "; 
) ; 
#endif 
///////111///1//////////////////1///////1///// 1 //1// / / //// 
// MenuBar.C: A menu bar whose panes support items 
// that execute commands. 
/1/1//////////1///1/////1///////////1/1/1///////1///////1/ 
#include "MenuBar .h " 
#include "Cmd.h" 
#include "CmdList.h" 
#include ·CmdButtonInterface .h " 
#include <Xm/RowColurnn.h> 
#include <Xm/CascadeB . h> 
// Cons t ructor. 
MenuBar: :MenuBar Widget pa r e nt , char 'name ) BaseWi dge t( name ) 
( 
// Base widget is a Moti f me nu bar wi dg e t 
_baseWidget = XmCreate MenuBa r ( parent, _ baseNa me , NULL, 0 ); 
/ / Ca l l the handleDe s truc tion () fu nction in t he Base .. Jidget class for freei ng 
// memory and avoiding dang ling pointe r s . 
handle Destruction(); 
// This function adds the commands i n the li s t to t he MenuBar. 
void MenuBar: :addCommands ( CmdList 'list, char 'name ) 
( 
int i; 
Widget pulldown, cascade; 
// Pointer to a fon t structure. Used to s e t the f onts. 
XFontStruct *font=NULL ; 
XmFontList fontList =NULL; 
char *nameString=NULL; 
XmStringCharSet char_set=XrnSTRING_DEFAULT_CHARS ET; 
// Creates a pul l down menu pane . 
pulldown = XmCreatePul l downMenu ( _baseWidget , name, NULL, 0 ); 
// Each entry in the menu bar must have a cas cade but ton 
// from which the user can pull down the pane . 
cascade = XtVaCreateI'Jidget ( name, 
xmCascadeBu ttonWidgetCl ass, 
_baseWidget, 
XmNsubMenuId, pul l down, 
NULL) ; 
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.. 
XtManageChi ld ( cascade ); // Manage the cascade button . 
/1 Select the neede d font for the menu items . 
nameString = " lucidasans -bold- lO "; 
font = XLoadQueryFont (X tDisplay (pu ll down), nameString ) ; 
fontList = XmFontListCreate(font, char_set) ; 
Xt VaSetValues (cascade, 
XmNfontLi st, fon tList, 
NULL) ; 
/1 Loop t h rough the c mdList, crea ting a menu 
/1 entry for each command. 
for ( i = 0; i < list->size (); i+ + ) 
{ 
CmdButtonlnterface 'ci; 1/ Cre a te a push button i nterface for 
/ 1 each command . 
ci = new CmdBut ton l nterface ( pu 11 down , (' lis t) [ i} ); 
ci->manage(); 
1111/1///1/11111111///11/11111///11111 1 /1//1 1 /11/11/ / 1/1 1 1 1 1 1 / 
1/ MenuWindow.h: The MenuWindow class provides a me nubar and the 
// commands in the menu panes. 
//1///////1/1111/11/////1/1////////////111 ///1 1/// / 11 /// /// // 1 
~ifndef MENUWINDOW_H 
#define MENUWINDOW_H 
#include "MainWindow.h" 
class MenuBar; 
class Cmd; 
class MenuWindow public MainWindow ( 
protected: 
MenuBar *_menuBar; 
// Ma i ntain pointers to Cmd objec t s u sed throughout the appl icat ion. 
Cmd *_e xit; 
Cmd ' _ ope n; 
Cmd * run; 
Cmd *_ de tGraph; 
Cmd *_maxPllGraph; 
Cmd *_adjacencyMa trix; 
Cmd *_results; 
Cmd *_howToRun ; 
Cmd *_ aboutUMPTS; 
Cmd '_data; 
Cmd *_generateDat a; 
virtual void initialize(); // Calle d by Appl ica tion class to initiali ze 
public: 
1/ the main window and to create and initialize 
// the menuBar . 
MenuWindow ( char *name ); // Constructor. 
/1 Provides access to the commands in t h e class. 
Cmd *exitCmd() {return _exit; } 
Cmd *openCmd() {return _ open; } 
Cmd *runCmd() ( return _run; ) 
Cmd *detGraphCmd() ( return _detGraph; 
Cmd *maxPllGraphCmd() ( return JTlaxPll Graph; 
Cmd *adjacencyMatrixCmd() ( retu rn _ad j acencyMatrix; 
Cmd *resultsCmd() (return _results;) 
Cmd *dataCmd() {return _data;} 
Cmd *generateData() {return _genera t eData;} 
void create MenuPanes(); /1 Function to creat e t he menu panes. 
void reset(); 
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virtual -Me nuWi ndow(); 
} ; 
Itendif 
/ / / 1 /1 // / / / // / 1//1//11////11111111//1//11/11/////11/1/1/111/1//11/11111/111//1111 
// MenuWindow.C: Th is fil e contains the me mbe r f unct i ons o f the Ma inWi ndow c l a ss . 
//1111111//11///1//// 11 111 1111 111111 1111111/1 1111/11/1111111111111111111111111111 
# inc lude "MenuWindow.h" 
llinclude "CmdLi st. h" 
#include "MenuBar.h" 
!!include "RunCmd . h" 
#include "De t GraphCmd.h" 
#inc l ude "MaxPllGraphCmd.h " 
#inc l ude "AdjacencyMatrixCmd.h" 
ltinclude "ExitCmd.h " 
#include "OpenCmd.h " 
#include "ResultsCmd.h" 
#include "HowToRunCmd.h" 
#include "AboutUMPTSCmd.h" 
#include "DataCmd.h" 
#include "GenerateYourDataCmd.h" 
#include <assert.h> 
MenuWindow::MenuWindow ( char *name ) 
{ 
_rnenuBar = NULL; 
MainWindow ( name ) 
// Create the application-wide commands that appear in all me n us 
// TRUE indicates that the Widget is initially active and FALSE i ndica tes 
// that the Widget is initially inactive. 
run = new RunCmd ("Run", FALSE); 
exit = new ExitCmd ( "Exit" , TRUE); 
_open new OpenCmd ( "Open". TRUE); 
_detGraph = new DetGraphCmd("Determinate Graph", FALSE); 
_ maxPllGraph = new MaxPllGraphCmd( "Maximally Parallel Graph". FALSE); 
_adjacencyMatrix = new AdjacencyMatrixCmd("Adjacency Matrix", FALSE ); 
_results = new ResultsCmd( "Results", FALSE); 
_howToRun = new HowToRunCmd( "How To Ru n", TRUE); 
_aboutUMPTS = new AboutUMPTSCmd( "About UMPTS" ,TRUE); 
_data = new DataCmd( "About Data", TRUE); 
_generat eData = new Ge nerat e You rDa taCmd("Generatin g Your Data fi l e s", TRUE); 
/1 Set the list of command to be a c tivated and d e a c tivate d , whe n t he Open c ommand i s 
// executed. 
_open->addToActiva t ionLi s t( _ run) ; 
_open->addToDe ac t ivat ionList (_ detGra ph); 
_ open->addToDeactivat i onLis t(_ma xPll Graph); 
_open->addToDeactivat ionLis t(_adjace ncyMa tr i x) ; 
_open->addToDeacti vationLis t Lresu l ts) ; 
// Command t o be deactivated whe n an error occurs duri ng the e x e cu tion of Op e n c omma nd. 
_open->addToResetList(_run); 
// Se t the list of commands whose s t ate s n eed t o be r e v e r ted t o t he p rev i ous sta t e, i f 
II execution of Open command is canceled. 
_open->addToRevertList(_run) ; 
_open->addToRevertLi st(_detGraph); 
_open->addToRevertList( _ maxP l l Graph ) ; 
_open->addToRevertList(_adjacencyMatrix) ; 
_open->addToRevertList(_results); 
II Set the activation and deactivation lis t for t he Run command. 
_run->addToActivationList(_detGraph); 
_run->addToActivationList(_maxPllGraph) ; 
_run->addToActivationList(_adjacencyMatrix); 
_run->addToActivationList( _ r e sults); 
// Set the revertList for the Run command. 
_run->addToRevertList(_detGraph); 
_run->addToRevertList(_maxPllGraph); 
_run->addToRevertList(_adjacencyMatrix); 
_ run->addToRevertList Lresults) ; 
_detGraph->addToActivationList(_run); 
_maxPllGraph->addToActivationList(_run); 
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_adjacencyMatrix->addToActiva tionList (_ r u n l ; 
_results->addToActivationLis t( _ r un ); 
) 
II This function ini tia l i zes the wi ndow. me nu Bar a nd then creates t he menu panes . 
void Men uWindow::ini tial ize( ) 
( 
II Call base class to crea t e XmMa inWindow widg e t 
II and set up the work area. 
MainWindow: :initialize(); 
_menuBar = new MenuBar(_main, "menuBar"); 
II Set the initial width and he i ght of the ma i n window wi dg et . 
XtVaSetValues ( _main. 
XmNmenuBar. _rnenuBar->baseWi dget (). 
XmNwidth.500. 
XmNheight.40Q, 
NULL) ; 
II Called to add panes to the menu. 
createMenuPanes(); 
II Make the rnenubar visible by managing it. 
_rnenuBar->manage(); 
II This function creates the menu panes by adding the commands t o the 
II menu bar. All commands are represented by pushButton wi dgets. 
void MenuWindow: :createMenuPanes(1 
{ 
CrndList 'cmdList; 
II Create an Application pane containing Open. Run. 
II and other application-wide commands 
cmdList = new CmdList(); 
assert(crndList); 
c mdLis t - >add ( _open I; 
cmdLis t- >add ( _ run ); 
c mdList->add ( _exit ); 
_me nuBar->addCommands ( cmdLi st , 
d e l ete cmdList; 
cmdLis t NULL; 
cmdList new CmdLi s t(); 
I I Add the commands in the File me nu to t h e li s t . 
II Each pul l down me nu f o r ms a li s t. 
"File" I; 
cmdList->add( _adjacencyMatrix); /1 Add the commands in the v i e w me nu t o the l is t . 
cmdList->add( _detGr aph); 
cmdList->add( _maxPI IGraph); 
cmdList->add{ _results); 
_menuBar->addCommands ( cmdList. "View" ); 
delete cmdList; 
assert(cmdList = new CmdList()); 
crndL ist->add{_howToRun); II Add the c ommands in the Help me nu t o the li s t. 
cmdList->add(_aboutUMPTS); 
cmdList->add(_data); 
cmdList ->add Lgenera t eDa ta) ; 
_menuBar - >addCommands( cmdList. "Help"); 
cmdList " NULL; 
) 
II Destructor. Free memory by delet i ng all the commands. 
MenuWindow: : -MenuWindow () 
{ 
delete _ run; 
delete _exit; 
de l ete _open; 
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delet e _detGraph , 
delete _maxP I IGraph, 
de lete _re sults, 
delete _adjacencyMatrix; 
delete _menuBar; 
dele te _howToRun ; 
delete _aboutUMPTS; 
delete _data; 
delete _generateData; 
} 
//1/11/1///////1/11////1111 11///1/ 1 // 1 1 111//11111//1//////1/1/1/ / /1/1/11 1 111111 1 111 
1/ DialogManager.h: Thi s c lass provide s t hree types o f d ialogs . They are the er r or, 
// information and Quest i on dialogs. 
1/11//11//////11//11//1///1///111/ 1 // / / 1 /1/ // / / / / /// / ///// / 1/// 1 //// / /// / ///////// 
#itndef DI ALOGMANAGER_H 
#define DIALOGMANAGER_H 
#include "BaseWidget.h" 
enum DialogEnum{INFO,ERROR,QUESTION); 
typedef void (*DialogCallback) (void *); 
class DialogManager : public 8aseWidget{ 
private: 
DialogEnum _dialogType, 
Di al ogCallback _callback; 
void* _clientData; 
Widget getDialog(); // Returns a dialog box. 
// Callback functions for the dialog widget. 
static void okCallback ( Widget, XtPointer, XtPointer); 
/ / Called to get a new dialog. 
Widget createDialog ( Widget ), 
public: 
); 
DialogManager ( char * ,DialogEnum); 
void okSelected(); 
sta ti c void des t royTempCallback(Wi dget , Xt Pointer , XtPointe r); 
vo id post ( char *, vo i d*, DialogCal lback OK = NULL); 
- Dia logManage r(); 
// The DialogManager class e xports g l obal po inters for provid i ng 
// information, error and Quest ion dialog boxe s. These dia l ogs are u sed throughout 
/ / the program to display errors, i nfo r mation and to as k quest i ons to t he u ser . 
extern DialogManager *theInfoDialogManager ; 
extern DialogManager *theErrorDialogManager; 
exter n DialogManager *theQuest ionDi alogManager; 
# end if 
/////////1///////1//////////1//////////// / 1/////////// //// 
// DialogManager.C: Supports dialog Wi dgets 
/1///////1/1////////////////////////1// / //////1/1///// jill 
#inc l ude <iostream.h> 
#include "DialogManager.h" 
#include "Application. h" 
#include <Xm/MessageB.h> 
# include <assert.h> 
1/ Create global instances of information, erro.r a nd Question dialog 
// boxes , so that they can be used whenever a dialog nee ds to be displa yed. 
Dia l ogManager "thelnfoDialogManager = new Dia logMa nager ("Infor mation ", INFO); 
DialogMan ager *theErrorDialogManager = n ew DialogManager("Error", ERROR); 
DialogManager *theQuestionDialogManager =ne w Dia logMa nager ("Confirm", QUEST ION) ; 
// Constructor for the DialogManager class. 
DialogManager: : DialogManager (char *name, Di alogEnum Dia logType) : Bas eWidget (name ) 
{ 
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_ dialogType Di a l OgType; 
II Destructor. 
Dia l ogManager: :-DialogManager() 
( 
XtDestroyWidge t (_baseWidget J; 
) 
1/ This f unction create s a new dialog i f one doesn 't e xis t and ret.urns i t. 
II If a dialog already exist.s, the n t.hat. d i alog is ret.urned. 
Widget DialogManager::getDia l og() 
{ 
Widget newDialog = NULL; 
II If t.he p e rmanent widget exis t s and is not in use, 
II just return it 
if ( _baseWidget && !XtIsManaged ( _baseWidget.) ) 
ret.urn _baseWidget.; 
II Get. a widget. from the derived class 
newDialog = creat.eDialog theApplication->baseWidget( ) 
if LbaseWi dget) 
( 
XtAddCallback( newDialog, 
else 
XmNokCallback, 
&DialogManager::destroyTempCallback, 
(XtPoint.er) this); 
Xt.AddCallback(newDialog, 
XmNcancelCa l lback, 
&DialogManager::destroyTernpCallback, 
(XtPointer) this); 
_baseW i dget = newDialog; 
return newDialog; 
) 
I I Creates a new dia log base d on the d ia l og t.ype. 
Wi d get DialogManager:: create Di a l og (Widget Ba seWidget. ) 
( 
Widget. d i alog; 
XmSt.ring Ok, Cancel; 
XmSt.ring Title = XmStringCreateLtoR (_baseName , XmSTRING_DEFAULT_CHARSET); 
swit.ch(_dialogType) 
{ 
case INFO: 
II Create an Informati on dialog. 
dialog = XmCre ate lnfo rma t ionDialog (Bas eWidge t ,_baseName,NULL,OJ; 
Ok = XmStringCreateLt oR ("OK fr , XmSTRING_DEFAULT_ CHARSET); 
XtVaSetValues(dialog, 
XmNokLabelString, Ok, 
XmNdialogTitle, Title , 
XmNautoUnmanage, TRUE, 
NULL) ; 
II unmanage the cance l butt on. Since t.he Informati on d i alog does 
II not. need one. 
XtUnrnanageChild(XmMessageBoxGetChild(d i alog , Xm DIALOG_ CANCEL_ BUTTON) J ; 
break; 
case ERROR: 
II Create an Error d ialog. 
dialog = XmCreateErrorDialog(Basewidget,_baseNarne, ~NLL, O ); 
I I Create the string OK. 
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Ok = XmS t r ingCre a teLtoR ( ' OK", XmSTRI NG_ DEFAULT_CHARSET) ; 
/1 Set the r esources fo r the dialog . 
XtVaSe t Value s(di alog , 
XmNokLabelStr ing , Ok , 
XmNdialogTit l e , Tit l e , 
XmNau t oUnmanage , TRUE , 
NULL) ; 
1 / The Error dia log box d oes n o t ha ve a c a ncel b utton . 
I I So unmanage the canc e l bu tton. 
XtUnmanageChild (xmMes sageBoxGe t Chi l d ldi a log , XmDIALOG_ CANCEL_ BUTTON»; 
break; 
case QUESTION: 
II Create a Question d ia log . 
dialog = XmCre ateQuest ionDia l og( Ba seWidget, _ba seName , NULL,O); 
II Create Ok a nd Cancel S t rings to be d i s playe d i n t h e d ialog. 
Ok = XmStringCreateLtoR(" Ye s', XmSTRING_DEFAULT_ CHARSET ) ; 
Cancel = XmStringCreateLtoR ("No", XmSTRING_DEFAULT_ CHARSET ); 
II Set the resource value s f o r t he dia l o g. 
XtVaSetValues(dialog, 
break; 
XmNokLabe l String, Ok, 
XmNcancelLabelString, Cancel, 
XmNdialogTitle, Title, 
XmNautoUnmanage, TRUE , 
NULL) ; 
II Free t h e memory allocated for the strings. 
XmStringFree (Ok); 
XmStringFree(Title) ; 
II Unmanage the "Help' button since it is not u sed. 
XtUnmanageChild(XmMessageBoxGetChild(dialog, XmDIALOG_HELP_ BUTTON»; 
return dialog; 
II This functi on posts t he s tr i ng passed to it in to t he dialog box. 
vo i d Dia i ogManager: :post ( cha r * tex t l , void* client Data , Di a logCallback ok) 
{ 
II Get a dia.log widget 
Widget dia log = ge tDialog(); 
callback = ok; 
clientData = clientData; 
II Make sure the dialog exists , and that i t is an XmMe ssa geBox 
lIar subclass, since the callbacks as s ume th i s widge t t ype 
assert ( dialog ) ; 
assert (Xt IsSubclass dialog, xmMessage BoxWidg e tClas s ) ); 
II Set the di a log style to FULL_APPLI CATION_ MODAL, s o that not h ing e l se 
I I in the appli cation can b e done before r e spon ding to t h e d i a log 
XtVaSetValues(dialog, 
XmNdialogStyle, XmDIALOG_ FULL_ APPLICATI ON_ MODAL , 
NULL) ; 
II Convert the text string to a compound string a n d 
I I specify this to be the message d isp layed in t he dia l og. 
XmString str = XmStringCreateLtoR( text l , XmSTR I NG_ DEFAULT_ CHARS ET) ; 
XtVaSetValues ( dia l og , XmNme s sageS t r ing, s t r, NULL ); 
I I Free the memory allocated f o r str. 
XmStringFree ( str ); 
XtAddCallback( dialog, 
xmNokCallback, &DialogMana ger: :okCallback, 
(XtPointer) this); 
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XtManageCh ild(dia log ); 
1/ Destroy the temporary d ialog boxes created . 
void DialogManager:: destroyTempCallback ( Widget w, XtPo i n ter, XtPoin ter ) 
{ 
XtDestroyWidget ( w ); 
II Callback function execu ted when the OK Button is selected. 
void DialogManager::okCallback (Widge t W, XtPoin t er c lien t Data, XtPo inter ) 
{ 
DialogManager *obj = (Dia l ogManager ") clientDa t a; 
if(obj->_dialogType == QUESTION) 
obj->okSelected{); 
if (obj ->baseWidget () ! = W) 
XtDestroyWidget(W); 
void DialogManager::okSelected() 
( 
if (_callback) 
_callback(_clientData); 
) 
#ifndef FSDIALOG_H 
#define FSDIALOG_H 
#include "BaseWidget .h" 
1111/1111111111111/111///11/1////1/////1/1/////1///11///11111//1111///1 /11 
// FileSelectionDialog.h 
II The FileCelectionDialog class implements t .he FileSe lec tionDi alog 
1/ class. When the user selects the Open command. the File SelectionDialog 
1/ box is displayed. 
11/1111//11/11111111111111111111111/11111111111111/1//////////////1// / /1/1 
typedef void( *FileSelectionCallback) (void". char"); 
class FileSelectionDialog: public BaseWidget 
{ 
private: 
// callbaCk fu nc tions 
static void okCallback(Widge t, XtPointer , XtPointer); 
~ static void cancelCal l back(Widget , Xt Pointe r, Xt Po i n ter); 
static void helpCa l lback(Widget, XtPoin ter, XtPointer ); 
publ i c: 
FileSelectionDialog (char" , Fi leSe lectionCallbac k. void'); 
Fi1eSe l e ctionCal iback _callback; II Func tion to be c a ll e d af ter the file 
II i s selected. 
virtual -FileSelectionDialog(void); 
void* _clientData; 
void fileSelected(char*); 
virtual void manage(void); /1 Manages the widget . 
) ; 
!lendif 
#include "FileSelectionDialog.h" 
!linclude <sys/types.h> 
lIinclude <string.h> 
#include <dirent.h> 
#include <iostream.h> 
#include <Xll/Xos.h> 
#include "Application.h" 
#include "DialogManager.h" 
#include <Xm/FileSB.h> 
1111/111111//11111111//111/11111111111111//1/11/11/1/1////1//1111/1111 
/IThe constructor first creates a file selection box and the n 
/1 registers callbacks. callback is the callback function to be 
// called after the user selects a file. This function is in OpenCmd 
I I class. 
11//111111111111/////111/11/11//11///1/11/111111111//1///111/1/1///1/1 
FileSelectionDialog::FileSel ect i onDialog(char * name, 
r 
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Fil e Selec tionCal lback callbac k , void* c lien tDa ta) : BaseWi dget (name ) 
cl i entDa t a 
_callbac k 
clientData; 
c allback; 
II Create a fil e s e lec t ion d i a l og box. 
_baseWidget = XmCreateF ileSele ctionDialog ( t he Appl i cat i on- >bas e Wi dget (), name , NULL , 0 ); 
1/ Call handleDestruc t ion funct i on in Bas e Wind ow, t o t ake ca r e o f f r eei ng memory 
II and avoid dangling pointers when the Wi dget is de s troy e d. 
handleDestruction(); 
II Sets the initial direc tory t o r e ad from. On l y fi lename s wi th the da t e x t e nsion 
II are displayed. Sets the dialog styl e to FULL_APPLlCATI ON_ MODAL . 
XtVaSetValues(_baseWid ge t , 
XmNdirectory, XmStringCreateS i mple (" / g / a kamala / thesis/GUI /" ), 
XmNd i rMask , XmStringCreate Simpl e(" / g/akama l a/ thes i s / GUTI* . dat "), 
XmNdialogStyle, XmDIALOG_FULL_APPLICAT I ON_MODAL , 
NULL) ; 
II Set callback f u nctions to be cal l ed whe n the Ok, Cance l a nd 
II Help buttons are pressed. 
XtAddCallbac k(_baseWidget, 
XmNcancelCallba ck , &Fi l eSe l ect i onDi alog : : cance lCa llba c k, 
(XtPointer)th i s); 
XtAddCallback(_baseWidget, 
XmNokCallback, &Fil e Selec t ionDia log: :okCallba ck , 
(XtPointer)this); 
XtAddCallback(_baseWidget, 
XmNhelpCallback, &.FileSelect i onDia l og: : he l pCa l l back , 
(XtPointer)this); 
XtManageChi l d(_baseWidget); 
IIDestru ctor. 
FileSelectionDialog: : -FileSelectionDialog() 
( 
XtDestroyWidget (_ bas eWidget); 
) 
II Ca l lback f unct i on to be cal l e d whe n the Ok bu tton i s p ressed. 
void FileSel e ctio nDialog: :okCal l back(Widge t , XtPointer c l ien t Da ta, 
XtPoint e r c a llDa t a) 
FileSele ct i o nDialog* obj = (FileSe l e c t ionDia l og * ) c l i en tDa t a ; 
XmFileSelectionBo xCa l lba ckS truc t · cb = 
(XmFileSe l e ct ionBoxCal l b a ckStruct *) ca l I Da ta ; 
char· fi leName NULL; 
XmString xmstr = cb->value; 
int status =O; 
int i=O; 
if (xmstr) 
( 
) 
I I Convert XmStr i ng into a characte r string f o rma t. 
status = XmStringGetLtoR(xmstr, XmSTRING_ DEFAULT_ CHARSET , &f i l e Name ); 
if(!status) ( ) I I If no file is sele c ted. 
else 
obj->f i leSe lected(fileName); 
II Make the FileSelectionDialog box invisible by unman a g i ng i t . 
obj->BaseWidget::unmanage(); 
II Cancel button is presse d. 
void FileSelectionDialog::cance lCallback(Widget, Xt Poin ter cl i e n t da t a, XtPo i n ter) 
{ 
FileSelectionDialog* obj = (F ileSelecti onDialog r ) cl i en t da t a; 
obj->iileSelected( (char*)NULL); 
obj->BaseWidget: : unmanage(); 
F" 
// Prov i d e i n formation on which file to sel e ct . 
vo id Fi l e Selec tion Dia l og : :helpCallback( Widget , XtPo inter , Xt Pointer ) 
( 
cha r s t rl lIOO ], s t r 2 [3 00] ; 
s t rcpy(s t r2," -Se l e c t a Random dat a fi le (Ex: Rand oml. da t ) o r \ n " ); 
s trcpy(strl," a F i x e d da t a fil e ( Ex: Fixe d l. dat ) . \ n \ n "); 
strcat(str2,str l ); 
strcpy(strl," - For the t ask sys tems in t he da t a files , r andom\n" ); 
strcat(str2,strl] ; 
strcpy(strl," domains and r anges are gene ra t e d and h e n c e the r esu Its \n"); 
s t rcat (str2,str l ) ; 
strcpy(s t rl," obtained may not b e the same for each run .\n \n " ); 
strcat(str2,strl); 
strcpy(s t rl," -For the e xample f i les, fix e d domains and ranges a re u sed\n"); 
strcat(s t r2,strl); 
strcpy(strl," and hence the resul ts obtaine d f or e a ch r un are t he same .\ n "); 
strcat(str2,strl); 
// Display the information. 
t helnfoDialogManager - >post (str2, (void *) NULL) ; 
/ / Passes the fileName to the appropriate fun c tion. 
void FileSelectionDialog::fileSelected(char* fileName) 
( 
if (_callback) / / Pass the fil e name to the appro pria t e f u nc t i on. 
_call back (_clientData , f il eName); 
// Manage the file Selection dialog box . 
void FileSelectionDialog: :manage() 
{ 
BaseWidget: : manage () ; 
XtPopup(XtParent( _ baseWidget),XtGrabNone); 
XMapRaised(theApplication->display(),XtWindow(_baseWidget)); 
//// / //// / / / 1//////// / ////111 / 1///// / // / //// / ///1 / //// / //// // / / 1/ / /// 1 // / 1 
// Cmd.h: The Cmd c l a s s ac ts as the base class fo r all command obj e c ts . 
/ / It ma intains an ac t iva t ion lis t and a d eac tivat ion list . 
/ I Act ivati on list is t he list of c omma.nds t o be acti vated wh en the 
// command is e xecu ted and t h e de a ctiva t i on l is t i s t he list o f comma nds 
// to be deact ivat ed when t he command i s execu t e d. 
I I /I/ I/I//I/////II//II / II///I/I/I//// / / / I/ ! //// / //II!III!/i/ / I I II I / / // / //! 
#i f ndef CMD_H 
#def ine CMD_ H 
class CmdList; 
class CmdBut t o n l nt e rface ; 
class Cmd { 
friend CmdButtonlnterface; 
private: 
/ 1 Lists of other commands to be ac t iva ted or deactivated 
II when this command is executed or "und one". 
CmdLis t *_activa t ionList; 
CmdList *_deactivationList; 
II The resetList indicates the commands to be deac tivate d when the 
II command is selected and then c ancel e d. 
II For Ex., if the Open command is s e lec t e d and i f an inva l i d f ile is 
/ 1 selected, the n the cormnands in the r eset list are deacti vated . 
CmdList • resetList; 
// The revertList contains the l i st o f commands t o be s ent back to 
II the previous state. 
/1 For Ex., if the cancel button is s ele cted i n the f ile se l ection 
II dialog box, then all the commands activated and deactiva ted due 
II to the activation of the Open command n eeds to be reverted b a ck 
II to the previou s state . The revertLi s t conta i n s t hese commands. 
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CmdList *_revertLis t; 
int _acti ve; 
int -previouslyActive; 
II Is this command currently a ctive? 
II Pr evio u s va l u e o f _active . 
c har *_name ; II Name of thi s Cmd . 
CmdButtonInter fa ce **_Cli 
int _numInterfaces; I I Number o f interfaces for command s . 
protected: 
// This is a pure v irtua l functi o n and derived classes need to i mpl e me nt it for 
virtual void do i t() 0; 1/ performing ac t ion s represented by that c l ass . 
virtual void revert(); 
void revertList(); 
public: 
Cmd ( char *, int); 
virtual -Crnd (); 
// Revert s o b ject to p rev ious state . 
/1 Protec t ed constructor. 
// De s t ruc tor . 
// Public interface for executing and undoing c ommands. 
virtual void execute(); 
void 
void 
void 
activate(); 
deactivate() ; 
reset () ; 
// Act i vate t his ob j ect . 
// Deactivate t his obj ec t. 
// Res e t the a ssociate d commands . 
// Functions to register dependent commands. 
void addToActivationList ( Cmd * ); 
void addToDeactivationList ( Crnd * ); 
void addToResetList( Cmd *); 
void addToRevertList( Cmd *); 
1/ Register a Widget used to execute this command. 
void registerInterface ( CmdButtonIn t erface * ); 
1/ Access functions. 
int a ctiv e () { re t urn _active;} II Return s the cur rent state of the command. 
const char ·const n ame () ( return _n a me ; ) 
v irtual c onst char ' const className () ( re tur n "Cmd "; ) 
}; 
He ndif 
/1/1/////1/// / 1/1/////////1//////////11/111/111/11/1/1///111//1/111//1 
1/ Cmd.C: This file c ontai n s the me mbe r func t ions of the Cmd class . 
11////1////1//1/111/11111/1/////1///1//////////1/1// / //1// 11///1////// 
#inc lude <iostream.h> 
Itinc l ude ·Cmd.h" 
tlinclude "CmdList.h" 
#include "CmdButtonlnter face.h" 
Cmd: :Cmd ( char * name , i nt active 
( 
II Initialize all data members. 
_numlnterfaces 
_ci 
_activationList 
_deactivationList 
name; 
ac t ive; II _active can b e 1 or O. When it is 1 the command is 
// active , i. e ., it can b e e x e c uted. When _active is 0 
// the command is i nac tive, i. e ., it a p pear s g rayed and 
1/ cannot be executed. 
0; 
NULL; 
NULL; 
NULL; 
1/ Destructor. 
Cmd : :-Cmd() 
( 
delete _activationList; 
delete _deactivationList; 
delete _ci; 
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_activa tionLis t = NULL ; 
_deact i vationL i st = NULL; 
ci = NULL; 
II Reg i ster the pushButton interface t o t he command. 
void Cmd:: reg isterlnterface ( CmdBu ttonInt e rface *c i 
( 
II Make a new list, l arge enoug h for the n e w o b ject . 
CmdBu ttonlnterface **newList = new CmdBut ton lnterEace' [_numI n terfaces + 1J ; 
II Copy the contents of the previous list t o 
/I the ne w list. 
for( int i = 0; i < _numInterfaces; i++) 
newList[i] = _ci[i]; 
II Free the old list. 
delete [Lci; 
II Instal l the new list. 
_ci = newList; 
II Add the obj ect to the list and upda t e the li s t size. 
_cil_numlnterfaces] 
_nurnlnterfaces++; 
= ci; 
if ( ci ) 
if ( _active 
ci->activate() ; 
else 
ci->deactivate (); 
II If the command is a ctive, activate the push bu tton 
II represein t ing else d e a ctiva t e the push bu tton. 
II Activate the command. 
void Cmd: :activate() 
{ 
II Activate the associated interfaces. 
for ( int i = 0; i < numlnter faces; i ++ 
_cili] - >activate (), 
II Save the current value of _act ive be f ore sett ing the n e w state . 
II _ac t ive is a f lag , which whe n s e t i ndicates that the c ommand is active . 
II In t his way _prev i ouslyAc t ive which con tai n s the prev i ous stat e of the command 
II can be u sed to revert the command to its previous state . 
-previouslyActive = _act ive; 
_act i ve = TRUE; 
II Deactivate the command. A command that is no t act i v e appears 
II gray in color. 
void Cmd::deactiva t e() 
{ 
II Deactivate the associated i nterfaces 
f or ( int i = 0 ; i < _numlnt e r f aces ; i ++ ) 
_cilij->deactivate (); 
II Save the current value of ac t ive b e fore se tting the n e w sta t e, so that 
II _previouslyActive can be used t o reve r t the command to its p revious state 
II when the operation associated with command is cance led . 
_previouslyActive = _active; 
_active = FALSE; 
II Reset the commands in the command's _rese t List. 
void Cmd: :reset() 
{ 
if ( resetList 
for ( int i = 0; i < _ resetLis t->s ize(); i++ ) 
(*_resetList) lij ->deactivate(); 
II This function rever t s the commands in the list to the previous s t ate. 
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.. 
void Cmd: : revertList () 
( 
I I I f there are commands to be r e v e r t ed, r e ver t them to their previous state. 
if ( _reve rtList ) 
( 
} 
for ( int i = 0 ; i < _rever tLi st->size(); i++ 
(*_revertLis t ) [ iJ->re vert () ; 
I/reset the c ommand to the previous stat e 
void Cmd:: rever t ( ) 
( 
1/ Activate or deact i va t e, as necessary, 
II to return to the previous state. 
if ( -previouslyActive 
activate(); 
else 
deactivate() ; 
1/ Add a command to the revertList of the command. 
void Cmd: :addToHevertList (Cmd *c md) 
( 
if(l_revertList ) II I f memory is not allocated, allocate memory . 
revertList = new CmdList(); 
_revertList->add(cmd) ; 
} 
II Add command passed as argument to the lis t to be activa ted, when t h e 
1/ current command is executed. 
void Cmd::addToActivationList ( Cmd 'cmd 
{ 
if ( !_activationList ) 
activaClonList = new CmdList(); 
_activationList- >add ( cmd J; 
1 / Add c ommand passe d as argument to the list to b e deactivated, when the 
1/ current command i s e x ecute d. 
v o id Cmd::addToDeactivationLis t Cmd *cmd ) 
{ 
if ( !_ deact iva tion Lis t ) 
_ deactiva t ionLi st = n ew CmdList (); 
_deactivationList->add cmd ); 
II Add command passed as argumen t to the l i st to be deact iva ted, when an 
II error occurs during the exe cution of the command. 
void Cmd::addToResetList( Cmd *cmd) 
{ 
if (!_resetList ) 
_resetList = new CmdList(); 
_resetList->add( cmd ); 
} 
I I This funct .ion is executed when the command represent ed by a der i v e d 
II class is executed. This calls the derived class's doit () membe r funct ion 
II to perform the desired action. 
void Cmd::execute() 
{ 
int i; 
II If a command is inactive, it cannot be executed. 
if ( '_active) 
retu rn; 
II Activate al l the commands in the _ act ivat ionL i s t. 
if ( _activationList ) 
f or ( i = 0; i < _activationList->size(); i++ ) 
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(*_a ctivati onList/ [ i j->activa t e(); 
/ / Deactivate all the commands in the _ deac tivationList. 
if ( _deactivationList ) 
for ( i = 0 ; i < _deactiva tio nLi s t->s ize (); i+ + ) 
(*_deact i vatiOnList) [i]->deac t ivate(); 
//Call the der i v e d class' s doit () member func tion to 
// perfor m the action represented by thi s o b ject . 
doit(); 
///////////////////////1////// /////// / //// / //////////// 
// CmdButtonlnterface.h 
// The CmdButtonlnterface.h gives a push button inte rface 
// to the Cmd Cl ass . 
///////////// / /1////////////////////////// / //////////// 
#ifndef CMDINTERFACE_H 
#define CMDINTERFACE_H 
#include "Base Widget.h" 
class Cmd; 
class CmdButtonlnterface public BaseWidget( 
friend Cmd; 
private: 
Cmd *_cmd; 
int _active; // Flag indicating whether the command i s active or no t. 
public: 
// callback function to be called when the but t on represen t i ng the command 
// is activated. 
static void buttonPressCallback ( Widget, XtPointer, XtPointe r); 
1/ Constructor. 
CmdButtonlnterface ( Widget, Cmd • ); 
virtual void activate(); // Activate t h e pushButton wi dge t r e p resen t i ng 
// the command. 
vir t ua l void deact i vate (); //Gray t he pus hButton widg e t . 
}; 
#e ndif 
//////////////1////////////////1///////////1/1////////I 
// CmdButtonlnterface .C 
//////////////////1/////////////1///1////////////1//// /// 
#include "CmdButtonlnte rface.h" 
# include "Cmd.h" 
#include <Xm/PushB.h> 
CmdButtonlnter face::CrndButtonlnte rface ( Widge t parent, Crnd 'cmd ) 
>name () ) 
( 
XFontStruct *font = NULL; 
XmFontList fontList = NULL; 
char* nameString = NULL; 
XmStri ngCharSet char_set = XmSTRI NG_ DEFAULT_CHARSET; 
/1 Create the pushButton. 
_baseWidget = XtCreateWidget( _baseName, 
xmPushButtonWidgetClass , 
parent, 
NULL, 0); 
// Load the needed font 
nameString == " -ned*medium*ll'''; 
font = XLoadQueryFont (XtDisp l ay(_baseWidget) ,nameString); 
fontList = XmFontListCreate(font, char_se t); 
XtVaSetVa l ues(_baseWidget, 
XmNfontList, fontList, 
Base Wi dget ( cmd-
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TRUE ; 
c md; 
NULL) ; 
// If the actlve flag is TRUE act ivate the comma nd e lse deact ivate it . 
if (_active) 
activate(); 
else 
deactivate(); 
// Register a callback f u nc t ion to be ca l l e d wh en the button is pressed . 
XtAddCallback(_baseWidget, 
XmNactiva t eCal l back, 
&CmdButtonlnter f ace::buttonPr e ssCallback , 
(XtPointer) thisl; 
// Register the interface with the Cmd c lass. 
cmd->registerInterface ( this ); 
/ / Callback to be called when the Command i s s e lected. 
void CmdButtonlnterEace::buttonPressCallbac k ( Widget, 
XtPointer clie n t Da ta , 
XtPointer ) 
CmdButtonlnterface 'obj (CmdButtonlnterface *) cl i e ntData ; 
obj->_cmd->execute(); 
// Activate the button, so that the command can be execute d. 
void CmdEuttonInterface: :activate () 
{ 
if ( _baseWidget ) 
XtSetSensitive ( _baseWidget, TRUE ); 
_active = TRUE; 
1/ Gray the command, i.e. , deactivate it. 
void CmdEuttonlnterface: : deactivate () 
( 
if ( _base Wi dge t) 
XtSe t Sensitive ( _baseWi dget , FALSE ); 
/ / Deac t iva te the command by s etting the _ a ct ive flag t o FALSE . 
_ a c t i ve = FALSE; 
/ ///////////////////// / ///////// / ///////////////1 / //// / / //// 
/1 CmdList.h: Maintain a lis t of Cmd object s 
/ / / / // / / ////11//11/////// / 1//1///1//1///1// / /11/////1// / // / 1 
class Cmd; 
class CmdList 
private: 
Cmd ** _contents; 
int _ n umElemen ts; 
public : 
} ; 
CmdList(); 
virtual -CmdList(); 
void add ( emd * ); 
Cmd **contents () ( return _contents; 
int size() ( return _numEl ements; 
Cmd *operator[] ( int ); 
// The list of o b jec ts . 
// Curren t size o f list . 
// Cons t ruct an empty l ist . 
II Destroys lis t, b ut no t objects in l ist . 
II Add a sing l e Cmd object to list. 
II Re turn s t he li s t . 
II Returns lis t s ize. 
1/ Re turn s a n elemen t of t he list . 
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///// / //// / / ///////// /////1/////////////////////////// ////////// 
// CrndLis t .C: The CrndLis t cla ss maintains a l is t of emd ob jects. 
/ // /11 1 /1/1/1/ 1 11 11 // 111/ / 11 11 1/111/11111/1/11////1///11111////1 
#include "CrndList. h" 
class Cmd; // Forward re ference. 
/1 Constructor. 
CmdList::CmdList() 
( 
// The list is initially empty 
_contents 0; 
_numElements 0; 
1/ Destructor. 
CmdList::-CrndList() 
( 
// free the list 
delete f)_contents; 
///1////11//////11//111//1////////111/1/111/1/11/11/// ///// / / 
//This function adds commands to the list 
//////1//1///1//////1///////////////////////////////// ////// 
void CmdList::add ( Cmd *cmd ) 
( 
int. i; 
Cmd ··newList; 
// Allocate a list large enough for one more element 
newList = new Cmd*[_numElements + lJ; 
// Copy the contents of the previous list to 
/ / the new list 
for! i = 0; i < _numElements; i++) 
newList[il = _contents[iJ; 
// Free the old list 
delete f)_contents; 
// Make the new l ist the curre nt li st 
_contents = newList; 
II Add the command to the list and update the list s ize . 
_contents [_numElements] cmd; 
_numElements++; 
Cmd 'CmdList: :operator[] ( int index 
{ 
// Return the indexed element 
return _contents[index]; 
//////////1///1////////////////////////////1////////// ////// 
// OpenCmd.h: OpenCmd class is used to open an i nput. fi le . 
// It has a pointer to the FileSe lectionDia log cl a ss as a 
// private dat.a member. When the Ope n co~~and i s ac t ivated , 
// a fileselection dialog box is displaye d . 
///////////////////////////////////////////////1////// ///// 
#ifndef OPENCMD_H 
#define OPENCMD_h 
#include "Cmd.h" 
lIinclude "UMPTSApp.h" 
flinclude "FileSelectionDialog.h" 
#include "DialogManager.h" 
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.. 
c l ass OpenCmd : publ i c Cmd{ 
private: 
I I Pointer to a Fi leSelectionDialog class. 
FileSelec tionDialog* _fsDialog ; 
static void readFileCallback(vo i d*, c har " ); 
protected: 
) ; 
II Called from the Cmd class's execu te member f unction . 
virtual void doit(); 
public: 
OpenCmd(char*, int); II Constructor, 
virtua l void execute(); 
virtual c onst char 'const classNarne(){ return 'OpenCmd";} 
void readFile(char~); 
-OpenCmd (void) ; 
#endif 
#include "OpenCmd.h" 
#include "MenuWindow.h" 
fldefine TRUE 1 
II Constructor 
OpenCmd::OpenCmd(char* name, int active): Cmd(name , a ctiv e ) 
( 
_fsDialog ~ NULL: 
II This function is called when t he Open Command is activate d. 
void OpenCmd::execute() 
( 
II Call the execute function in the Cmd c la s s. 
Crnd: : execute () ; 
II This function is called from the execute() member functi o n 
II in the Cmd class. This overrides the doit() pure virtua l 
II function in Cmd class. 
void Ope nemd::doit() 
( 
II The funct ion r eadFileCa l lback i s passed to the cons tructor 
II of the FileSelec t ionDialog class . 
_fsDialog = new FileSe l ect ionDia log("Fi l e Se l ection", 
&OpenCmd: :readFileCallback, (void+)thi s ); 
_ fsDialog - >manage(): 
II This f unction is cal l ed from the Fi leSe l ect ionDialog class. 
II The argument FileName i ndicates the name of t h e fi l e s e lecte d 
1/ in the fileSelectionDia l og box. 
void OpenCmd::readFileCallback(void" cl ien t Data, c ha r · Fil e Name ) 
( 
OpenCmd* obj = (Ope nCrnd*) clientData; 
obj->readFile(FileName); 
II This function checks the validi ty of the file se l ected . 
II If a wrong file is selected, then a nd error is displayed. 
II If a correct file is selected, then it i s p a s sed to the UMPTSClass . 
void OpenCmd::readFile(char* FileName) 
{ 
char str[IOO]; 
char *templ, *temp2; 
strcpy(str, FileName); 
strtok(str, "I"); 
while(templ = strtok(NULL,"I"») 
temp2 = tempI; 
if(FileName == NULL) II If cance l is selected in the f ileSelect ionBox 
revert List(); II rever t a l l the comma nds to thei r pre v ious state . 
else 
if( (strspn(temp2, "Random") == 6) I I (s t rspn(ternp2 , "F ixed") == 5) 
{ 
8] 
theUMPTSApp->s etFileName (Fi leNa me , temp 2 ); 
strcpy(str, "Selec t Run i n the File me nu to r u n the algorithm\n" ); 
strcat(str, "or Select Op en to op en another inpu t file . " ); 
t h elnfoDialogMan age r - >post (s tr , (void* ) this ); 
else 
( 
strcpy(st.r, "Invalid fil e chosen.!\nChoose a Ra ndom or a Fixed data file .\n " ); 
theErrorDialogManager->pos t (str, (void* ) this); 
reset(); // Deactivate a l l t he commands i n the r esetList. 
delete _fsDialog; 
_fsDialog = NULL; 
// Destructor. 
OpenCmd::-OpenCmd() 
( 
delete _fsDialog; 
/1///1/1111//1///////////////1////111///////////1//1/////1/1// / 1 
// RunCmd.h : Runs the maximally paralle l task system g e n e r ator. 
//////11111/////////11/1////////1/111/1////////1/1//////1/////// 
nifndef RUNCMD_H 
#define RUNCMD_H 
#include "Crnd.h" 
#include <iostream.h> 
#include "Application .h" 
class RunCmd : public Cmd 
protected: 
virtual void doit(); // Call the function to run t he a l gorithm. 
public: 
RunCmd( char " int ); 
vi.rtual void execute () ; / /ove rr ides t h e e x ecute in Cmd class . 
virtua l cons t cha r *con st className () { r eturn "RunCmd"; ) 
}; 
#endif 
111////1/1111//11/11/1//1/////1/111/11/1///11/1/1/11///1/// 
// RunCmd.C: Executes the UM PTS algori t hm . 
/1/11/1//////////////11///1////1111/1111/1//1//1///////11/ 
#include "RunCmd.h" 
#inc l ude <stdlib.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <unistd.h> 
#include <Xll/cursorfont.h> 
#include "UMPTSApp.h" 
#include "MainWindow.h" 
#include "DialogManager.h" 
II Constructor 
RunCrnd::RunCrnd( char *name, int act i ve 
Cmd ( name, ac tive 
( 
1 I Empty 
) 
// This function is called when the Ru nCmd is executed . 
void RunCmd::execute() 
( 
emd: :execute(); 
// This function is called from the execute funct i on in t he Crnd class. 
/1 This function runs the maximal parallelism genera tion process. I t 
1/ changes the cursor shape to indicate that process ing is going on . 
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void RunCmd::doit() 
( 
int i:1; 
char str1[10 0 ], s tr2[600 ] ; 
int Fail =0; 
static Cursor cursor ; 
XSetWindowAttributes a ttrs; 
Display *display; II A po inter to the Display s tructu re. 
II Obtain the disp lay of the window. 
display: Xt Disp l ay( theMai nWindow->bas eWidge t ()); 
/1 Declare the cursor t o show a watch. 
cursor = XCreateFontCursor(display, XC_watch); 
attrs.cursor = cursor; 
II Change the cursor to disp l ay a watch to indicate t hat the application is busy. 
XChangeWindowAttributes(display , XtWindow(theMainWindow->baseWidget ()), 
CWCursor, &attrs); 
Xflush (display); 
II run the algorithm in response to the activat i on o f the command. 
if (theUMPTSApp->runAlgori thm () == Fail) 
( 
revertList() ; 
strcpy(strl, "Error in the input file!. Re fer t o the He lp menu, \n "); 
strcpy(str2,"to know more about creating you r own fixed data fil es . \ n"); 
strcat(strl,str2); 
theErrorDialogManager->post (str1, (void*) this) ; 
1/ Now that the execution of the algorithm is over, cha nge t he cur sor bac k t o 
/1 its normal state. 
attrs.cursor : None; 
XChangeWindowAttr i butes(disp l ay, XtWindow(the MainWindow- >bas eWi dget ()), 
CWCursor, &attrs); 
return; 
} 
II Change the c u rsor back to normal. 
a t trs.cursor = None; 
XChang eWi ndowAttr i butes (di s play, XtWindow(the Ma inWindow->b a seWi dge t()), 
CWCursor, &a ttrs ); 
strcpy(s t r2, "Finishe d generating the Maximally Paralle l Task Sy stem. \ n \ n " ); 
s t rcpy(strl, " In the View me n u , s e l ec t one of the foll owing: \ n"); 
strcat(str2,st rl ); 
strcpy(strl," -Se lect Adjacency Ma t rix, to vi ew the adj acency \n "); 
strcat(str2,strl) ; 
strcpy(strl," ma trice s o f the dete rminat e and t he corres ponding\ n"); 
strcat(str2,st.rl) ; 
strcpy(strl," maximally paralle l task s y s t e ms. \ n\n"); 
strcat(str2,strl) ; 
strcpy(strl, n -Select Determinat e Graph, to view the precendence\ n"); 
strcat(str2,str1); 
strcpy(strl," graph of the determinat e task sys tem. \ n \n "); 
strcatCstr2,strl) ; 
strcpy(strl," -Select Maximally Paralle l Graph, to view the precedence \n "); 
strcat(st r2,strl) ; 
strcpy(strl," graph of the maximally paTa lle l task syste m\ n \ n"); 
strcat(str2 , strl) ; 
strcpy(strl," -Select Results to v i ew t he comparisons b e twe e n the\n"); 
strcat(str2,strl); 
strcpy(strL" determinate aod the corre sponding ma xima lly parallel \ 0"); 
strcat(str2,strl); 
strcpy(strl," task systems.\n"); 
strcat(str2,strl); 
thelnfoDialogManager->post(str2, (voict")this); 
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/ // //// /1/ //////////////////////////////////////////// ////// 
// ExitCrnd. h : Exi t an application afte r chec k ing wi th user . 
/ / / / / /// / / / /// // /// // ////////////// / ////////////1/////////1/ 
#ifndef QUITCMD_ H 
#define QUITCMD_H 
#include "Crnd . h" 
#include <iostream.h> 
class ExitCmd : publ i c Cmd ( 
protected: 
virtual v oid doit (); // Cal l exi t . 
static void yesCallback(void w); // Func t ion to be executed whe n Yes 
/ / is s e l e c ted i n the d ia l og box. 
public: 
ExitCmd ( char *, int ); 
virtual void execu t e();//overrides the execute in Cmd c lass 
virtual const char 'const className () ( return "ExitCmd"; ) 
}; 
#endiE 
//1///11//1/////////1///////////1////////////1////1///// / /1 
// ExitCmd.C: Exi t an application after checking with us e r. 
//1///1//////////1/////1/////11///////////1/////////// // / / 
llinclude "ExitCrnd.h" 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include "DialogManager.h" 
ExitCmd: : ExitCmd 
/ / Empty 
char *name, int active 
Cmd ( name, active ) 
void ExitCmd: :execute() 
( 
// Post a message confirming the exit operat ion. 
t heQuestionDialogManager- >post("Do you rea lly want to ex i t ?", 
(void ·) t hi s , 
&Exi tCmd::ye s Callback); 
// If y e s is s elected, ex i t. 
void ExitCmd: :yesCallback(void *clientData ) 
( 
ExitCmd ·obj = (ExitCmd *) c l ientDa t a; 
obj - >Cmd: :execute(); // This ca l l s the Cmd clas s' s e xecute () me mbe r fun c t ion . 
void ExitCmd: : do it() 
{ 
// Just exit 
exi t ( 0 ); 
///////////1/1///////////////////1/////////1////1//1///////1 
// AdajacencyMatrixCmd.h : Command that displays the adjace ncy ma t r ices 
1/11/////1/////1///1//////////////////////////////////1111/1 
#ifndef ADJACENCYCMD_H 
#define ADJACENCYCMD_H 
llinclude "Cmd.h" 
#include "MatrixWindow.h" 
#include <iostream.h> 
class AdjacencyMatrixCmd : public Cmd { 
private: 
MatrixWindow *_detMatrix; 1/ Pointers to Matr ixWindow r epresent i ng 
MatrixWindow *_maxPllMatrix; // ma t rices of d etermina t e and maxima lly 
/1 parallel task sys tems. 
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protec t ed: 
vir t ual void doi t (); 
public: 
II Disp l ay the ad j a cenc y matri x. 
AdjacencyMatrixCmd( c har * , i nt ); 
virtual void e xecut e() ; I l ov e r ride s t h e e xecute in Cmd c las s 
virtual const char ' c o n s t c las s Na me () ( re t u r n "Ad jacencyMa t r i xCmd "; 
-AdjacencyMatrixCmd () ; 
} ; 
#endif 
/1 1111////11//11/// / 1/ 11111 /11 11 1111 1/ 11111 1 / /1/111111111111111/1 
// AdjacencyMa t r i xCmd.C: Th i s fi l e contains t h e me mber func tio n s 
/1 of the AdjacencyMatrixCmd class . 
111 /11111111111/1111/ 1/1 11/ 1111/1 /1 1 / / 11 1/1 111 1 111111111 1/111111 
#include "AdjacencyMatrixCmd.h" 
#i nclude <stdlib.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#inc lude <unistd . h> 
II Constructor 
AdjacencyMatrixCmd::AdjacencyMatrixCmd( char ~name , i n t a c t ive 
Cmd ( name, active ) 
if (_detMatrix) 1/ If a previously cre a t e d _detMa trix e xi s t s, 
de l ete _detMatrix; /1 delete it and crea t e a new i ns t ance. 
_detMatrix = new MatrixWindow("De t erminate Task System");; 
if (_maxPllMatrix) /1 If a previ o usly crea t e d _maxPllMa t rix e xi s t s , 
delete _maxPllMatrix; II delete it and cre a t e a n e w instance . 
_maxPllMatrix = new MatrixWindow ("Maximally Paral l e l Task Sy s t e rn " ) ; 
void AdjacencyMatrixCmd::execute() 
( 
Cmd: : execute () ; 
) 
/ //1 / / / /1 / // 1 /1 / 11 1 /11111/1 1/ 1/ / // 1 11/1 11//1 11 1//1111 // //1 
/1 This function is called from t h e Cmd : :execut e() member 
// func t ion. Initial ize t h e window and display t h e ma t r i x. 
11/ /1 111111111/11///1 /1 / 11/ 11 / 11 / 1// 11/ / /1 / / // // 1 1/ / /1 1 / / 
v o i d AdjacencyMa trix Cmd: :doit ( ) 
( 
int OUTOFBOUND = 1; 
/ / If the ma trix s ize e xcee ds the si z e of t h e screen , d isp l a y 
/1 return. 
if (_detMa t r i x->init i a l ize () == OUTOFBOUND) 
return; 
_detMatrix->showMa trix( DETERMI NATE); / 1 Show the ma tr i x . 
_detMatrix->manage (); 1/ Ma nage t h e window and it' s chi ldr en . 
II If the determinate mat ri x f i t s in t he s cre e n, t he n the 
II matrix of the maximally paralle l t a sk sys tem wil l f i t as wel l. 
_maxPllMatrix->initialize(); /1 I n it i al i z e t h e window. 
_maxPllMatrix->showMatrix(MAXPLL); I I Show the mat r ix . 
_max.PIlMatrix->rnanage(); / / Manag e t h e wi ndow and i t ' s chil d r e n. 
I I Destructor. 
AdjacencyMatrixCmd : :-AdjacencyMatrixCrnd() 
{ 
delete _detMatrix; 
dele t e _maxPl lMatrix; 
#ifndef HEAD_H 
#define HEAD_H 
enum TaskSysEnum { DETERMINATE 
#endi f; 
0, MAXPLL 1); 
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/ 11/ //1/ 1 1 11 1 1 /11 1 1 1 1/ / // 1 1// 1 /1// / /1//1//////////1/// / /1/// 
// DetGraphCmd.h : Th is c ommand when activated d i splays the 
// precedence graph o f the determinate task s y s t em . 
/ / //1/ / /11 / / / // / /////////// / 1/1111 1 //111/11///1/////// ////// 
Hi f ndef DETGRAPHCMD_H 
tldefine DETGRAPHCMD_H 
lIinclude "Cmd.h" 
tlinclude <iostream.h> 
tlinclude "UMPTSApp.h" 
class DetGraphCmd : pub li c Omd { 
protected: 
virtual void doi t (}; 
public : 
// Di s play the graph. 
DetGraphCmd( char " int ): 
virtual void execute();/Ioverrides the exec u t e in Omd clas s 
virtual const char 'const className () { return "DetGraphCrnd"; 
) ; 
#endif 
I /////II/ I I/I/I / //II///I// I ///////I/I/I/I//!////// / //// ////1/ / 11 / / / / 1 11 11 11 11 
! I DetGraphCrnd.C: The DetGraphCmd class displays t he precedence g raph o f the 
// determinate task system. 
1//1 1 11 1 11/11 1 //111111 1 11111111//1/11/1 1 1/1// 11/ / // 1 /11//// /1 // 1 //// / // /// / / 
#include "DetGraphCrnd.h" 
hnclude <stdlib.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <unistd . h> 
#include "head.h" 
// Constructor. 
DetGraphCrnd::DetGraphCmd( char "name , int active) 
Cmd ( name, active ) 
/ /Empty 
void DetGraphOmd::execute() 
{ 
Cmd : : e x ecute () ; 
// Displa y t he gra p h by ca lling the draw f unct i o n in the UM PTSApp class. 
void DetGra phOmd::doit() 
( 
t h e UMPTSApp- >d raw(DETERMINATE) ; 
/1 1/ ///1 / 11 / // / // // // / / / //////// // //// 1 // 1 //////11 1 // / // / 1// / 1 1 / 
/ 1 MaxPllGraphCmd.h : This command when a ct ivate d display s the 
1/ precedence graph of the maximal l y parall e l t as k s y stem. 
/ 1/ 1 11//1 1 ///// / //111 / // // 1/// / // / 1//// / // / // / // / //1////1 / // 1 // / 
#ifndef MAXPLLGRAPHCMD_H 
#define MAXPLLGRAPHCMD_H 
# i nclude "Cmd . h" 
#include <iostrearn.h> 
II i nc 1 ude ., UMPTSApp . h" 
class MaxPllGraphCmd publi c Crnd ( 
pro t ected: 
virtual void doit!); / / Display the graph . 
public: 
MaxPllGraphCmd( char *, int ); 
virtual void execute!); // This f u nc tion overrid e s the execute () i n the Cmd clas s. 
virtual cons t char 'const className () ( r e turn "MaxPllGraphOmd"; 
) ; 
#endif 
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po 
/ / / /1// //// / / // ///////////1///////////////1///////////1111/111/1/111//1/// 
// MaxPllGraphCmd.C: This c ommand when activated, displays the precedence 
// graph of the determinate t ask system. 
// / ///11///// // / / /// / //////////1///////////////////////////////1///1//11/ 
#inc lude "MaxPllGraphCmd. h " 
#include <s t dlib.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <unistd.h> 
#include "head.h" 
MaxPllGraphCmd::MaxPllGraphCmd( cha r * name , in t act i ve) 
Cmd ( name, ac ti v e ) 
/IEmpty 
void MaxPllGraphCmd::execute() 
( 
Cmd: : execute () ; 
) 
// This function displa ys the graph o f the maximally parallel task system. 
1/ This function overrides the pure virtual func tion doit() me mber f unction 
// in the Cmd class. 
void MaxPllGraphCmd::doit() 
( 
theUMPTSApp->draw(MAXPLL); 
///////////////11/1//////1//////// / ////////1////////// ////// 
// ResultsCmd.h : Displays the results. 
1/////////////////////////////////1/////1////////1///////1// 
#ifndef RESULTSCMD_H 
#define RESULTSCMD_H 
#include "Cmd.h" 
#include "ResultsWindow.h" 
#include <iostrearn.h> 
class ResultsCmd : public Cmd 
private: 
Re s u ltsWi ndow *_result; /1 Po i n ter to the Re sults Window class. 
pro tected: 
virtual void doit(); II Dis play the r e sults. 
publ ic: 
ResultsCmd( char *, i nt ); 
virtual vo i d execut e (); /1 Over r ides t he execute in Cmd clas s 
virtual canst char 'const clas sNa me () { r eturn " Resul t s Cmd "; } 
-ResultsCmd(); 
} ; 
lIendif 
//////11//1/1/1///////////1/////////////1//11///////1/ ///// 
// ResultsCmd.C: Displays the compa r i son betwee n t he 
1/ d e terminate and the maxima lly paral lel tas k systems. 
/1//1//////////////////////// / //////////1/// / ///// / /// //// 
#include "ResultsCmd.h" 
1/ Constructor 
ResultsCmd::ResultsCmd( char *name, int active 
Cmd ( name, ac tiv e ) 
if (_result) 
delete _result; 
result = new ResultsWindow; /1 Allocate memory fo r t he po i n ter . 
void ResultsCmd: :execute() 
( 
Cmd: : execute () ; 
// overrides the pure virtual function doit() in Crod class. 
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// This function i nit i ali zes the window and displays the c omparisons 
// of the determi n a t e and the maxi mall y parallel task systems . ' 
void Resu ltsCrnd: :doit ( ) 
{ 
_resul t->in itialize( ); // Initialize the window. 
_result->setResults (); // Display the r esu lts i n the window . 
_resu l t->manage ( ); 1/ Manage the Window showing the res ults . 
/1 Destructor. 
Resul tsCmd: : -Resul tsCrnd () 
{ 
delete _result; 
/////////1///////// / / / / / ////////////////1//// / /11 ///// III/II 
// AboutUMPTSCmd.h: Exit an appl i ca tion a f ter checki ng wi t h u ser. 
////////i///////// // //i/i//i//i///III!//ii//// // /i i /i / ////// 
#ifndef UMPTSCMD_H 
#define UMPTSCMD_H 
#include "Crnd.h" 
#include <iostream.h> 
class AboutUMPTSCrnd public Cmd { 
public: 
AboutUMPTSCmd ( char *, int ); 
void doit(); 
virtual void execute(); // Overrides the exe cute in Cmd class. 
virtual const char ·const c l assName () { return "Abou t UM PTSCmd "; 
} ; 
#endif 
///////////// / /////1/////////////////////11///////////1//// 
// AboutUMPTSCmd.C: Exit an application after checking wi t h u ser . 
///////////1///////11///////111/ 1 //11111///1//11///111//1/ 
#include "Aboutu~PTSCmd.h · 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include "DialogManager.h" 
#define TRUE 1 
AboutUMPTSCmd : : AboutUM PTSCrnd { char -name , int a ctive ) 
Cmd ( name , active ) 
/1 Empty. 
} 
void AboutUMPTSCmd: : execute () 
{ 
Cmd: :execute(); /1 Call the execute() function in Cmd class. 
II Displays the information about the program. 
void AboutUMP'rSCmd: : doi t () 
{ 
char strl[lOO]; 
char str2[500]; 
strcpy(str2, "Name: 
strcpy(strl,"Authors: 
strcat(str2,strl); 
Generation of Maximal l y Parallel Tas k Systems \ n " j; 
Kamalaka.r Ananthaneni & Dr. M. H. Samadzadeh\n"); 
strcpy(str1, "Language: C++\n"); 
strcat(str2,strl); 
strcpy(strl, "Toolkits: Motif, Xt Intrins ics and Xlib \ n"); 
strcat(str2,strl); 
strcpy (strl, "Date: 
strcat(str2,strl); 
16 November 1997 \n "); 
thelnfoDialogManager->post (str2, (void·) this); 
1/111111///// 1 ///////1/1111/1111111//11//11/11//1//1/11/11// 
1/ DataCmd.h : Displays information about the data fil es and 
/1 displays some sample data fil e s_ 
111111/1111/1/11////111/11//11////11/1/1//1/1/1111//1111/1// 
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J 
#ifndef DATACMD_H 
#define DATACMD_H 
#include ·Crnd.h ' 
#include <iostream.h> 
class Da t aCmd : public Cmd ( 
protected: 
virtual void doit(); II Impleme n t the pure vir tua l do i t () func ti on in the 
/ / Crnd class. 
pUbl ic: 
DataCmd ( char *, int ); 
virtual void execute();/ / Override s the exe cute in Cmd c l ass . 
virtual const char *const className () { re turn 'Da t aCrnd'; } 
} ; 
#endif 
//////1/1/1////1//11/1//////1////11//////11///1/////// //// / 
// DataCmd . C: Member functions of the DataCmd class. 
// / 1////1///11//1///////1/11111//////////1/1//11////// //// 
ltinclude "DataCmd.h" 
#include <stdlib.h> 
lIinclude "Dia l ogManager.h" 
DataCmd: :DataCmd char *name, int active 
Cmd ( name, active ) 
1/ EMPTY 
void DataCmd::execute() 
( 
Cmd: : execute () ; 
} 
II Called from the Cmd::execute function, to display the informat ion 
II about data files. 
void DataCmd : :doit{) 
( 
char s tr 1 [100 I; 
char st r 2[2000]; 
s trcpy( str2 , 'The Random data f ile s conta i ns random tas k s ystems . \n" ); 
s t rcpy(s tr1 , "A sample Random data fil e : N = 5 \n "); 
s t rcat(s tr2, str1); 
strcpy(strl," Ol OOO \ n"); 
strcat(str2 ,strl); 
str cpy(strl," 0111\n"); 
s t rca t (str2,strl); 
strcpy(str1," 011 \n "); 
s t rca t (str2,strl); 
strcpy(strl," Ol\n " ); 
strc at(str2,strl); 
strcpy(strl, " O\ n \ n "); 
s trcat (str2,strl); 
strcpy(strl, "The Fixed data files contains task systems and the i r \ n"); 
strcat(str2,strl); 
strcpy(str1, "associated domains and ranges .\n"); 
strcat(str2,str1); 
strcpy(strl. "A s ample Fixed data fil e : N = 7\n"); 
strcat(str2,str1) ; 
strcpy(strl, , Oll lOOO \ n") ; 
strcat(str2,strl) ; 
st r cpy(str1," 00 0100 \ n "); 
strcat(str2,str1); 
strcpy(strl." OOl OO \ n"); 
strcat(str2,strl); 
strcpy(strl," OOlO \ n"); 
strcat(str2,strl) ; 
strcpy(strl," 010 \ n ") ; 
strcat(str2,strl) ; 
strcpy(strl," 01\n"); 
strcat(str2,strl); 
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strcpy(strl," 
strcat(str2,s t rl); 
strcpy(strl, " 
strcat(str2,s t rl) ; 
strcpy(strl," 
strcat(str2,strl ) ; 
strcpy(str1," 
strcat(str2,str1); 
strcpy(str1, • 
strcat(str2,str1) ; 
strcpy(str1, · 
strcat(str2,strl); 
strcpy(str1, " 
strcat(str2,strl); 
strcpy(strl," 
strcat{str2,strl) ; 
strcpy (strl, " 
strcat(str2,strl) ; 
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O\n \ n " ); 
6 \ n · ) ; 
0 () 2 (O, l) \ n "'; 
1 ( 0 ) 1 (3)\n " ); 
1 (1) 1 (4) \ n") ; 
2 ( 1 , 2 ) 1 ( 5) \n " ); 
1 (2 ) 0 () \n U); 
2 (0,3) 0 () \ n "); 
1 (4 ) 0 () \n \n " ); 
strcpy(str1, "-In the Fixed data file, '6' indicates t he numbe r o f me mo ry c e l ls . \nU); 
strcat(str2,strl); 
strcpy(str1," The next. lines indicate the domains and ranges.\n"); 
strcat(str2,strl); 
strcpy(strl," For Example, in the line 2 (1,2) 1 (5), \nn); 
strcat(str2,strl); 
strcpy(str1,· 2 is the number of domain c e lls and (1,2) i s t he doma i n , \ n"); 
strcat(str2,strl); 
strcpy(str1,· 1 is the number of range cells and (5) 1s the range ,\n"); 
strcat(str2,strl) ; 
strcpy(str1 , " in that order.\n"); 
// Post the information in an Information dialog box. 
theInfoDia1ogManager->post(str2, 
(void*) this, /; 
///1///11111/111/1/1////////1/////////1//////111////// II/III 
// HowToRunCmd.h: Display how to run the application. 
/11/////1///11//1//1/1/1111//1/////1/1/11//11////111 / /1/1/// 
#ifndef HOWTORUNCMD_H 
#define HOWTORUNCMD_H 
#include "Cmd. h" 
8 include <ios tre am.h> 
class HowToRunCmd : public Cmd ( 
protected: 
virtual void dolt(); 
public: 
} ; 
HowToRunCmd ( char *, int ); 
virtual void execute();I/ove rrides the e x e cu t e in Cmd class 
virtual canst char *const className () { r eturn "HowToRunCmd"; 
#endif 
1111//1///1///111/1/111/111///111/11/1111///////11///1//1//// 
II HowToRunCmd.C: Provide help abou t running the tool, and 
// provide information about the var i ous options ava ila ble. 
///////11///11/1/1/////111111111/1/1/111/11///1/////// III/III 
#include "HowToRunCmd.h" 
#include <stdl ib.h> 
#inc1ude "Dia1ogManager.h" 
HowToRunCmd: : HowToRunCmd ( char *name, int active) 
Cmd ( na.me, ac ti ve ) 
/1 EMPTY 
void HowToRunCmd::execute() 
( 
Cmd: : execute () ; 
1/ Display the in f ormation abou t running the algor ithm in a dialog b ox. 
void HowToRunCmd: :doit{) 
{ 
char strl (lOO]; 
char str2 ( l OOO]; 
s t rcpy(str2,"l.In the File menu,\n"); 
strcpy(strl," -Select Open, t o s e l ect an input file . \n" ); 
strcat(str2,str l ) ; 
strcpy(strl," In the File Se lect ion Box that appears, ensure that the \ n " ); 
strca t (str2,strl) ; 
strcpy(strl," directory is I g / akamala / t hesis / GUI and selec t a fil e \n " ),-
strcat(str2,strl); 
strcpy(str l ," with the .dat extension.\n\n"); 
strcat{str2,strl); 
strcpy(strl," -Select Run to run the algori thm.\ n \n") ; 
strcat(str2,strl); 
strcpy(strl, "2.In the View menu, sel ec t one of t he fo llowing :\n"); 
strcat(str2,strl); 
strcpy(strl," -Select Adjacency Matrix, to view the adj acency\n"); 
strcat(str2 , strl); 
strcpy(strl," matrices of the de t erminate and the con:esponding\ n"); 
strcat(str2,strl) ; 
strcpy(str l, " maximally parallel task systems . \n \ n"); 
strcat(str2,strl); 
strcpy(strl, ,. -Select Determinate Graph, to view the p r ecedence \n"); 
strcat(str2,strl); 
strcpy(strl, " graph of the determinate task system. \n\n"); 
strcat(str2,strl); 
strcpy(strl," -Sel ect Maximally Parallel Graph , to view t he precedence \n"); 
strcat(str2,strl); 
strcpy(strl, " graph of the maximally parallel task sys tem \n\n"); 
strcat(str2,strl); 
strcpy(strl," -Select Results to view the comparisons betwee n the \n "); 
strcat(str2,strl); 
strcpy(strl," determinate and the corresponding maximally para llel \n "); 
strcat(str2,strl) ; 
strcpy(strl,· task systems. \n"); 
strcat(str2, s trl); 
// Post the information. 
theI nfoDialogManager - >post (str2 , 
(vo i d') thi s ,); 
1/1///// / /11///1/1//1///1////111///111// / 1111// / ////1////1/// 11 / /1 1/1 
1/ GenerateYourDataCmd.h: Command to provide help on g enera ting data 
// files for the p rogram. 
/////////1///1////1/1///////1///11////////1/1////1/1////////////////1 
~ifndef GENERATEYOURDATA_H 
~define GENERATEYOURDATA_H 
~include "Cmd.h" 
~include <iostream.h> 
class Generat eYourDataCmd public Cmd ( 
protected: 
virtual void doit(); /1 Overrides t he pure virtual doit() functio n in the 
// Cmd class. 
public: 
GenerateYourDataCmd ( char *, i nt ); 
virtual void execu t e();/Ioverrides the e xecute i n Cmd c lass 
virtual const char "const className () { return "Generate Your DataCmd"; 
} ; 
#endif 
/11///// // //// /1 /////// / //////11//////////// / 111////// // / // / ////////// 
// GenerateYourDataCmd.C: Th i s command displays in forma t ion r egard ing 
// creating input files to the program. 
/1//1// //// /11////////1///// /////// ////1 / //1///1/1//////1///111 / 1/1// 
lIinclude "GenerateYourDataCmd.h " 
lIinclude <stdlib.h> 
~ i nclude "DialogManager.h" 
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GenerateYourDataCmd:: Gener ateYourDa t aCmd ( char *name, int activ e ) 
Cmd ( name , ac t i ve ) 
II EMPTY 
void Genera t eYourDa t aCmd : : e xecute() 
( 
Cmd: :execu t e () ; 
} 
1/ Post the information about generating data fi l e s, in r esponse to the 
I I user activating the object_ 
void GenerateYourDataCmd::doit() 
( 
char str1[100]; 
char str2[IOOO]; 
strcpy(str2,"To generate a random task system, do the f o ll owing : \ n"); 
strcpy(strl, "Type ly/samad/PAPER/KAMALA / task_gr a ph . out \ n\n "); 
strcat(str2,strl ) ; 
strcpy(strl,"Follow the ins t ructions and give '1' whe n a sked f or the \ n" ); 
strcat (str2,strl); 
strcpy(strl, "Number of graphs to be generated and placed in graphs .ou t . \n \n "); 
strcat(str2,strl); 
strcpy(strl, "-A file graphs.out is copied into your curren t d i r e c tory \n\n"); 
strcat(str2,strl); 
strcpy(strl, " - Copy graphs.out into Random.dat to run the program u sing \n "); 
strcat(str2,strl); 
st.rcpy (strl," random domains and ranges. \n\n"); 
strcat(str2,strl); 
strcpy(strl. " -Copy graphs.out into Fixed.dat if you wan t to provi d e your \ n " ); 
strcat(str2,slr1); 
strcpy(str1," domains and ranges. \n"); 
strcat(str2,strl); 
strcat(str2,strl); 
strcpy(str1 ,"-Refer to help on Data to look at samp le Ra ndom and Fixe d d a ta f i l es _ 
\n" ) ; 
strcat(str2,strl); 
theInfoDia logManager - >post(s t r2, 
(void') thi s ,); 
///11///11 // / / /////// / /// 1 /1//// // /1//// / /// // /1 / ////// // /// 1 /1/ 
// Point.h: Re presents a p oin t . 
//////// / //// / / / //1 / /// / ///////////1/11/1////1///1 / /// / /11 1 // / / 
#ifn def POINT_H 
IIde fine POINT_H 
#include <iostream . h> 
c l ass Point{ 
private: 
i n t _x; 
int _y; 
public: 
} ; 
Pointe) ; 
void setXY(int, int); 
int x(){return _x;} 
int y() {return _y;} 
void operator=(Poi nt&); 
-Point () () ; 
fl.endif; 
#include "Point. h" 
// Constructor. 
Point: :Point () 
( 
/ / x c o -ordinate of the point. 
// y co -ordinate o f the p Oint. 
/ / se t the x and yeo - ordinates . 
// Over loaded a s signmen t ope r ator . 
// Sets the co-ordinates of the point. 
void Point::setXY(int x, i nt y) 
( 
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// Overloaded equa li ty operator. Accepts an ins t ance of Point 
// as argument and assigns x and y t o the current instance o f Point . 
void Point ::operator= (Point& P) 
( 
//1/1/1/11 // //1/// / 1/1/ / / / //////1/ / /1 1 11// 1 1 // / / / ///// // 1/11 11 // / 1/1//11///1// 
// UsedPoints.h: This c lass is use d to s t ore po i nts in t he d rawin g area widget 
/I that are already used. These points are chec ke d with be fore a ssigni ng a 
/1 a Point to a n ode, so tha t no two nodes ove rlap each o ther. 
//////1////1//// / / // /1///////1////////1/// 11 / /1 1/1 1 1 / 1 1///1/1111 1 111111111111 
#ifndef USEDPOINTS_H 
#define USEDPOINTS_H 
#include "Point.h" 
#include <assert.h> 
class UsedPoints 
private: 
Point "-pts; 
int _numOfUsedPoints; 
public: 
UsedPoints(int); 
void add(Point&); 
int contains(Point&); 
void rmPoint(Point&); 
void e.mpty () LnumOfUsedPoints 0; ) 
-UsedPoints(); 
); 
#endif 
111/111/111/1///1/1/////11////////111///1//111/////11//1///1/////1///1//////// 
// UsedPoints.C: Member functions of the UsedPoints class. 
////////////////////////////////1//////1/////11//1///11////////////////1////// 
#include "UsedPoints.h " 
UsedPoints: : UsedPoints(int NumO f Ta s k s ) 
( 
-pts = new Po int [NumOf Tasks]; 
assert (-pts) ; 
_numOfUsedPoints = 0; 
// This func tion receives point c lass instance as an a rgument a nd adds it to the 
/ / array of used points. 
void UsedPoints::add(Point& P) 
( 
-p ts[ _ numOfUsedPo ints] = P; 
_numOfUsedPoints++; 
1/ This function checks to see if point p exists in t h e array o f u s ed p oints and if s o 
1/ removes it. 
void UsedPoints::rmPoint(Point& P) 
( 
for(int i=O;i<_numOfUsedPoints;i+ +) 
if«_pts[i ] .x() == P.x() && (-pts [i ] .y() == P.y(»)) /I Check i f it e x ists / 
{ 
for(int k = i; k < numOfUsedPoints - l ;k++) 
-pts[k] -pts[k+l]; 
break; 
// Decrement the count since one point is r emoved. 
_numOfUsedPoi n ts--; 
II Checks if the passed argumen t P, overlaps wi t h the Points in the ar ray. 
/1 For a node the topLeft Point is stored. So the functi on makes sure that the 
/1 the square repres ented by P does n o t overlap with the s quare r epre sen ted by 
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II by t he poin t s i n t he Us e dPoin t s ar ray. 
int UsedPoint s : :contai ns( Po i nt& P ) 
( 
for(int i=O;i<_numOfUsedPo i n ts ; i ++ ) 
{ 
} 
if( -pts[i j .x() >= P.x()) 1/ I f the x c o-o r d i n a tes of a use d point is 
( /1 greater than or equa l the x c o - ordinate of P , 
if(-pts [ i ) .y() >= P.y()) I I check for overl a pping o f a r ray. 
( 
II If t here is difference of l e s s than 5 0 i n x c o -ord i nates , or a 
II a d i fferen c e of less than 10 0 in t h e y c o - o r di nates r eturn 
II 1 indicat ing t hat an over l ap has occur r e d. 
if«(_pts[i ] .x()-P.x()) < 50 ) && « -pts[ i ].y() - P .y()) < 100 )) 
return 1; 
else 
if (P.y() > -pts [ i) .y()) 
( 
else 
if«(_pt.s[ij.x()-P.x()) < 50 ) && «P.y() - -pts [ i) .y()) < 10 0 )) 
return 1; 
if( -pts [ij . x() < P.x()) 
( 
iE{-pts[i].y() >= P.y(l) 
( 
if«(P . x()- -pts[i).x()) < 50) && «-pts[ij.y() - P.y()) < 1 0 0 )) 
return 1; 
else 
if(P . y() > -pts[i].y()) 
( 
} 
} 
if«(P . x() - -pts[iJ.x()) < 50) && «P.y() - -pts[ i) . y()) < 1 00 )) 
return 1; 
1 / No overlap occurred. 
return 0; 
/1 Des t r uctor. 
UsedPoints : : - Us e dPoin t s() 
{ 
de lete [J -p t s ; 
} 
///1 1 1111//1//111 / 1//1/1 1 /11 / 1/ / //1//1/ 11//1//1 / 11/ 1 /// / /i // /i / /fli l l 
// Node. h : This class st.ore s the poin t s in the drawing area for t he 
// nodes. Each node repres ents a task. 
/ 1 1/ 1/ ////// / ////// / 11/1 / //1/////1//1/ // // / ///1//1 / /// / /// / //1//// / /1 
#i Ende f NODE_H 
#d e fine NODE_H 
#define TRUE 1 
#de f i ne FALSE a 
#include <Xm/Xm . h > 
#include <Xm/DrawingA.h> 
#include "lntArray . h" 
#include "Point..h" 
class Node 
private : 
Point _t.opLeft; // Top l eft point of the square . 
Point _topCenter; / / Top cente r point. of the circle . 
Point. _bottomCent.er; // Bottom center point in t.he circ le . 
int _  set; // Flag indicating, if t.he nod e was pre v i ous ly s et . 
char' _t.askNumber; 
p 'lblic: 
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Node(}; 
v oid s etPoints(Po int ,int }; 
void draw(GC·, Widget* ); // Dra ws t he node . 
i nt set(} {return _set;} 
vo i d res e t() {_set = FALSE;} 
// Func tions that re turn t he points i n t h e n od e. 
Point topCenter(){ return _topCenter ;} 
Point bottomCenter(){ r e turn _ bottomCen t e r;} 
Point topLeft() { retu~n _top~eft;} 
-Node () ; 
} ; 
#endi f ; 
////////////// / //////////////////////// / /// //// / /// / / /////////// / ////////////// 
/ / Node .C: The Node class represents a node in the prece den c e graph. 
// A node in the graph represents a task. 
// / /////////// / ////////////////////// / / // ///// // //// / / ////// 1 ////////////////1 
#inc l ude "Node.h" 
#include <string.h> 
#include <stdio . h> 
/1 Constructor. 
Node: :Node () 
( 
taskNumber new char (3); 
set = FALSE; 
// This func tion sets the co - ordinates of the node. 
// The argument P is the topleft point of the s quare around t h e arc. 
// TaskNum indicates the task number and is used in displaying the 
/ / number in the node. 
void Node: :setPoints(Point P, int TaskNum) 
( 
} 
_set = TRUE; /I Indicates that the Node is set. 
_topLeft = P; 
_topCenter.setXY(P.x()+21,P.y(»; // Since the diameter of t h e c irc l e i s 
// 42 the topCente r' s x c o - o rd i nate i s o bta i ne d by 
// adding 21 to the t opLe f t 's x c o-ord i nate . 
_bottomCe nter.setXY(P.x()+21,P.y()+42); II Sinc e the d iamete r of the c irc l e is 42 , the 
/ / bot t omCen t er ' s y c o-ordinate is obtained by 
/1 adding 21 t o t op Left ' s y -co- ordinate . 
sprin t f(_t asJcNumbe r, " %c %d", 'T', TasJcNum ); 
// The func tion dra ws the Node, by d rawing the ci r c le a nd t h e st r i ng 
// representing the task numbe r. 
void Node::draw(GC* gc, Widget· drawing _area) 
( 
XDrawAr c(XtDisplay(*drawing_area), XtWindow(·dr awing_ a r e a ) , 
*gc, _topLeft.x(), _topLe f t.y(), 42, 42, 0, 360 *64 ); 
// Put the string holdi ng the task numbe r , i n the arc . 
XDrawImageString (XtDi s play (*drawing_area) ,XtWindow (*dr a wing_area ) , 
*gc, _topLeft . x()+10,_topLe f t .y()+2 5 , _ t a s kNumber, s tr l en (_taskNumber»; 
Node: : -Node ( ) 
( 
delete _taskNumber; 
taskNumber = NULL; 
1/111 / ///// / /1 1 /1 / /1 / /1////1////// // 1//11/1/// 1 // / /1//1 / /1///11// 1 1 /1 
/ / line.h : Represents a line. A line is drawn between two nodes 
// indicating dependency between the tasks repre s e n t ed by t h e n ode s. 
// // 1 // / ///// 1 ///1//11 / ///// / /1/11 1 // / // / //////1/1/1/1//// / //1//// // 
#-i fndef LINE_H 
lIdefine LINE_H 
#include <Xm/Xm.h> 
#include <Xm/DrawingA.h> 
#include "Point.h" 
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class line 
( 
private: 
Poin t _lineStart; // Star t ing po i n t of the line . The bo ttom cent er o f 
/ / a node . 
Point _lineEnd; / / End ing poin t of a line. The top c ente r of a nod e . 
public: 
line () () ; 
void setPoin ts(Point&, Point& ); 
void draw(GC',Widget*); 
) ; 
#endif; 
/////////1////111//////1111/1// ///1 / // 11 / / // / /11 1/ 1 / / /11 // / ///1///////1/111111/1/111 
/ / line.C: Contains member functions of the line c lass, u sed t o set t h e c o-ordinates 
// of t h e line and to draw the l ine in a drawi ng area widge t . 
/// / //1/1//1//1//////////1/// / // // ///1//// / / / //// / / // // / 1 / /1/1 / /1111/11 111//1/11///1 
#include "line.h" 
// Set the starting and ending points of the line. 
void line::setPoints(Point& lineStart, Point& lineEnd) 
( 
lineStart = lineStart; 
lineEnd lineEnd; 
// This function draws the line. The graphics context and the drawing area 
// widget into which it needs to be drawn are passed to the functi on. 
void line::draw(GC *gc, Widget *drawing_area) 
{ 
XDrawLine(XtDisplay(*drawing_area),XtWindow('dr awing_ area), 
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*gc, _lineStart.x(), _ lineS t a rt.y(), _ line End.x(}, _ l i neEnd .y()); 
/11//1//////1/// / ///1/////////1/1/1///111////1////1 // //fl // //I/////// / //// / / ///// 
// UMPTSApp.h: Application class for the UMPTS genera t ion. This clas s i s de rived 
II from the application class. 
/1////1/11/1/////////111/1111////1///1///////////1/1////////////1//////////////// 
#ifndef MENUDEMOAPP_H 
#define MENUDEMOAPP H 
#include "Application.h" 
#include "TaskGraph .h" 
#include <string.h> 
#include "he ad.h" 
class Result sWindow; 
clas s UMPTSApp : public Applicat ion 
protected: 
Ta s kGraph *_determinate; 
TaskGraph * .JI1aximaUyPll; 
char *_ful IFileName; // Indicates t he f ull path name o f the f ile . 
char *_ fi leName ; // Indicates the name of t h e f ile . 
public: 
} ; 
friend class ResultsWindow; 
friend c lass MatrixWindow; 
UMPTSApp ( char * ); 
- UMPTSApp () ; 
void setFileName(char*, char*); 
int setMemory(ifstrearn&); 
i nt runAlgorithm(); /1 Runs the algorithm . 
void draw (TaskSysEnum ) ; 
virtual const char 'con st className () { r eturn "UMPTSApp"; } 
extern UMPTSApp *theUMPTSApp; 
!lendiE 
/////////1//11///////11//1//1/11///////11/111////////1////////1//1/////////// 
// UMPTSApp.C: This file contains the member functions of t he UMPTSApp class . 
//////////1////////////1/11////////////1////////////////1///1////////////1/1/ 
#include "UMPTSApp.h" 
#include "MenuWindow.h" 
#include "RandGen.h" 
~inc lude " DialogManager.h" 
#include <assert.h> 
UMPTSApp *theUMPTSApp = new UMPTSApp ( "UMPTS a lgo" ); 
MainWindow *theMainWindow = n ew MenuWindow ( "Generat i on o f Max i mally Pa r allel Tas k 
Systems" ); 
UMPTSApp::UMPTSApp ( char" name) 
{ 
Application ( name ) 
_determinate = NULL; 
_maximallyPll = NULL; 
void UMPTSApp: :setFileName(char* fullFileName , char" f ileName) 
( 
_ful l FileName = new char[strlen(fulIFileName) +I]; 
_fileName = new char[strlen(fi leName)+l]; 
strcpy(_fileNarne, fileName); 
strcpy(_fulIFileName, ful l Fi l eName); 
1/ This function sets the me mory by passing the exact input f i le n ame 
II to the setMernory function in the TaskSystem c l ass. 
int UMPTSApp::setMemory(ifstream& fin) 
( 
RandGen Rand; 
int limit = 100; 
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if (strspnLfileName, "Fixed " )== 5 ) 
( 
1/ Chec k if t h e file name has a prefix 'Fixed'. 
if(!_determinate->setMemory(fin» 
return 0; 
else 
if (strspn( _ fi l eName, "Random") ==6 ) I I Check if the f ile name h as a pref ix ' Random'. 
_ determinate->setMemory(Rand, limit); 
return 1; 
/1 This f unct ion draws the gra phs by cal l ing t he draw() function i n the Tas kGraph class . 
void UMPTSApp: : draw (TaskSysEnum TASKSYSTEM) 
( 
char str[l OO]; 
if (_ de t ermina te->numOfTasks () > 20) 
( 
s t rcpy(str, 'Cann ot draw Graph. To o many tasks. \n"); 
strcat{str, "Graph may b e too clu ttered to view."); 
theInfoDialogManager ->post(str, (vo id *) t hi s }; 
else 
( 
if(TASKSYSTEM == DETERMINATE ) 
_determinate - >draw(); 
else 
if(TASKSYSTEM == MAXPLL) 
_maximallyPll->draw(); 
II This function implement s the UMPTS algori t hm by calling the a ppropriate functions . 
int UMPTSApp:: rUnAlgori thm () 
{ 
int temp=O; 
ifstream f_in(_fullFileName l; 
int numOfTasks; 
/1 Allocate memory for the task systems. 
determinate = new TaskGraph("Determ i nate Task System" ); 
assert(_determinate); 
_maximallyPll = new TaskGraph( "Maximally Parallel Task System"); 
assert (_maximallyPll) ; 
II Read the input task system into the d etermi na te task system . 
f in» determinate; 
numOfTasks = _determinate->numOfTasks(); 
II I f i npu t f il e format is wrong, t h en r eturn . 
if ( ! UMPTSApp: : setMemory ( f_in) ) 
return 0; // 0 indicates an error has occured. 
_determinate->make Determinate () ; / / M.akes the task system determina te . 
// Removes the redundant d epende nci e s. 
_determinate->checkRedundancy() ; 
// Obtain the degree of parallelism of the t ask system . 
_determinate->degOfParallelism(); 
_determinate ->setLevel(); // Sets the l evels o f t h e tasks i n the task s ystem. 
// Copy the determina t e task system into t he maximally p a r allel task s ystem . 
(TaskSystem)*_maximallyPll = (TaskSyst em)*_determinate ; 
/1 Obtains the maximal parallelism in the tas k sys tem by placing dependencies 
/1 between mutually interfering tasks and r emovi ng all o t h e r depe ndenc ies. 
_maximallyPll->getMaxparallel i sm(); 
/ / Remove the redundancy in the maximally p aral le l task sys tem. 
_maximallyPlI->checkRedundancy() ; 
// Obtain the degree of parallelism for the maxima lly p a rall e l tas k s y stem. 
_maximallyP1I->degOfParallelism(); 
_maxima l lyPll->setLevel(); // Set the levels of the tasks i n the ma ximally parallel 
// task system. 
return 1; /I 1 indicates the algorithm was run succe ssful l y. 
// Destructor. 
UMPTSApp:: - UMPTSApp() 
( 
delete [1 _determinate; 
de lete [J _ma ximal l yPl l ; 
_determina t e = NULL; 
_maxima l lyPll = NULL; 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// Canvas.h: An abs t ract class derived f r om MainWi ndow class . 
1/ It has a drawing area widge t and a pushButton as it s da ta me mber s . 
////////////////////1////11/////1///////11//////1////1 /////////////// 
#ifndef CANVAS_ H 
#define CANVAS_H 
#include <Xm/Xm.h> 
#include <Xrn/DrawingA.h> 
#include <Xm/Mai nW.h> 
#include "Node.h" 
h n c lude "line. h " 
liinclude "MainWindow.h" 
class Canvas: public MainWindow 
protected: 
Widget _drawingArea; 
Widget _okBu tton; 
GC _gc; 
// Drawing a.rea widget. 
I I Push button widget. 
Node *_node; II Pointers to the Node and t he l i ne classes , repres enting 
line '_line; 1/ the tasks and the dependencies b etween them. 
II Callback function to be called when the ok bu tton is pressed. 
static void okCallback(Widget, XtPoi nter, XtPoin ter); 
void okExecute(}; 
public: 
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Canvas(char *name); 
virtual void ini tial i ze(); // I n itialize the ma i n window and it's children . 
// Pure virtua l f unc tions t o be implemented 
// in t h e der i ved classes 
virtua l void setPoints{) =0; 
virtua l void draw()=O; 
/ / Destroys the main window, drawing are a a nd t h e OK bu tton afte r the OK bu tton is 
1/ pressed. 
void urunanage () ; 
vir t ual -Canvas(); 
} ; 
#endif; 
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1 1/// / ////// / // / // / / // / // /// ///// ///// / // / 1////// / / / ///111/1/11/1//111111//1//1///1/1/1111 
/ / Canvas . C: Initializes the drawing area, main wi ndo w, and t he graph ics c ontex t and also 
/ 1 provi des func t ions for managing a nd unmanag i n g the m. 
11111/11//1 / 11111/// 1 ///// / 11//1// // /// // /1 / / / /// / // / ///1111 1 /11// 1 /////111/ 1 / 1 1 11///1//1/ 
#include "Canvas.h" 
#include <Xm / PushB.h> 
/1 Constructor for the Canvas class. 
Canvas: : Canvas (char* name) :MainWindow(name) 
{ 
line 
node 
NULL ; 
NULL ; 
/ 1 11 1 /111//// / 1/ / /1 / // / / 1/ 1111/11//// / // / ///1////11 // /1//////////1/ / / /// /1 //1 11 
/1 The initialize() function creates the drawing a r e a widget and the graphics 
/1 context. The TaskGraph class draws into this drawing ar ea widget . 
11//////1/////1/// / //1/1/// / 1 / 1////////1111// / //11/1//////1/11/ 1 //11 1 11/111 / /1 1 
void Canvas:: initialize () 
( 
int foreground=O,background=O; 
XGCValues vals; 
/1 Initialize the main window. 
MainWindow: :initialize(); 
II Crea t e t he drawing are a widget a nd the pus h Bu tton wi dge t s as the 
/ / children of the main wi ndow. 
_drawingArea = XmCre ateDrawingArea (J11ain ," d rawingAr e a ",O,O); 
okBut t on XtVaCreat e Wi dge t (" OK " , 
XtAddCallback(_okBut ton , 
xmPus hButtonWidgetClass, _ma i n, 
NULL ) ; 
XmNac t ivateCallback,&Canvas: :okCal l back, 
(XtPointer)this); 
// Ge t the values for foreground and backgrou nd for t he d rawing a r ea widge t. 
XtVaGetValues(_drawingArea, 
XmNforeground, &for e ground, 
XmNbackground, &backgroun d , 
NULL) ; 
// Get the Graphics Context needed t o draw in t o t h e drawi ng area widget . 
vals.foreground for e ground; 
vals.background = background; 
vals.line_widt h = 1.5 ; 
_gc = XtGetGC(_drawingArea, GCForeground I GCBackg r ou nd I GCLineWidt h, &val s); 
// Ca l lback function called when the ok button is a c tivate d . 
void Canv as: : okCallback(Widget, XtPoin ter elie ntData, Xt Pe inter) 
{ 
Canvas *obj = (Canva s*) clientData; 
obj->okExecute(); 
veid Canvas::okExecute() 
( 
MainWindow:: unmanage( ); 
// Make the windows invisible by unma naging them . 
void Canvas: :unmanage() 
( 
XtUnmanageChild(_drawingArea); 
XtUnmanageChild(_okBut t on); 
MainWindow: : unmanage () ; 
// Destructor. 
Canvas: : -Canvas ( ) 
( 
delete [1 _line; 
delete [1 _node; 
line NULL; 
_node = NULL; 
//I////// /I ////////// / /////////////////////// / /l/// / I///// /1// / /// // ////////// 
// TaskGraph.h : Displays the precedence graph o f the ta s k s y s t e m 
/ / The TaskGraph class is derived from the TaskSystem and t he Ca nvas classes . 
// The Canvas class holds the drawing area widge t and t h e graphics conte x t. 
// / ///////////////////////////////////11///////////////////// / // / ///1/ / ////// 
#ifndef TASK_GRAPH_H 
#define TASK_GRAPH_H 
#include "Canvas.h" 
#include "Node.h" 
tlinclude "line.h" 
#include "TaskSystem.h" 
#include "UsedPoints.h" 
class TaskGraph: public Canvas, public TaskSystem 
private: 
int _outOfBound; // Set if the points go ou t side the drawing a r e a widget . 
UsedPoints *_usedPoints; // Contains a l is t of points i n the drawing a rea , 
/ / that have already been a ssigned. 
// Used to make sure that no two nodes inte r sect. 
public : 
TaskGraph(char* name); 
1/ init ialize the window and the widgets . 
vo i d in itialize(); 
II Dra w the graph for t he t as k s yste m. 
vo id d r aw() ; 
1 / Called when the dra wi ng are a widget is e xposed. 
void expos eCallback ( ); 
// Set the points for the nodes and the lines. 
void setPoints(); 
void setNode(int, int); 
-TaskGraph(){ delete _usedPoints;) 
} ; 
#endif; 
#inc lude "TaskGraph.n" 
#include " DialogManager.h" 
#include <assert.h> 
const int OUTOFBOUND = 0; 
const int NORMAL = 1; 
void exposeCB (\.,ridget, XtPointer, XtPointer ); 
Ta s kGraph : :TaskGraph(char ·name), TaskSys tern(), Canvas (name ) 
{ 
_outOfBound 
_usedPoints 
false; /1 Initialize to fa l s e . 
NULL; 
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II This funct i on overr i des t h e i n itialize() member function in the Canvas class . 
II I t sets t he resource s o f the wid g e t s a nd manages them . 
void TaskGraph::ini tia l ize( ) 
( 
int width =0, height =0 ; 
IICall the base c lass e s i nitia l ize membe r f unc t i on 
Canvas : :initialize(); 
IIAllocate memory for the Nodes and l ines to be drawn 
_node = new Node [_numOf Tasks ] ; 
line = new line [_numOf Dependencie s]; 
_usedPoints = new UsedPoints(_numOfTasks); 
assert(_node ); 
assert (_1 ine) ; 
assert(_usedPoints); 
II Dynamically change the width of the ma i n window widge t to 
II fit the Preceden ce Graph . 
width = (_maxDegOfPara l lelism + 1) * 100 + 200 ; 
height = ( _ numOfLevels )*100 + 100; 
II Make sure the height and width of the main window is the same f or a ll t h e 
1/ graphs. If the graph size takes more than the s ize o f the main wind ow, 
I I set the drawing area widget's size to fit the g r aph and provid e scrollbars 
/1 to view graphs outside the ma.in window . 
if(width < 960) 
wi d th = 960 ; 
if(height < 5 50) 
height =550; 
II Set the drawing area widget as the working area for the ma in win dow. 
XtVaSetValues(_main, 
XmNworkWindow, _drawingArea, 
NULL) ; 
II Set the resources of the base widget . 
XtVaSetValues(_baseWidget, 
XmNheight , 650, 
XmNwid th, 999 , 
XmNx,lOO, 
XmNde le teResponse , XmUNMAP, 
XmNy, 20 0, 
NULL) ; 
II Set the resource s of the drawing area widge t. 
XtVaSetValues(_drawingArea, 
XmNwidth, width, 
XmNheight, height, 
NULL) ; 
II Manage the main wi ndow and it's children. 
MainWindow : :manage(); 
XtManage Child(_drawingAre a); 
XtManageChild(_okBu tton); 
II Set the _okButton as the message ar e a for the ma in window, 
II so that it can be pressed to unrnap t he window. 
XtVaSetValues(_main, 
XmNrnessageWindow, _ okButton, NULL); 
II Set callback so that exposeCB() is call e d whe n the d r awi ng area is e xp o sed . 
XtAddCallback( _drawi ngArea, 
XmNexposeCallback, 
exposeCB, 
(XtPointer) this); 
II This function sets the co-ordinates of the nodes. I t obtains t h e width 
/1 and height of the main window widget. Depending on t he d eg r ee o f 
II parallelism the co- ordinates of the f irst node ar e s et . Thi s fun c tion 
/1 ca l ls the setXy function to s et the Node s of all the tasks d e pendent on the 
II current task. 
void TaskGraph::setPo i nts(l 
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int width=O,height=O; 
i nt x = 0 ; 
int y = 50; 
Po i nt start, end; 
int lineIndex=O; 
II Ge t the height and widt h of the main window. 
XtVaGetValues(_main, 
XmNwidth , &width, 
XmNhe i ght, &height, 
NULL) ; 
II Reset all the nodes, to indicate their co-ordina tes have not yet 
1/ been set. 
for(int i=O;i<_numOfTasks;i++) 
_node [iJ .reset(); 
x = width/(_numOfLevelZeros + 1); 
II Making sure the starting node is not too muc h to t he l eft . 
if(x<200) 
x = 200; 
/1 Set the co-ordinates for the nodes. 
fort i=O;i<_nurnOfTasks;i++) 
( 
1/ Check if the co-ordinates of the node we re already s e t i n previous ca l ls 
1/ to setXY. 
if(_node[il.set() == false) 
( 
setNode(x, i); 
// If a node's co-ordinates are outside the dra wing area widget , return 
I I and display a message. 
if (_outOf Bound == true) 
return; 
else 
X+= 110; /1 Nodes at the same level are separat ed by 110. 
II Se t the co-ordina tes f or the line s . A l i ne indi ca tes a depe ndency . 
for(i =O; i<_numOfTas ks;i ++) 
( 
lO2 
start = _node[il .bot tomCenter(); Iistar t i nd icates t he s tar ting point o f t he line 
fo rt i n t j =O; j < _dependency[i]. _dependents .s i ze ();j ++) 
r 
II end is the end-point of the line. 
end = _node [_dependency(il . _dependents[ j ll .topcenter (); 
// Set the co-ordinates of the line by pas s i ng , t he star t and the end po ints . 
_ l ine[linelndexl.setPoints(start, end); 
lineIndex++; 
/1 This function is called from the setPoints member function. This r ecursively 
1/ calls itself to set the co-or dinates of the Nodes r epresenting t asks 
1/ dependent on Task TaskNum. 
void TaskGraph: :setNode(int x, int Tas kNum) 
Point PI ; 
int width; 
int TaskNumD; II TaskNumD indicates the task number of the dependent 
II of a task. 
int y; II Indicate the y co-ordinate. 
II Set the y co -ordinates, based on t he leve l of the tas k. 
y = _task [TaskNum] .level() .. 100 + 50; 
if (_outOfBound == true) 
return; 
// Here num indica t es t h e number o f dependent s o f task Tas kNuffi . 
i n t num = _dependen cy [Tas kNum ] ._dependents . size( ); 
Pl.setXY(x, y); 1/ Se t a t emporary point . 
II Set the co-ord i nat e s of the Nod e r epr esenting the Task . 
while(_usedPo i n ts->conta ins( Pl )) /1 I f t he (Poin t ) a rea representing t he circle 
{ 1/ was al rea dy assigned to a nother nod e , get 
/ / a nother f ree p oin t. 
} 
PI. setXY (Pl. x () .. SO, Pl. Y () ) ; 
x+=50; 
// Add the recent ly assigned poi nt to the _u sedPoin ts . 
_usedPoints->add(PI); 
_node [TaskNum] .setPoints (PI ,TaskNum ) ; 
// If the level is odd and the number o f d e p e nden t s is g rea t e r tha n 1 , 
// have a different sequence of x value s so that l ines d o not over l a p 
// that often. For example if a line is dra wn f r om a Node in lev e l 0 
// to a node in levell and anothe r is drawn from a Node i n l e v e l 0 to 
// a node in level 2 , this helps reduce the chances o f the l i nes overlapping . 
if «_task [TaskNum] . level () %2 == 1) && (num > 1) ) 
x+=30; 
// Here num is the number of dependents. 
// x is the value of the x co-ordinate of t he fir s t de p e nde n t . 
// For example if x is 300 and the task has 2 dependen ts , t hen the va l ue 
/ / of x for the first dependent becomes 25 0 . 
x. -= «num - 1) • 50); 
XtVaGetValues(_drawingArea, 
XmNwidth, &width , 
NULL) ; 
if«x<O) II (x > width)) 
( 
_outOfBound = true; 
return; 
f or(int j=O;j <num ; j ++ ) 
( 
Tas kNurnD =_ depend en cy [Ta skNum ] . _ dep e nden ts [j ] ; 
if (_ node (TaskNumD] .set() == fa lse ) 
setNode(x, Ta skNumD); 
// Incremen t by d if feren t value s for t h e nodes at e v en lev els a nd node s a t 
/ / odd level s . 
if (_task [Tas kNumD) . l e v e l() %2) 
x+=90; 
else 
x +=100; 
/ / / //////1/////// / /// / //// / // / // / // / // / // / // / // / // / // / ///// 1 // / // / // 1 ///1 
/ / This function calls the drawl) func t ions in the Node and line classes 
// to draw the nodes. It passes a pointer to the graphics con t e x t and 
/ / drawing are a widget t o these functions . 
/ 1 ////1 1 // / 1///1 / ////1 / //////////1/1/1///// / ///1 // 11 / /// 1 1 / ///1///1/// / / 
void TaskGraph: :draw() 
( 
TaskGraph::initialize(); 
J 
/1 Callback function called when the drawi ng area is e xposed. 
void exposeCB(Widget ,XtPointer cl i en t _data, XtPointe r J 
{ 
TaskGraph *obj = (TaskGraph *) client_data; 
obj - >exposeCallback() ; 
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/ 1 Clear the wi ndow, s e t the po i n t s for t h e nodes a nd l i nes and then draw 
/ / the graph. 
void TaskGraph: : exposeCallback (l 
{ 
char str [ SO]; 
XClearWindow(XtDi splay(_d r a wingAreal,X tWindow(_ drawingAre al); 
// Empty the _usedPoints array. 
_usedPoint s->empty(); 
1/ Set the co-ordinates of the node s. 
TaskGraph::setPoints(l; 
// If the points are outside the drawing area, display a message sayin g 
// that the graphs cannot be drawn. 
if (_outOfBound == true) 
{ 
Canvas: :unmanage(); 
strcpy(str, "Cannot draw Graph \n '· ) i 
strcat(str, "Co-ordinates out of screen."); 
theInfoDialogManager->post {s tr, (void .) this); 
else 
( 
// Draw the nodes. 
for(int i=O;i<_numOfTasks;i++) 
_node(iJ . draw (&_gc, &_drawingArea); 
// Draw the lines. 
for(i=O;i<_numOfDependenci e s;i ++ ) 
_line(iJ.draw(&_gc, &_drawingArea); 
); 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// TaskSystem.h: The TaskSystem class is the hear t of the program. 
// It contains all the tasks in the task system and dependencie s 
// between them. The tasks and dependencies are IntArray instance s. 
///////////////////////////////1////////////////////// /////////////// 
#ifndef TASKSYS_ H 
#define TASKSYS_H 
# include "Task.h" 
#inc lude "Dependency.h" 
#include <assert.h> 
c lass ResultsWindow; 
class TaskSystem{ 
protected: 
TaskClass· _task; // Tasks in the task s y s tem. 
Dependency* _dependency; // De p e ndenc ies between the tasks. 
int _numOfTasks; 
char **_adjacency; // Adjacency Ma t rix. 
int _numOfMemCells; 
int _maxDegOfParallelism; 
int _numOEDependencies; / Numbe r o f depende ncies in the task s y stem. 
int _numRdntDependencies; // Number o f r e d undant d e pendencies. 
int _numOfLevels; // Number of l ev e ls in the task sys tem. 
int _numOfLevelZeros; // Number of root node s. 
public: 
friend class ResultsWindow; 
friend class MatrixWindow; 
TaskSystem () ; 
void setNumOETasks(int); 
void setMemory(RandGen&, int); 
int setMemory(ifstream& ); 
// Randomly se t s the uppe r l i mi t on memory 
// Se t the domains a nd r a nges f or the t a s k 
// from an input file . 
// The checkRedundancy() and rmRedundancy() funct ions are the two 
// functions used to remove redundancy in t he t ask s yste m. 
void checkRedundancy(); // It c alls the rmredundancy() funct i on to r emove 
1/ redundancy. 
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int rmRedundancy( int . in t o in t ): 
// Obt ain redundant depend enc ies . 
void AddRedundDpOn(int. I ntArray*); 
void AddRedundDpts ( int, IntArray*); 
void makeDeterminate (): / / Make t he task system determinate . 
void getMaxParallelism(): / / Obt ains the Maximum pa rallelism i n t h e task system . 
int numOETasks(){ return _numOfTa sks;} 
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void degOfParallel i sml); / / Compu te t he degree o f par all e l ism of t h e tas k 
int getDegOfPara l lelism (lntAr ray&): / / s ystem . 
// Set the levels of the tasks i n the task sys tem. 
void setLevel(): 
void setSubTreeLevel (int. int.): 
// Overloaded input operator. 
friend ifstream& operat.or»(ifstream&. TaskSystem*): 
TaskSystem& operator=(const TaskSyste m&); 
-TaskSystem () ; 
}; 
#tendif: 
///////1111//1/1//1/11//////11////////1////1/1///1////1/ /1 /// // 1 1// /1 1 1 / / / 1 / 
// TaskSystem.C: This file contains the membe r functi ons for t h e TaskSystem 
// class. 
//1//1///////////11/////1///////////////1////////////////////// / 111111/11// 
Ifinclude "TaskSystem . h" 
#include <ctype.h> 
#include <string.h> 
# include <stdio.h> 
const int REMOVE = 1; 
const int DONTREMOVE 0; 
canst int REMOVED = 1 : 
/1 Global arra ys in the c l ass, holding the complete dependencies o f every 
1/ task in the task system. e.g., RdDependents[O] con tains the 
/1 task numbers of a ll the t asks whi c h d epend on the task '0'. whether 
II dire ctly or indirect ly. RdDepen dsOn [31 conta i n s the t ask numbe r s o f al l 
/ 1 t asks on wh i ch t a sk '3' de pends. whe the r d i r ectly or i ndirectly. 
s t atic IntArray *RdDepends On: 
sta t ic lntArray *RdDepende nt s : 
// RdDependency i s obtaine d by a dd i ng RdDependsOn and RdDependen t s. 
// e.g., RdDepende ncy[3) contains all the task that d epend on t as k ' 3 ' 
// a nd all the t asks that task '3' d epend s on (bo t h direct a nd i ndi r ect ). 
stat ic lntArray 'RdDepende ncy; 
stat i c IntArray *checkedWit.h: 
TaskSystem: :TaskSystem() 
{ 
_task = NULL; 
_dependency = NULL; 
_adjacency = NULL; 
_maxDegOfParallelism 0; 
_numOfTasks = 0; 
_numOfMemCells = 0; 
_numOfDependencies=O; 
_numRdntDependencies=O; 
_numOfLevels = 0; 
_numOfLevelZeros = 0; 
// Sets memory by calling the random number g enerator. 
void TaskSystem::setMemory(RandGen& Ra nd, i nt numOfMemCe l l s) 
{ 
if LnumOfTasks=,=O) 
return; 
numOfMemCells = numOfMemCells; 
for(int i=O;i<_numOfTasks;i++) 
_task [ i l .setDomRngs(Rand, _numOfMemCe lls); 
) 
/1 Sets memo ry by reading from the input f ile. I f s uccessfu l in r eading , 
/ / re t urn 1 . If error occu rred, re turn O. 
int TaskSyste m: :setMemory (i f stre am& f i n) 
( 
char Chi 
ch fin.peek(); / / get the charac ter f r om t h e f ile withou t r emov i ng it . 
// Remove leading spaces and new l i nes from the file stream . 
while «ch -- , ') II (ch == ' \n'» 
( 
fin.get(ch) ; 
ch = fin.peek(); 
iE(isdigit(ch) ) 
fin » _numOfMernCe11s; 
else 
{ 
return 0; 
} 
ch = fin.peek(); 
II Skip newline and space charac t ers. 
while({ch == '\n') II (ch ')) 
( 
fin. get (ch); 
ch = fin.peek(); 
Eor(int i=O;i<_nurnOfTasks;i++) 
( 
/1 If setting domains and ranges failed, return a O. 
if(!_taskli].setDomRngs(fin, _numOfMemCells) 
return 0; 
if(fin.eof(») 1/ If end of file is eached and the domains an ranges of a ll 
return 0; // the tasks have not yet been set, return O. 
/1 If domai ns and ranges were s e t suc cessfu lly return 1 . 
r eturn 1; 
II This funct i on obtains the maximum para l leli s m fr om the t a sk 
/1 system by c hecking for t he Be rnste in's condi tions. 
void TaskSystem::getMaxParallel i sm() 
{ 
int temp1 , t emp2,temp3; 
for(int i=O;i<_numOfTasks-l;i++) 
( 
for(int j=i+l;j<_numOfTasks;j++) 
{ 
1/ Check for mutually interfering tasks by c hecking fo r 
/1 Bernstein's conditions. 
II Here the operator & stands for "Intersec t i on". 
templ _taskli] ._taskMem._domain & _ task!j ] . _ ta skMem. _ range ; 
temp2 _task[j] ._taskMem._domain & _ task(i ] ._tas kMem. _ rang e ; 
temp3 _task(i]._taskMem._range & _task(j] . _ taskMe m. _ r ange ; 
/1 If dependency does not exist be t ween mu tual l y i nte r fe r ing task s , 
/1 place a dependency between them. 
if ( (tempi I temp2 I temp3) 1) 
{ 
if {_adjacency(i] (j) ' 0') 
{ 
} 
_adjacency(i] (j]='l'; 
_dependency!i] ._dependents. add( j ); 
_dependency (j ] . _dependsOn. add ( i) ; 
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II Thi s f u n c t ion adds the tasks on which the tasks i n t he array 
I I AIr depends to the TempArray. 
II It recursively calls itself and adds all the tas k s o n which 
II t he tasks in Arr depends to TempArray. 
void AddToTempArray(In~rray& AIr, I n t Array* TempArray) 
( 
In t Array Array(TempArray->SIZE(}); 
for(int i=O;i <Arr.size(};i++) 
Array = (Array + RdDependency[Arr[i}) ; 
Array = (Array - *TempArray); I I Remove tasks t ha t have al ready been a ccounted 
II for to save t ime. 
IICheck if all the tasks have been accounted for. 
if(Array.size() > 0) 
{ 
*TernpArray = (*TempArray + Array); 
AddToTempArray(Array, TempArray); 
I I This function computes and returns the max imum degre e of pa ral l e l i sm 
II in the task system. It first obtains the red undant dependencies between 
I I t h e tasks and stores then in RdDependsOn and RdDependents arrays . Th e 
II RdDependency array is obtained by adding RdDepends On and RdDepend en ts 
II arrays. Each group of tasks that have d irect or indire ct depende nc ies 
II are grouped in the TernpArray and t heir degree of paralle l ism i s c omp ut.ed . 
I I The maximum degree of parallelism is obtained by adding the d e g r ee o f 
II parallelism in all such dependent groups. The tasks in a group ha v e 
/ 1 dependencies within them but, have no dependencies with tasks i n o ther groups . 
void TaskSystem::degOfParallelism() 
( 
I ntArray *TasksChecked; II Array used to prevent repetet ive che c k ing. 
IntArray *TernpArray; 
IntArray Array (_numOf Tasks); 
in t t e mp ; II Temporar i l y holds t h e d e g ree of paral lel i s m of Te mpArray of tas ks . 
II I f there a re no t a sks the d egree o f para l le l i s m is 0 a nd i f t h e number 
/1 o f t asks i s I t he de gree o f paralleli sm i s I 
if (_ numOf Tasks == 0) 
retu rn; 
else 
if (_nu mOfTasks == l) 
( 
) 
_maxDegOfParallelism 1; 
r e t urn; 
_numRdntDependencies = 0; // Rese t . 
assert(TasksChecked = new In t Arrayl_numO f Tasks)); 
assert(RdDependency = new I ntArray[ _ numOfTas ks }); 
assert(RdDependsOn = new IntArray(_numOfTasks}); 
assert(RdDependents = new IntArray[_numOfTasks]); 
_maxDegOfParall e lism = 0; I I Res et . 
forlint i=O;i<_numOfTasks;i++) 
{ 
RdDependency[i} .setArr(_numOfTas ks); 
RdDependsOn[i ) .setArr(_numOfTasks}; 
RdDependent s[il.setArr(_numOfTasks}; 
I I Form the RdDependsOn array for each tas k. 
Eor(i=_numOfTasks-l;i>=O;i--) 
AddRedundDpOn(i, TasksChecked); 
I IEmpty the tasks checked array 
Tas ksChe cked->empt y( ) ; 
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II Fill the RdDepende nt s a rray for e ach t a sk . 
for (i=O; i<_numOfTasks; i + +) 
AddRedundDpts(i, TasksChecked); 
TasksChecked->empty() ; 
/1 Form the RdDepen dency array by adding t h e RdDepend s On and RdDepende n ts arrays. 
for (i=O;i<_numOfTasks;i++) 
( 
RdDependency[i)= RdDependsOn[i) + RdDependen t s [i ); 
_numRdntDependencies += RdDependents[ij.s ize (); II Obt ain the numbe r o f redundant 
) / 1 d e pendenc ies . 
// Temp Array contains the numbers of ta s ks dependent on t he curren t task . 
assert (TempArray = new I ntArray( _ numO fTasks»; 
1/ For each task make the TempArray from i t ' s d epende n ts and calculate 
I I the. degree of parallel ism 
for (i=O;i<_numOfTasks;i++) 
{ 
if (TasksChecked->notContains (i» 
{ 
*TempArray = RdDependents(i]; 
for(int j=O;j<RdOependents[i] .size() ;j++) 
( 
temp = RdDependents(i) [j); 
1/ Check if task with the Id temp depe nds on any task 
II other than the tasks in TempArray. If so add them to 
II TempArray. 
} 
Array = (RdDependsOn[temp) - *Te mpArray); 
*TempArray = (*TempArray + RdDependsOn[t emp]); 
AddToTempArray(Array, TempArray); 
1/ Now TempArray contains a complete set of tasks with ei the r 
II direct or indirect dependencies between them. 
// If TempArray is empty it indicates the task i does not h a v e any d ependen ts 
/ 1 and hence can be executed in parallel. 
1/ Otherwise obtain the degree of parallelism by passing TempArray as 
// argument to the getDegOfParallelism function 
i f (TempArray- >size() == 0) 
temp=l; 
el se 
temp = ge t DegOfParall eli sm(*TempArray); II Get the d egree of parallelism 
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1/ among the tasks in TempArray. and add it t o 
~axDegOfParalleli sm +=temp; II the total d egr ee of para l lelism. 
II Add the TempArray to Taskschecked so tha t onl y tas ks that a re not 
II checked yet can be che cked 
*TasksChecked =(*TasKsChecked + *TempArray ); 
TempArray->empty () ; 
delete [] RdDependency; 
de lete [) RdDependsOn; 
delete [] RdOependents; 
delete TasksChecked; 
de Iete [] TempArray; 
RdDepen dency = NULL; 
RdDependsOn = NULL; 
RdDependen t s = NULL; 
TasksChecked = NULL; 
TempArray = NULL; 
1/ This function manipulates the RdDependsOn array. 
/1 For. Ex: If task 9 depends on task 8 and tas k 8 
/1 depends on task 7 then RdDependsOn[9] contains both 
// 8 and 7. This function calls itself recurs i v e ly to 
II accomplish this. 
void TaskSystem::AddRedundDpOn(int Task l d. IntArray* TasksCh eckedl 
{ 
int TaskNum; 
int Val =0; 
if{TasksChecked->notContain s (Ta s k l d»IIRecur s i vely ca ll the fu nc tion only if 
( Ii t a s k has no t been c he c ked b e fo r e 
TasksChecked- >add(Ta skld); 
Val = _dependency [TaskId] . _dep e ndsOn . size (); 
for(int j =O; j <_de pendenc y [Tas k l d ] . _dependsOn.s i ze (); j ++) 
( 
TaskNum = _depe ndency [Tas k Id ] ._d ep e ndsOn [j] ; 
AddRedundDpOn (_de pende ncy [Ta skIdJ . _ d ependsOn [j) , Tasks Chec ked ); 
RdDependsOn[TaskId ) .add (Ta skNum) ; 
for(int k=O;k<RdDepends On [TaskNum ] . size () ;k++ ) 
RdDependsOn[ Taskld] . add(RdOepends On[TaskNurn ] [k]); 
II This function manipulates the RdOependent s a r r a y. I t 
I I recursively obtains all the tasks that depend on a given t a sk 
I I and stores these tasks in the RdDependents a rray. 
II e.g., RdDependents[O] contains the tas k numbe rs of a l l the 
II tasks that depend on task O. If task 2 depends on t ask 0 a nd 
II task) depends on task 2 then bo t h 2 and 3 are conta ine d in 
1/ RdDependents [0] . 
void TaskSystem: : AddRedundDpts (int Taskld, IntArray' TasksChecked) 
( 
int TaskNum; 
if(TasksChecked->notContains{TaskId» 
( 
TasksChecked->add(Taskld); 
for(int j=O;j<_dependency[TaskId] ._dependents.si ze (); j ++) 
( 
II Recursively call itself to obtain redundant dependencie s . 
AddRedundDpts(_dependency[TaskId J . _dependents[j],Ta sksChe cked ); 
TaskNurn = _dependency [Taskld] ._dependents[j]; 
RdDependents[Ta sk l d].add(TaskNum); 
Eor(int k=O ; k<RdOependents[TaskNum] . size();k++) 
RdDependents[TaskI d J . add (RdOependen t s [Ta s kNum] [k]); 
1/ Th i s f unc t i on r e c urs ive ly obta ins the deg r e e of pa r a llel i s m fo r the t as ks 
I I passed in the array. In the arra y it t a kes eac h tas k and ma ke s a n a r ray o f 
II tasks not havi ng any depe ndency wi th i t and c ompute s t he degree of 
I I paral l elism among them by recursive ly ca lling itself. Even tua lly it c a l l s 
II itself wi t h just 2 arguments and from then on r e t ur ns the degree o f 
1/ parallel ism to the previous l eve l in r ecurs i on a nd so on . 
int TaskSystem::getDegOfPa ralle lism(IntArray& Arra y) 
( 
int DegPl l sm=l;/1 DegOfPllsm gives the maximum de gree of pa r a llel i s m i n the 
/1 passed array . 
int temp =1; II temp holds the temporar y value for t he de g r ee o f para llelism 
IntArray *TempArray = NULL; / 1 I t temporar ily c on tains t he tasks t ha t 
II do not ha ve any depende ncy wi th a s pec i f i e d tas k 
II For e ach t a sk in Arra y TempArray var i es 
Ilcheck for dependency between any two tasks. 2 t asks between whi ch no 
/1 dependency exists are conside red to be paral le l 
for(int i=O;i<Array.size() ;i++) 
( 
1 / SIZE() function returns the alloca t ed size of t he array a nd s ize ( ) 
1/ returns the number of elements in the array 
assert(TempArray = new IntArray(Arra y. SIZE(»); 
temp =1; 
far(int j=O;j<Array.size();j++) 
( 
if «RdDependency[Array[ i l] .notContain s (Array[j 1») && i! = j) 
TempArray->add(Array [j ); 1 / Tasks no t having dependency wi t h t he t a sk 
' -;-' 
I 
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} 
/1 r epresented by Array ( i) . 
II If every t ask h.a s a dependency with the task , then it can ' t be e xecu ted i n 
II in para l lel with any othe r task. 
if (TempArray->size() '=0 ) 
( 
if (TempArray->s i ze () ==I) 
temp+=l; 
else 
temp += getDegOfParal l elism(*TempArray); 1/ Re cursively c a ll i tself. 
if (temp > De gPl lsm) 
DegPl l srn = temp; 
delete [] TempArray; 
TempArray = NULL; 
II Return t h e degree of paral l e l ism among the tasks in TempAr ray. 
return DegPllsm; 
1/ This function makes the task system determinate by adding d ependencies 
II between any pair of tasks not satisfying Bernstein's c ond itions . 
void TaskSystem: :makeDeterminate () 
( 
i nt templ,temp2,temp3; 
for(int i=O;i<_numOfTasks-l;i++ ) 
( 
for(int j=i+l;j<_numOfTasks;j++) 
{ 
II Operator & re t urns one if the arrays passe d t o it have 
II one common va l ue 
tempI _task[i] . _taskMem._domain & _ task[j] ._taskMem._range ; 
temp2 _task[i] ._taskMem._range & _task[j] ._taskMem . _domain ; 
temp3 _task[il ._taskMem._range & _ t ask[j] ._taskMem . _rang e ; 
if«templ I temp2 I temp3) == I} 
( 
_adjacency [ i] [jJ='l'; 
_ d e pe nde ncy[iJ .addToDep endents (j) ; 
_depe nde ncy[jJ . a ddTo Depends On(i); 
II This funct ion is call e d t o remove redundan t d epend e ncies fr om t h e 
II task system . This fu nct i on i nturn ca ll s t h e rmRe dunda ncy funct i o n. 
void Tas kSystem: :checkRedundancy() 
( 
i nt t e mp; 1/ Variabl e used to store t h e inde x o f the e l ement b e fo re r emov ing 
II r e dundancy. 
int i, j; 
I I checkedWith array is us e d to remove r edundan t c ompu tation s 
I I in the rmRedundancy function 
checkedWith = new IntArray(_numOfTasks) ; 
II Starting from the last task, each t ask is che cked with a ll the tasks 
l ion which i t depends 
fore i= _numOfTasks -1 ;i>=O;i--) 
( 
for(j= (_dependency[i] ._dependsOn.size()-I) ; j>=O;j -- ) 
{ 
J 
temp = _dependency [ i] ._dependsOn[j); 
Ileall rmRedundancy to remove the r e d undant dependencies 
I/If some dependencies have be en remove d, t he loca t i on of t he tas k 
/1 indexed by j changes, so get t h e l oc at ion b y c alling ge t I ndex function 
if (rmRedundancy(i, temp, DONTREMOVE ) == REMOVED) 
j = _dependency[iJ ._dependsOn.getlnd ex(temp ); 
checkedWith->empty(); II Empties it by r emoving all t he e lements. 
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_numOfDependenc i es=O; 
for(i=O;i<_numOfTasks - l;i++) 
fo r(j=i+l;j<_numOfTasks ;j++) 
if (_adjacency[i ] [j] == 'I' } _ numOfDepe nd encies ++; 
delete [ ] checke dWith; 
///1// / / //// / // / ////// / / /1 1 ////1 / / // / ///// / //////////////11//////////////// 
/1 The rmRedundancy function removes t he redunda ncy between Taskl a n d Tas k2 . 
II I f Flag is REMOVE it indica t es t ha t dependencies can be r e moved. 
1 /1 / ///// / 1/ /// / // / // / // / / / /// / / / / // / / / / /// / // / /////// / ///1//////////////// 
int TaskSystem::rmRedundancy (int Taskl, i n t Ta s k2 ,int Flag} 
( 
int t emp; 
int templ=O; 
int retVal=O; 
checkedWith->add(Task2); 
if«_adjacency [Task2] [Taskl ] == 'I'} && (Flag == REMOVE» 
{ 
_adjacency[Task2J [Taskl] = ' 0' ; 
_dependency[Task2] ._dependents.rmValue(Taskl); 
_dependency [Taskl] ._dependsOn.rmValue(Task2); 
retVal = REMOVED; / /indicates that dependency has bee n r e moved 
for(int i = (_dependency [Task2] ._dependsOn.size(} - l);i >=O ; i - -) 
l 
if (checkedWith->notContains(_dependency [Task2 ] . _de pe nds On[i ] » 
{ 
temp = _dependency[Task2J ._dependsOn[i]; 
if(rmRedundancy(Taskl,temp,REMOVE) == REMOVED) 
( 
i = _dependency[Task2) ._dependsOn.size() - 1; 
retVal = REMOVED; 
retu rn retVal; 
/ / Set the level s of a l l t he tasks by recur s ive ly descendi ng from 
/1 t op to bot t om. 
void TaskSys tem : :set Level() 
( 
int level=O ; 
f or( i nt i=O ; i<_numOfTasks; i ++) 
{ 
if(! _ t ask [ i).levelSet (» 
( 
_numOf LevelZe ros++; 
se tSubTreeLevel(i, l eve l ); 
} 
_numOfLevels = _task[O ] .level(); 
fort i=l;i<_numOfTasks;i++} 
if(_task[iJ.level(} > _ numOfLevels) 
numOfLeve ls = _task[i).level(); 
void TaskSystem: :setSubTreeLevel (i nt Tas kNum, i n t level ) 
{ 
/1 If level was previously set, set i t to t he max imum l eve l . 
/ / For example if a task depends on two tasks, one a t l e vel l and ano t he r 
1/ at level 2, then it ' s level is 3 (2+1) . 
i f (_task [TaskNum] .levelSet () 
{ 
if(level > _task [TaskNum] .level(» 
_task [TaskNum) . setLevel(level); 
el se 
_task [TaskNum] .setLevel(level); 
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II Set the levels of t he depe ndents . 
f orlint i=O; i < _de pendency [Ta skNurn) . _dependents.sizel ) ;i++) 
set SubTreeLevel(_de pendency [TaskNurn ) . _dependen ts[ i ) , l e v el + 1 ); 
} 
// This is overloaded input operator. That reads a ll the t a sks i n the task 
/ / system. It calls the setValues member funct i on of each task and s ets the 
/1 private members of each task. 
ifstrearn& opera t or»(if s t rearn& in, TaskSys tem* taskSy s) 
( 
char templ,temp2; 
int NumOfTasks; 
int val; 
char' temp; 
int nurnOfRng=O, numOfDom= O; 
in » tempI » temp2; 
in » NumOfTasks; 
taskSys->_numOfTasks = NumOfTasks; 
if {taskSys->_nurnOf Tasks != 0) 
{ 
assert (taskSys->_task = new TaskClass[NumOfTasks)); 
assert{taskSys->_dependency = new Dep endency [NumOf Tasks)); 
assert(taskSys->_adjacency = new c har*[NurnOfTasks)); 
for(int i=O ; i<NumOfTasks;i++) 
taskSys->_adjacency[i) = NULL; 
for(i=O;i<NumOfTasks;i++) 
{ 
assert(ternp = new char[NumOfTasks+l]); 
in » temp; I/Read the row into temp 
val = (NumOfTasks - strlen(temp»; 
assert (taskSys->_adjacency[i) = new char [NumOf Tasks + I J I; 
// Convert the upper triangular matrix into a nXn matrix by a ppe ndi ng 
// zeroes at the front. 
for(int j=O;j<val;j ++) 
taskSys->_adjacency[il [j) = '0'; 
tas kSys - > _ adj ace n c y [ i) [j ) = ' \ 0 ' ; 
s t r c a t (tas kSys->_ adjacency[ i I , temp); 
/1 Set the needed da ta member s i n t he Task class . 
taskSys - >_tas k [ i) .setValues (NumOf Ta s ks, i); 
/ 1 Set the d e pendencies for the t a sk in t he De pendency c lass . 
t a skSys->_dependenc y[ i) .setDe p endencies ( i , NumOfTa s k s , t as kSys->_ad j acency ); 
delete [) temp; 
t e mp = NULL ; 
return in; 
// This is an overloaded equality opera t or for t he tas k s y stem. 
TaskSystem& TaskSystem::operator=(const TaskSystem& Determina t e} 
( 
_numOfTasks = Determinate._n umOfTasks; 
if(_numOfTasks!=O) 
( 
1/ Allocate memory for the data members. 
assert(_task = new TaskClass[_nurnOfTasks ) ; 
assert(_dependency = new Dependen cy [_numOf Tasks ] ); 
assert(_adjacency = new char*[_numOfTas ks ]); 
for(int i=O;i<_nurnO f Tasks;i++) 
( 
_task[l ) = Determinate._task [ iJ; 1 / Copy t he ta s ks by c a ll ing the ove r load ed 
/1 equality operator in t he Task c lass . 
/1 Copy the adjacency matrix. 
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assert (_ adjacency [i ] = new c har [_numOf TasKs + 1] ); 
fo r( i n t j=O;j<_numOfTa sKs; j++) 
_adj acency [ i J [ j ] = '0'; 
_ad j acency[iJ [ j J = '\0'; 
_depende ncy[i] . setDependenc i es(i, _ numOfTas k s , _adjacency); 
_numOfMemCells = Determinate ._numOfMemCells ; 
} 
_numOfDependencies = 0 ; 
retu r n 'this; 
/1 Destructor for the TaskSystem class. 
TaskSystem: : -TaskSystem () 
( 
delete [J _task; 
delete [J _dependency; 
_task = NULL; 
_dependency = NULL; 
// Delete the memory allocated for the adjacency matrix. 
for(int i=O;i<_numOfTasks;i++) 
( 
) 
_adjacency[iJ='\O'; 
delete [J _adjacency[i]; 
_adjacency[iJ = NULL; 
delete [J _adjacency; 
_adjacency = NULL; 
///1//111/1//1//11/1//111/1/ 1/ //11////////1//1/1111 1/ 111////1/11//////1 / / /// // / / 1 
// Dependency.h: Stores the dependency of the task. It has data membe rs to 
// _depends On that specifies the tasks on which the t ask de pe nds and _dep e nde n ts 
// specifying the tasks which depend on it. 
///1/1/1///11////111//1///1//1///1/////1/1////1/////11////1/1///////////// / //1 1/ / 
#ifndef DEPENDENCY_H 
#de fine DEPENDENCY_H 
#include "IntArray.h" 
class TaskSyst em; 
c lass Depe ndency 
private: 
int _ taskld; 
// _dependsOn is an I n t Array instance and constains Tas k numbers o f all t he 
// tasKs that the current task d epends on. 
IntArray _de pendsOn; 
I ntArray _de penden t s; // _dependents contains the t a s k numbers o f al l the 
// ta s ks depending on the current tas k. 
public: 
friend class TaskGraph; 
friend class TaskSystem; 
Dependency() (); 
int taskId() (return _taskId;} 
// Set the _depends On and _dependen ts data member s . 
void setDependencies(int,int,char'*); 
void addToDependents(int); 
void addToDependsOn(int); 
// Overloaded equality operator. 
Dependency& operator=(const Dependency&); 
-Dependency ( ) () ; 
} ; 
#endif; 
1//1//////////////////1////1////1//////////1/11/1/11 1/1/////1//11//11///////11/11 
1/ Dependency.C: This file conta ins the member func tions of t he Depend ency class . 
// This file has functions to s e t, add, and remove d e p endenCies. 
///1////1////1 /1 /////1///1//////1//11 // 11/11111/ 11 ///1111/1/////////1//1/1/1///// 
]13 
#include "Dependency.h " 
/ / This function is cal led f rom the TaskSy stem c lass . 
// Taskld and adjacency matrix and number o f tas ks i s 
/ / passed as arguments t o the fu.n ction and it s ets t he 
// dependencies for the task indicated by Ta s k l d. 
void Dependency::setDependencies(int Taskld, int NumOfTasks, char** Adjacency ) 
{ 
int i=O; 
_taskld = Taskld; 
_dependents. setArr (NumOf Tasks); 
_dependsOn.setArr(NumO f Tasks); 
for(i=Taskld+l;i<NumOfTasks;i++)//for the f irs t t ask check f r om 1 to end 
{ 
} 
J/ A 'I' in the Adjacency Matrix indicates a d e p e nden c y. 
// For example if there is a '1' in the 2nd row and 3rd column , 
1/ it indicates tha t task 3 is dependent on task 2. 
if (Adjacency [Taskldl [i 1 ==' l' ) 
_dependents.add(i); 
// CheCK if there is a dependency in the adjacency ma t rix showi ng 
// that the current tasK depends on some other tasks. 
for(i=O;i<Taskld;i++) 
{ 
if(Adjacency[il [Taskldl=='l') 
_dependsOn.add(i) ; 
} 
// This fu.nction adds the Taskld to the _dependents array. 
void Dependency: :addToDependents(int TaskId) 
{ 
_dependents.add(TaskId) ; 
// This function adds the Taskld to the _dependsOn Array. 
void Dependency::addToDependsOn(int Taskld) 
{ 
_depe ndsOn.add( Ta s kI d); 
// Overloade d e qual ity ope rator. 
Dependency& De p e ndency::ope rator= (cons t Depende n c y & DEPENDENCY) 
{ 
_taskld = DEPENDENCY. _ taskId; 
_dependsOn = DEPENDENCY. _d ependsOn; 
_dependents = DEPENDENCY._dependent s; 
return (*this); 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////// /////111/1////1///1///// 
// Task.h: This clas s represent s a task. It conta i ns da ta me mbers fo r s tor i n g 
// taskld. domain and range. It has me mber functions for adding 
// values to the domain and range arrays . 
/////////////////////////1///////////////////////1//// /////////////////////// 
#ifndef TASK_H 
#define TASK_H 
#include <iost r eam.h> 
#include <fstre am.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include "RandGen.h" 
"include "IntArray.h" 
#include "Memory.h" 
#include <assert.h> 
const int true 1; 
const int false 0; 
class TaskSystem; 
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c l as s TaskC l as s 
{ 
pr i vate: 
int _ taskI d; 
i nt _nurnOfTasks; 
Memory _taskMem; 
int _level; 
int _levelSet; 
I I Indicates t h e number o f t a s ks in the taskSystem . 
I I Memory associa ted with the task. 
1 / I n d i ca t es t he l ev el of t he task in the precedence graph . 
I I Flag ind icat ing if the leve l is s et . 
publ ic: 
} ; 
friend class TaskSystem; 
TaskClass ( ) ; 
/1 Membe r functions to access the priva t e data members . 
int tas kId {) {return _ t askld;) 
int levelSet(){ return _levelSet;} 
int level() {return _leve l ;) 
void setLevel(int level){ level = l evel ; l e ve lSe t = true ; 1 
void setValues(int, int); 1/ Set teh number o f tas ks a nd t he task number . 
void setDomRngs(RandGen&, int); 
int setDomRngs(ifstrearn& , int); 
TaskClass& operator=(const TaskClass&); 
-TaskClass(){) 
#endi f ; 
#include "Task . h" 
1/ Constructor for the TaskClass 
TaskClass::TaskClass() 
{ 
_taskld =0; 
_level = 0; 
levelSet false; 
I I This function sets t .he values of the data members 
II of t h e Task class. 
vo i d TaskCla ss: : s etValues(int Num, int taskNum) 
{ 
}; 
_ t a s kld = taskNum; 
_numO f Tasks = Num; 
II This funct i on s ets t h e domains and r a n ges o f the t a s k 
II by cal ling the s etDoma in and se t Range functions r espect i ve ly 
// in t he MemoryC l a s s. 
void TaskClass::se t DomRngs(RandGe n& Rand, in t NumOf MemCe l l s ) 
( 
_taskMem . setDomain (Rand, NumOfMemCells); 
_ tas kMem. se t Range (Rand, NumOfMemCells ) ; 
IITh is f unction is called when t he input is an fi x e d data f ile. The domain 
II and range are passed to t he f unction f r om TaskSys tem c l a s s a s character 
/1 strings. 
i nt TaskClass: :setDomRngs{ifstream& fi n ,in t UpperLimi t ) 
( 
II Call the setDomRng fu nction in the Me mo ry c lass . 
if(!_taskMem.setDomRngs(fin, UpperLimit» 
return 0; 
else 
return I; 
II Overloaded = operator. 
TaskClass& TaskClass::operator=(cons t TaskCla ss& Task ) 
( 
taskld = Task._taskld; 
_numOfTasks = Task._numOfTasks; 
taskMem = Task._taskMem; 
level Task._Ievel; 
retur n· this; 
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1 11/ / / /1 / ////1 11// 1 / / 11 // 1 /1//////1111111/111/111/1/1/ III/III 
/ / Memory . h: This c l ass con tain s data members _domain and _range . 
1 / This class repr esent s the memory associated with a task . 
/ 1/1 / / / / /1/ / //// / / / //1 //// ///1//1111/ /1 /111111//1/1//1///111 
#inc l ude n I ntAr ray. h· 
# i nc l ude "RandGen.h" 
class Memory 
{ 
private: 
In tArray _domain; // Domain of a task. 
IntArray _range; 1/ Range of a task. 
public: 
friend c l ass TaskSystem; 
Memory(){}; 
int setDomRngs(ifstream&, int); 
void setDomain(RandGen& , int); 
void setRange(RandGen&, int); 
vo i d AddToDomain{RandGen&, int, int, int); 
void AddToRange(RandGen&, i nt, int, int); 
Memory& operator=(const Memory&); 
-Memory () ( ) ; 
) ; 
lI i nclude "Memo ry.h" 
#lnclude <ctype.h> 
1/ This function sets the domain of the task by g enerating 
1 / random domains and then calling to AddToDomain funct ion 
1/ to add them to the domain. 
void Memory::setDomain(RandGen& Rand, int NumOfMe mCells) 
( 
lnt NumOfDomCells = 5; 
int Temp; 
lnt j=O; 
_ doma i n.se t Arr(NumOfDomCells); I I Al loca t e memo ry for t he a rra y. 
fo r(int i =O ;i<NumOfDomCel l s ;i ++ ) 
( 
Temp = Rand.rand(l,Nu mOfMemCe ll s ); 
AddToDomain(Rand, Temp, i , NumOfMemCe lls); 
1/ This functi o n adds the passe d value to the domain if the 
II value is not al r eady p r esen t in the d omain. I f i t is a lrea dy 
/ / present in the array, it gene rates another r a ndom number 
I I within the nee d e d limi t and r e curs i vely call s i tse lf un t i l i t 
II ge t s a value not in domain. 
void Memory::AddToDomain(RandGen& Rand, int Temp, i nt i, in t NumOfMemCe lls) 
( 
int j=O; 
while({Temp != _domain[jJ) && (j<i» 
j++; 
if (j<i) 
( 
// Temp is already present in _domain. So get another ran d om number 
// and call AddToDomain a gain . 
Temp = Rand.rand(l,NumOfMemCe lls); 
AddToDomain(Rand, Temp, i, NumOfMemCells ); 
else 
_domain.add(Temp); 
/1 Sets the range of the task. 
void Memory::setRange(RandGen& Rand, int NumOfMemCe l l s) 
{ 
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in t Temp; 
i nt j=O; 
int NumOfRngCel l s = 5; 
_range. s etArr (NumOfRngCells) ; I/Allocate memory for the range array 
for{int i=O;i<NumO fRngCel l s;i ++) 
( 
Temp = Rand.rand ( l ,NumOfMemCe lls); 
AddToRange(Rand, Te mp, i, NumOfMemCells); 
I I Th is function adds the passed value to the range . I f the pa s s ed val u e is 
I I a l ready in t he range, then t he func t ion generat e s a value and cal l s 
II i tself. This goes on until a value no t i n t h e ran ge i s o b tained . 
1 / Temp is the value to be added and i indicates the index o f the las t 
II location in the range. 
void Memory: : AddToRange (RandGen& Rand. int Temp. i n t i. in t NumOfMe mCel l s ) 
( 
int j =0; 
II Temp is the value to be added to the _ra nge. Che ck i f i t i s a l ready 
II present in the _range. 
while«Temp '= _r a nge[j]) && (j<i» 
j++; 
if (j<i) 
( 
II If < i. it indicates that Temp i s alre ady pre sent in the a rray 
II 50 get another random value between 1 and t he NumOfMemCe ll s and 
II add call AddToRange again to add it to t he r a nge. 
Temp = Rand.rand(I.NumOfMemCells); 
AddToRange(Rand, Temp. i, NumOfMemCells); 
else 
_range.add(Temp) ; 
II This functions skips the blanks in the file stream. 
void skipB l anks(i fs trea m& fin) 
( 
c har chi 
ch fin.pee kl); II Get the nex t chara cter without remov ing f rom the fi l e s tream . 
1 / Keep removing a ll the bl,mk charac ters from the f ile stream. 
wh ile (ch == . ') 
( 
fin.get (ch); 
ch = fin . peek(); 
} 
II This function is used t o read the domains and r a n ges f rom the fi l e . 
I I In ease of error, 0 i s r e t u rned . 
int ReadToArr(ifstream& fin, IntArray& Arr, int UpperLimit) 
{ 
int NumOfCells, temp; 
char ch; 
skipBlanks (f in); 1/ Skip a ll whi te spac es . 
eh = fin . peek() ; 
II The number of domains and the numbe r o f r a nges s hould be integer. 
if (! isdigit (ch) ) 
return 0; 
fin » NumOfCells; 
Arr.setArr(NumOfCells); /1 Al locate memory. 
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} 
ti n » Chi 
/ 1 Check for opening parenthes i s . 
i f (ch != '(') return 0 ; 
1 / Read the n umbers igno r i ng spaces and r e t u r n 0 i n c a s e o f e rror . 
for( i nt i=O;i<NurnOfCe l l s;i ++ ) 
( 
skipBlan ks( fi n); 
ch = tin . pee k(); 
if ( isdigi t (ch) ) 
{ 
fin » temp; 
if ( (temp < 0) I I (temp> Upp e rLimit» 
return 0; 
Ar r. add (temp) ; 
skipBl anks (f in ); 
ch = fin.peek(); 
II Check for the separator 
if(ch == ','J 
fin » Chi 
e l se 
if (ch ! = ')') 
return 0; 
I I Read the 'J' character . 
fin » Chi 
ski pBl anks (f in) ; 
return 1; 
between values. 
II In the case of e xamples, domai n s a n d ranges are passed as c ha racte r str i ngs f r om the 
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II TaskSystem class. Th i s f u nction is used to set the domains and rang es fo r the e xamples . 
int Memory::setDomRngs(ifstream& fin, in t UpperLimit) 
( 
c h a r ch i 
if (!Re a dToArr(fi n , _ d oma in, Upp erLimi t» 
r e t urn 0 ; 
if (!Re adToArr (fin , _ r ange , Uppe rLimit» 
return 0; 
if ( ! f i n . e o f ( ) ) 
( 
ch = fin . p e ek(); 
if ( ch == . \n' ) 
fin.get(ch) ; 
else 
return 0; 
ch fin.peek(); 
while ( (ch == ' ' ) II (ch 
( 
fin.ge t (ch); 
ch = fin . peek(); 
return 1 ; 
'\n ' ») 
I I Overloaded = operator for the Memory class. 
Memory& Memory: :operator=(const Memory& Meml 
{ 
_range ~ Mem . _ran ge; 
_ doma in = Mem ._doma i n; 
ret urn 'this; 
11 1111////// / // / ////////////////////////////////////// ////////// 
/ / RandGen.h: This c l ass represen t s a random number generator 
// Source: "Random Number Gen e ra t ors: Good Ones are Hard to Find", 
/ / by S. K. Park and K. W. Miller, Communications of t he ACM, 
// Vol. 31, No. 10, October 19 88 , pp. 119 2- 1201. 
/ // / // //////// / // /////////////////////////////////////////////// 
#ifndef RANDOM 
#define RANDOM 
#include <iostream.h> 
#inc l ude "math.h" 
#include "time.h" 
#define a 16807.0 
#define m 2147483647. 0 
#define q 127773.0 
#define r 2836.0 
class RandGen{ 
private: 
double _seed; 
int _low, _high; 
public: 
/1 The seed for the generator 
1/ _ l ow indicates the lower limi t and _high 
1/ indicates the UpperLimi t . So rando m numbers are 
// generated in these limits. 
RandGen ( ) ; 1/ Defaul t cons tructor. 
int rand(int&, int&); // Takes 2 arguments and sets the upper and 
/1 lower limits with them. 
int rand(); 
void setHigh (int val) Lhigh = val ;) 
double random ( ) ; 
int normalize(); 
-RandGen () [} 
) ; 
#endif; 
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/1//////1/1//1///////////////////////////////////////1/////1/////////1///111/1/////////// 
/1 RandGen.C: This file contains functions needed to implement a random number gen erator . 
III // /////I///////////////II!I!I//////i/ii/i/I/III/III/I/IIIII/!!!!I ! IIIIIIIII I III I IIIIII 
#include "RandGen.h" 
#in c l ude <unistd. h> 
// This is the constructor for the random numbe r ge nerator. 
// It us e s t he time func t ion to ini t i a l ize the s eed. 
RandGen::RandGe n() 
( 
struct tm '"ptr; 
time_t Lt; 
_seed =0 ; 
while(_seed == 0) 
( 
Lt = time (NULL) ; 
ptr = localtime(&Lt); 
seed =(double)p t r->tm_sec/ 60 .00; 
if (_seed == 0) 
sleep(l) ; 
_low = 1; 
_ high = 100; 
/1 This function generates and retu rns a random n umber with in the l ower and uppe r l imits . 
double RandGen::random() 
{ 
double rand, 10, hi, test; 
int tmp_int; 
// generate a random number 
r 
tmp_int = ( i nt) (_ seed / q); 
hi = tmp_in t * 1. 0 ; 
10 = ._see d - q * h i ; 
test a *10 - r "hi; 
if (test > 0 .0) 
seed tes t ; 
else 
seed test + m; 
rand " _s e ed 1m ; 
return (rand) ; 
I/This function normalizes the random number generated by the call t o 
I /random() function. 
int RandGen::normali z e() 
( 
long N, 
temp. 
norm; 
double temp2; 
random (); II Ma ke one idl e call to random . 
temp2" -10g(random(»/2.3B90;// 2.3B90 is lambda. 
while (temp2 > 1) 
temp2 
temp = m*temp2; 
N = temp %_high; 
if(N =" 0) 
norm = _high; 
else if (N < _low) 
norm _low; 
else 
norm N; 
return norm; 
temp2 - 1. 0; 
II Returns a random number between LOW a nd HIGH. 
int RandGen : :rand(in t & LOW, i nt& HIGH) 
( 
_low = LOW; 
_high = HIGH; 
~eturn(normalize(»; 
II Thi s f unction is called t o g enera t e a random number. 
/1 Th is i nturn calls the random and n orma lize fu nctions 
// and returns the random number. 
int RandGen::rand() 
( 
random ( ); 
return(normalize(»; 
11 / /1////////////1////1/11///1//1111/11/1/1///// / 1///// / /////11 11////////1/ / 
/ / IntArray.h, This class represents an integer array. I t ha s a ll the need e d 
/ / overloaded operators to manipulate the array. 
//////////////////////////////// / /// / // / /// / /// / /// / // / //// / // /1 /11///1/// / /1 
#ifndef ARRAY_H 
tldefine ARRAY_ H 
# i nclude <iostream. h > 
#include <fstre am. h > 
#include <assert.h> 
class IntArray 
{ 
i nt _size; /1 Size of the array , i.e., the memory allocate d. 
int· _arr; 
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int _numOfElements; / / Number of intege r s stored i n the array. 
p ubl ic: 
IntArray(); / / Defaul t cons truc tor. 
IntArray(int); / / One argument construc tor. 
int SI ZE(){ return _ s ize;} 
int size() canst {return _numOfEleme nts;} II Return th e number of elements . 
void setA.rr (int); 1 / Alloca t es memory for an i nteger array wi th the size as 
II spec if i ed by the a rgument it r eceives . 
void empty () ; 
void add(int); 1/ Function to add a value t o t he a r ray. 
int& operator)) (int); // Overloaded '&' ope rator . 
void rmValue(int); II Removes the spe cified argument f rom the a rray i f p resent . 
int notContains(int); 
int getlndex(int); 
II if it is prese nt i n it . 
/1 Overloaded operators to make array operations simple . 
friend IntArray ope.rator- (IntArray. IntArray); I I overloaded ' - ' operator . 
friend IntArray operator+{IntArray&, IntArray&); I I '+' ope ra tor . 
friend ofstream& operator«(ofstream&,const IntArray&);11 Ou tput opera t or . 
friend int operator&{const IntArray& _arrl,const I ntArray& _a rr2); 
IntArray& operator={const I ntArray& _arr2); II Assignmen t opera t or 
- IntArray ( ) ; . 
) ; 
#endif; 
#include "IntArray.h" 
#include <string.h> 
#include <stdlib . h> 
1/ Default Constructor. 
IntArray::lntArray() 
{ 
_arr = NULL; 
_size=O; 
_numOfElements=O; 
II Singl e argument c ons t ructor. 
IntArray::IntArray(in t si z e } 
( 
_arr = NULL ; 
a sser t (_ar r = new int[ s i ze l); 
/1 Initial i ze a l l the loca t i ons in the array to - 1 . 
for(in t i =O ;i<size;i++) 
_ arr( i)= - 1; 
:..size = s i ze; 
_numOfElements=O; 
II Allocate an integer array with size speciEied by t he argument passed . 
void IntArray: :setArr(int size ) 
{ 
if (_arr ! =NULL) 
delete Il _arr; 
_arr = NULL; 
assert(_arr = n e w i nt[ size]); 
for(int i=O;i<size;i++) II Ini t ialize all the element s to -1. 
_arr[il =-l; II This helps i n debugg i ng. 
_size = size; 
_ numOfElements=O; 
IIThis function empties the array by making the number 
II of elements as 0 and t hen fi lling the array wi t h -1. 
void IntArray: :empty() 
( 
_numOEElements = 0; 
for(int i=O;i <_size;i++) 
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_ arr [ i]=- l ; 
I I Over l oaded outp u t operator to out put the a r r ays content s t o a fi le. 
ofs t r earn& operator«(ofstrearn& FOUT, c onst In tArray& Array) 
{ 
for(int i=O;i<Array._numOfElemen ts ;i ++ ) 
FOUT « Array._arr [i ] « ' '; 
FOUT « endl; 
re t urn FOUT; 
II This function takes an integer as argument a nd add s it to t h e 
II _arr data member representing the integer array. 
void IntArray : :add(int Val) 
( 
int temp; 
for(int i=O; i <_numOfElements;i++) 
( 
if(_arr[i] == Val) II Return if t he a rray already contai n s Val . 
return; 
else 
if(_arr[il > Val) 
break; 
II Put the Val in the array. 
for(int j =i; j<_numOfElements;j++) 
{ 
} 
temp =_arr [ j l .-
_arr{j]=Val; 
Val = temp; 
_arr[ j ]=Val; 
_numOfElements++; 
I I This functi on accep t s an integer as an a r gument . It checks to see if the 
/I integer is present in the array . If so it is removed from the array. 
void IntArray: : rmValue(int taskNum) 
( 
i n t i=O; 
while «_a rr[il < taskNum) && ( i<_numOfElemen t s » 
i++; 
i f (_arr(iJ == taskNum) 
( 
while (i<_numO£Elements - 1) I I Move al l the elements f o r ward. 
( 
_ a rr[il=_arr[i+ll; 
i ++ i 
_arL[ i I =-1; 
_numOfElemen ts--; II Decr ease the numbe r o f elements in the arra y . 
I I This func tion returns t h e index of t h e inte g e r p a ssed t o it. 
I I If the integer is not present, it retu rns a - 1 . 
i nt IntAr r ay:;getlnde x( i nt Va l) 
( 
} 
for(int i=O;i<_numOfElements;i++) 
( 
if(_arr(iJ == Val) 
return i; 
return -1; 
I IArray indexing operator 
int& IntArray::operator{) (int index) 
{ 
if «index < 0) && ( i ndex> numOf Ele ments - 1» 
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e l se 
return _arr [ index]; 
I IThis is overloaded + sig n that adds two ar rays and return the r esult 
In t Array opera t or+( IntArray& Array1 ,IntArr ay & Ar ray2 ) 
{ 
int A1Count=O,A2Count =O ,A3Count=O; 
Int A.rray Array3 (Array1. _si ze) ; 
1/ Copy the elements of the first array in t o the temporary a r r a y. 
while(A1Count < Arrayl._numOfElements) 
Array3.add(Arrayl._arr[A1Count++]); 
// Add the contents of the s e cond array to the t emporary array. 
while(A2Coun t < Array2._numOfElernents) 
Array3.add(Array2._arr[A2Count++]); 
return Array3; II Return the resultant array. 
} 
II This function checks to see if t he give n value is present i n the array. 
II If it is present, 1 is returned, if it is present 0 is r eturned 
int IntArray: :notContains(int Val) 
( 
Eor(int i=O;i<_numOfElements;i++) 
if(_arr[i]==Val) return 0; 
return 1; 
1/ This is an overloaded subtraction operator that takes two IntArrays a s 
1/ arguments and returns the result of subtracting t h e second from the f irst 
IntArray operator-(IntArray Array1, IntArray Array2) 
( 
IntArray temp; 
temp = Array1; 
for(int i=O;i<Array2._numOfElements;i++) 
temp. rmValue (A.rray2 [i] ) ; 
re t urn temp; 
IIOve r l oaded & operator. This func t ion takes two Int Arra y s 
II as argumen t and r e turns a 1 i f they hav e o n e common value . 
int operator&(cons t I ntArray& Arrl, const In tArray& Arr2) 
( 
for(in t i= O;i<Arr l._numOfElements; i++) 
( 
for(int j=0;j<Arr2. _numOfEl e men ts ;j++) 
( 
} 
if(Arr1._arr[i] ==Arr2. _arr[j]) 
return 1; 
r e turn 0; 
) 
II Overloaded = operator 
IntArray& IntArray::operator=(const IntArray& Arr) 
( 
!= NULL) II If memory wa s allocated before and no t f r e e d, 
II free the memory. 
delete [] _arr; 
arr NULL; 
size =Arr._size; 
_numOfElements = Arr._numOfElernents; 
_arr = new int[_size]; 
assert (_arr); 
for(int i=O;i<_numOfElements;i++) II Copy the elements. 
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for( i= _numOfEl ements ; i<_size ; i+ +) 
_arr [ ij=- l ; 
re tur n *this; 
IntArray::-IntArr ay(] 
{ 
delete [ ) _arr; 
_arr '" NULL; 
_size = 0 ; 
_numOf Eleme n ts=O; 
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II In the blank locat i on s put - 1 . Th i s is 
II to make debugging easy. In case an unneeded array 
I I l oca tion is acc essed . 
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